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STRENGTH

For New England,
Warmer, generally fair weedier, southerly to
westerly winds, stationary or lower barometer.
WEATHER BULLETIN.

vigorously push a business,
strength to study a profession,
strength to regulate a household,
strength to do a day’s labor without physical pain. All this repre-

UNDERWEAR.
Manufacturers of Muslin
Underwear liave given notice that from this date,
all
of

goods

sents what is

wanted, in the often
heard expression, "Oh! I wish I
had the strength!” If you are
broken down, have not energy, or
feel as if life was hardly worth living, you can be relieved and restored to robust health and strength
by taking BROWN’S IRON BITTERS, which is a true tonic—a
medicine universally recommended
for all wasting diseases.

trimmings

with

embroidery, will be ad-

vanced in price from 10
to 15 per cent.

_

shall

For the present
continue to sell at our
former very low prices.
Our stock is large and
complete, consisting of
we

492 & 494 CONGRESS ST.
sndtf

CLOTHES!

I Dyed

AKD

or

Cleansed

rapidly improving.

gan at 10.30 when Col. E. C. Farrington, who
has charge, called upon Rev. A. S. Ladd to
offer prayer.
Mrs. Barstow, State superintendent of the
juvenile temples, presided. The programme
consisted of exercises by children and an ad-

complete and sure remedy for
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Weakness and all diseases requiring a true, reliable, non-alcoholic
tonic. It enriches the blood, gives

FOSTER’S

Gentlemen

Temperance at Sebago Lake.
Sebago Lake, August 5.—The temperance
campmeeting at Lake Sebago opened to-day,
The exercises bewhich was children’s day.

a

expense, and expressed C. O. D.

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

new

18 Preble Street,

dress by Rev. Mr. Hart.
were

jan23

life to the muscles and tone

to the nerves.

at 10 cents per pair
sneodtf

*
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WANTS.

SOHLOTTERBECK'S
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
XT A CURE IS GUARANTEED.JgA
cent*.
For anle by nil Hrnggiat*.
It and you will be convinced like thousand*
who have used it and now testify to its value.
AmU for Schlotterbeck’* €«rit and Wan
Solvent and take no other.

Price 25

Try

"

Wanted.
RELIABLE Woman to assist in house-keeping
J\ nad sewing. Address MRS. J. P. BAXTER,
61 Dsering St. City.
augSdlw
a

Wanted.
SITUATION as book keeper, by a steady and
reliable young man of experience. SatisfacAddress BOOKKEEPER,
tory reference given.

A
Box

Jy29d2w*

693, City.
Wanted.

experienced Salesman, at CHAMBERLIN &
HOMSTED’S Dry Goods Store, Corner of
of refore; ces required.
Congress and Elm Sts* ‘Boat
dtf

AN

jy29

LOST AND FOUND
Lost.
and Chestnut street,
THURSDAY EVENING, a roll ot BILLS,
be
rewarded by leaving
will
The
finder
(about $50.)

BETWEEN

same

Mechanics Hall

at Casco 6’s

OF

Engine

House.

TO

LET.

Lake, August 6.—Two thousand
people were presont at the camp meeting today. Judge Kingsbury of Portland presided
at the forenoon meeting and delivered the
opening speech. J. K. Osgood of Gardiner
delivered an address relating vivid pictures
from his experience as a drinking man; B. C.
Torsey, Grand Worthy Chief Templar of the
Grand Lodge of Good Templars of Maine, delivered the closing address earnestly depicting
the evils of intemperance and exhorting the
people to action.
The afternooa opened with a special meeting for reformed men, followed by a general
meeting at which Mrs. Stevens, President of
Mrs.
the W. C. T. U. of Maine, presided.
McLaughlin, State Lecturer of that organiza’
tiou for Massachusetts, spoke in an excellent
from a woman's standpoint.
The last meeting commenced at 3 o’clock
at which B. C. Torsey presided and Gen. Dow
addressed the assembly, urging united action
morally and legally. The singing has beon’under charge of Prof. Owen, with C. C. Hunt

au4d3t.

The Perham quartette and (Mrs.
organist.
Bant, cornetist, assisted. The meeting has
been

REMNANTS.
We

have

worn or

to

no

old, shop

BANKRUPT stock

show, but the goods

shall offer at this sale

we
are

SHORT LENGTHS,
REMNANTS

present season’s
business, which we desire
the

to close

stock*

previous

TO LET.
No.

235V2 Middle St., 2d story,

ov-

stores occupied by Merrill & Iteuh, and A.
CHAMBERS
hatter. These chambers have been
er

occuMerry,
pied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
years; are in the centre of business, spacious, well
Inlocated and have all modern improvements.
quire of W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
augSdtf

L.

To Let.
one or
on Winter Street, suitable for
C. P. MATTOCKS,
two families.
or F. C. BR1DGHAM, 3iy2 Exchange Street.
dlw
au3

HOUSE

a

grand success.

The Free Baptists at Old Orchard.
Old Orchard Beach, August 5.—About
150 attended the early prayer meeting this
morning. The testimony meeting at 9 was
very interesting. There was an address at 10
on
o’clock,
independent denominational
thought and action, by Rev. J. B. Davis. A
paper on education was read by Prof. A. B.
Meservey, Ph. D., of New Hampshire. The
annual meeting of the association took place
about 3 p.m.; about 500 persons were present
during the day.

GOOD BRICK HOUSE TO BE LET.

and ODD LOTS
of

for them to be present Sunday, owthe delay in the adjournment of Con-

manner

_

SEMI-ANNUAL CASH SALE

to

gress.
Sebago

USING

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent,

present.

impossible

Corns'

Cure Your

to

covenient brick house No. 51 Chestnut
Street,—10 rooms, with modern conveniences,
warmed by steam. Good Stable attached

THE

jy29_d3w>
TO LET.
Nos.

117-119 Middle st. Now occupied
Co., as Wholesale DrugII. E. THOMPSON, No.

STORE
by C. A. Parsons &
taking gists.
Inquire of MRS.

_,iy!4dtf

164 Brackett st.

department will he
represented in the sale, seEach

lections being made from

TO LET.
House,

G2 Cray street.

of F. S. WATEKHOLSE,
change street.

Inquire
93 Ex-

je28dtf

DRESSGOODb
Silks,
BLACK GOODS,
Domestics,

A thoisand people

At 2 o’clock the Deering Zouaves gave an
exhibition dri l.
The meeting opened at 2.30, H. A. Shorey
presiding. There were addresses by Rev. Mir.
Ladd, J. K. Mason, B. N. Stone and M. Potts.
News was received from Senator Frye and
Congressman Dingley announcing that it was

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleaned every day

a

CAMPMEETINGS.

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS is

PreitKed by Tailor**
Pressmen, at a trifling

—

am

note, deliberately leveled a shot
gnu at him and fired, killing him instantly.
Both were young men.

G. Decker.

and

Ladies
—

and

beautifully

To Let or Lease.
Ocean st., Woodford’s, a nice, large, two story
House and stable, with from one to eight acres
of land. For particulars inquire at the next bouse,
C. H. ALLEN,
or address
StandLsh, Maine,
jun28dtf

ON

1 OR

SALE.

Secoml Hand Burleigh Steam Rock
Drill in go d order with full set of Diamond l*oi « Drills, lot of Pipe &c., will
be sold low,
1H0.8. L AUGH LIN & SON,
18 & 20 Center Street.
dlf

jy29

FOREIGN.

DISASTROUS FIRES.

The Eaton Block at Plymouth in Ashes—
Loss $20,000.
Newport, August 6.—The large wooden
block at Plymouth village, occupied as a ho-

tel, stores and dwellings, owned by J. W.
Eaton, was burned to the ground late last
night. The losses are as follows:
S. Powers, general variety store. Loss $3500;
insured $20CD.
Mrs. S. S. Eaton, millinery and fancy goods.
Loss $2500; no insurance.
Loss $1000; no insurB. W. Mor3e, grooer.
ance.

G. Thayer, general store. Loss $3000; partly
insured.
George Adams, hotel, lost two horses, one
cow, furniture, carriages, &c.
J. W. Eaton’s losses on building and furniture are about $5010; partly insured.
The causa
The total loss is nearlf $20,000.
of the fire is unknown.
The Ham Block in Bath Damaged.
Bath, August 6.—The hriek block on Front
am was damaged
street owned by Nelson W.
by fire this afternoon to the amount of S1500.
It caught in the roof; cause unknown, it was
occupied by Henry Chandler, barber; John C.

Higgins, photographer; H. J. Kosenberger,
Andrews sisters and a drum corps, whose lossThe building w?s covered
es are not heavy.
by insurance.

Dissatisfaction Among the Irish
Constabulary.

Fancy Goods,

LACES,
GLOVES,

Hosiery,
TRIMMINGS,

SHAWLS, &c.
Those who have attended
former sales need no advice
to be prompt at the hour of

opening.

N. B.—Good* offered at
this sale are to be closed
and will not be withdrawn
or advanced in price.
Sale to begin at 8.30

tiway mum,
AUGUST 8th.

Eastm an Bros.
& Bancroft.
M

THEY THREATEN TO RESIGN.

Dublin. Aug. C.— According to telegrams
received to night from every part of Ireland
the constabulary are determined to have their
grievances remedied or they will resign. Clifford Lloyd had the Limerick men paraded yesterday and upbraided them for their conduct.
He said if they were soldiers they would be
shot. The men replied they were not soldiers
and denied they were acting disloyally. They
refused to withdraw their circular to the force.
The Inspector General had them again paraded and told them they were acting badly; that
the government wrt losing confidence in their
loyalty and they were playing into the hands of
the enemies of the government. He asked
them to withdraw their circular and promised
if they would do so their claims would be represented to the government and certain allowances would be made to them. The men
again refasod and threatened to resign within
eight days if they did not in the meantime receive a favorable answer to their memorial. It
officers in consequence of
was intimated the
Lloyd’s language would not parade for him

Democratic ConventionThomaston, August 5 —The Democratic
county convention for Knox county met here
A stormy discussion arose on a motion
tc day.
to nominate the candidates of the Greenback
convention, one party favoring passing them
over and nominating only the Register of
Messrs. O’Brien of
Deeds and Treasurer.
Thomaston, Martin of Camden, Veazie of
Rockland and others favored nominating the
Messrs. Grose and
Greenback candidates.
Knox County

Gould of Camden, Hawes of Union, Spalding
of South Thomaston, Burkett of Union and
others advocated the nomination of Register
The debate
and Treasurer only.
lively
and warm, and finally the motion to nominate
the Greenback candidates prevailed, after
which Justus E. Sherman was nominated for
Register of Deeds and W. H. Rhoades for
County Treasurer, both Democrats. Messrs.
Grose and Gould, withdrew from the convenwas

tion.
The customary resolutions were read by Mr.
Montgomery of Camden.

again.

The French Ministerial Crisis,
Paris, Aug. 6.—President Grevy had a conference with Duclerce this morning and the
new cabinet will probably be formed to-day.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Foul Play Suspected.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 6.—The dead body
of Patrick Murray, aged 34, a stone mason, was

found this afternoon in a field on the Zekonk
There were no
(Mass.) side of the State line.
external wounds discovered, hut circumstances
attending liis death are suspicious, and an investigation will be held by the medical examiner from Taunton.
A Sabbath War.
Worcester, Aug. 6.—The fining of the pro
prietor of Bigelow’s Garden for giving Sunday
concerts, today resulted in his filing complaints
against the proprietors and editor of the Spy,
the Worcester & Shrewsbury (railroad, and a
boatman on one of the city parks, for doing
business on the Lord’s day.
A Test Case.
Dayton, O., August 6.—A temporary restraining order was granted the Mutual Union
Telegraph Company against the Western Union Teleerapli Company on Saturday evening. Tho Western Union refused to receive
from and forward for the Mutual Union despatches received by that umpany for points
not on the Mutual Union lines on the ground
that the Mutual Union lias no right to receive
such messages.
It is understood that this suit
will be brought as a test case whether a company can refuse to accept such messages from
another company.

beaches of the old Pine Tree State.
Horse Thief Arrested in Bangor.
Ban-gob,
August G. -Wm. English alias
Wm. Marvin alias Wm. Martin has been arrested for stealing a horse and carriage from

Wm. W.Woodsworth of West Pembroke and
a horse from Elisha Woodbury Small of Cherryfield. One of the horses got played out and
he left the animal looie between Franklin
and Cherryfield but ho came to this city with
Small’s horse and Woodworth’s carriage. He
sold the carriage in Brewer and tried to sell
the horse here but was .suspected of the crime
and evidence of his guilt being obtained he
Small and Woodworth arrived
was arrested.
The prisoner was taken t a
here this evening.

Cherryfield to-night.

and proceed to New Bedford, her destination,
in the morning.

Eugene C. Hurd Deliberately Shoots and
Kills His Brother.
Dexter, August 5.—This morning Engene
C. Hurd of Maine Stream village, Harmonyi
having a dispute with his brother, Howard W.

Hnrd, about

Mr. John L. Shaw and Miss Milliken, were
among the number and sang finely. The party
left home at 4 30, cool and comfortable, having
enjoyed a quiet day and will be on duty tomorrow to serve the many travelers wh® are
now coming to the shady groves and cool

The New Steam Whaler.
Cottage City, Aug. 6.—The new steam
whaler Helen and Mary, arrived this evening
from Bath, Me. She will anchor here tc night

MAINE.

Fremont St., Baltimore
During the tvar I was inj ured in the stomach by a piece
of a shell, and have suffered
from it ever since. About four
years ago it brought on paralysis, which kept me in bed six
months, and the best doctors
in the city said I could not
live. I suffered fearfully from
indigestion, and for over two
years could not eat solid food
and for a large portion of the
time was unable to retain even
liquid nourishment. I tried
Brown’s Iron Bitters and now
after taking two bottles I am
able to get up and go around

orately trimmed goods.

YOUR OLD

BY TELEGRAPH.

501 N.

Infants’ Robes and Dresses, from the plain inexpensive, to the most elab-

Can be

...

...

ANOTHER MURDER.

Night Robes, Chemises,
Drawers, Corset Covers,
Skirls Pillow Shams and

augl

The barometer is highest in the Gulf coast,
has fallen slightly iu the northern districts and
continues lowest in the Rocky Mountain region.
Clear weather prevails to-night iu the districts
on the Atlautio caast and from the east gulf
Lake region with
coast northward to the
southerly to wtsterly winds. Local rains are
of Missouri to the
from
the
southwest
reported
southern portion of the Lake region. The
temperature has risen slightlj in the South
Atlautio States and Ohio Valley and remained
about stationary in New England, Middle
States and Lake region.
Warmer and fair weather is indicated in the
districts on the Atlantic coast Monday and
warmer, partly cloudy weather Tuesday.

to

has secured a service second to none as could
be seen by the men present to day. Train Despatcher Hall and General Agent Alden were
on the ground and looked after the arrangements. Some of Portland's best musicians,

3ENATE.

Washington, Augusts.

the naval
appropriation bill, reported agreement upon
in
item
the only remaining
controversy, that
relating to the closing of navy yards. This was
amended so as to limit the abandonment of
the yards to the current year and to permit
the transfer of perishable merchandise. The
report was accepted and the bill passod.
The discussion upon the House bill to exclude the public lands in Alabama from the
operation of laws in relation to mineral lands
occupied the remainder of the time for morning business.
Mr. Hale, from the conference on deficiency
appropriation bill, reported disagreement for
the third time on the item allowing mileago
for Senators for the special session last summer.
He moved that the Senate recede in
view of the fact that there seemed to be no
probability of the House abandoning its position, the majority in that body to sustain the
House conferees having increased with each
vote taken. The motion was agreed to by a
vote of 17 to 11, and the clerk was directed to
inform the House that the Senate had receded
from its amendment.
Mr. Bayard t-hon submitted a joint resolution appropriating 533,000 for tho mileage of
Senators who attended the session convened
October 10, 1881. Considered and passed by
unanimous vote.
Conference committees were ordered to be
appointed upon the resolution to print the agricultural report and bill giving right of way
to the Fremont, Elkhoru and Missouri valley
Railroad across Niobrara reservation in Nebraska.
A department communication was read in
response to the Senate resolution concerning
the title by which the United States bolds
land now occupied by the Boston navy yard.
Mr. Hoar said that it was now too late to
have the subject referred to a committee, and
upon his suggestion the communication was
ordered to lie on the table and be printed.
The tax bill was, on motion of Mr. Miller of
New York, laid aside informally, and the knit
goods bill taken up. Mr. Miller addressed the
Senate upon the bill.
Mr. Bayard replied to Mr. Miller, and rr
viewed the decisions of the court.
A dispute arose as to whether the bill was
actually pending or not. Mr. Cockrell, on one
hand, maintained that Mr. Miller’s remarks
had, by consent, been allowed upon a motion
to proceed to the consideration of the bill,
while the Republican Senators, on the other
hand, contended that tho measure had been,
The
in fact taken up by unanimous consent.
reporter, upon being appealed to, sustained
continued
his
and
latter
the
view,
Mrj.Bayard
remarks upon this understanding.
After a long discussion, all amendments
were voted down, and the bill passed as it
came from the Senate committee—yeas 3(5,
nays 15.
At the evening session, Lapham of New
York called up the bill authorizing Samuel
L. M. Barlow of New York, John H. Colton
of Pennsylvania and others, to lay a sub-marine cable between America and Europe. The
committee amendment to the bill was adopted,
and also one offered by Mr. Hale that the rates
charged upon messages for individuals snail
Passed.
not exceed 20 cents per word.
Mr. Logan, from the conference to relieve
certain soldiers of the late war from the
charge of desertion, reported agreement upon
controverted item excluding from the benefits
of the measure those who served less than a
given period; this period, which the House
made five months and the Senate twelve
months, had been fixed by conferees at six
months. Report adopted.
On motion of Mr. Ferry, the annual House
post route bill was considered.
Mr. Brooks moved a substitute authorizing
the Postmaster-General to place upon public
highways in States and Territories such mail
service as in his judgment public interest requires, and to report such routes as he may establish or discontinue. The substitute, after
discussion, was drawn and referred to the postoffice committee, the chairman, Mr. Ferry,
Intimating that it would probably be favorably
reported upon at next session. The bill then
Mr. Hale, from the conferees

passed.

Mr. Allison

Launch at Bath.

Bath, Augusts.—Messrs. Packard & Daggett launched to-day schooner Bertha Dean,
7G0 tons, owned by Wm. B. Church and others
of Taunton, Mass, and Gustavus Tripp commands her.
Catholic Excursion.
Winthkop, August 5.—Fifteen

hundred

Catholics of St. Joseph’s Church, Lewiston,
to-day enjoyed the cool shade and pure air at
Maranocook. Band concerts were given on
the steamers plying the lake and an orchestra
played for dancers in the pavilion.
Maine Central Employes’.Sabbath.
Winthbop, August G.—At the invitation of
Superintendent Tucker GOO men from the different departments
of the Maine Central
Railroad with their families gathered to-day
under the leafy arches of elms and maples
overlooking beautiful Lake Maranocook.
Thirty cars well filled arrived at 11 o’clock.
Mr. Tucker provided free transportation and
also furnished an excellent dinner for the entire party. He has made the Maine Central
one of the leading roads of New England and

by his

care

for the interests of his

employes

presented

At 12.35

a. m.

on

conference report on
read.
the Senate adjourned till Mon-

sundry civil bills, which

a

was

day.

HOUSE.
On motion of Mr. Kasson, of Iowa, the Senate amendment to the joint resolution for the
establishment of diplomatic relations with
Persia was concurred in.
Mr. McCook of New York offered a concurrent resolution granting the use of the rotunda
and adjacent rooms in the Capitol to the Garfield Monument Committee from the 25th of
November to the 3d of December, to hold a
bazaar and reception in aid of the erection in
Washington of a statue to the memory of the
late Presidont Garfield, which was agreed to.
Mr. Cox of New York moved to concur in
the Senate amendments to the bill amending
He exstatutes relative to steam vessels.
plained that the object of fhe bill was to provide for inspection of foreign vessels sailing
from American ports. Agreed to.
The House then considered business on the
Speaker's table.
The bill with senate amendments

relieving

certain soldiers of the late war from the charge
of desertion elicited a good deal of interest,
and much opposition was shown, but amendments were concurred in and a conference
committee appointed.
The conference report on the navy apportionment bill was submitted by Mr. Robeson
and agreed to.
X joint resolution was passed instructing
the Secretary of the Navy to convene a court
of inquiry to investigate the Iobs of the Jeannette.

Mr. Dingloy of Maine asked leave to put
its jassage a joint resolution providing
for a joint select committee of three Senators
and six Representatives to inquire into the
condition and wants of American ship building and ship owners’ interests. Granted and
the joint resolution passed.
Several bills and reports were presented, but
there being no quorum, the House took a recess until 8 o’clock.
At the evening session Mr. Calkins of Indiana submitted the conference
report on the
bill to relieve certain soldiers of the late war
of
from the charge
desertion. Agreed to.
Mr. Hiscock presented the conference report
on the sundry civil appropriations bill.
Mr. Hiscock stated simply that the Senate
amendments had been reducod to the amount
of 8958,00.
After debate the report was agreed to and
thus the last general appropriation bill was
disposed of by tae House.
After several recesses during the evening,
the House at 12.80 a. m. took a further recess
until Monday.
upon

Terrible Fall.

Lxwxston, August 5.—Saturday forenoon
W. H. Gowell, a carpenter, at work on the
Bates Mill, fell from a staging twenty-five feet
to the railroad track, breaking the bones of the
wrist, arm, leg, hip, and one heel is badly
bruised. The doctor has hopes of his recovery.

Congress-lst Session.

XLVIIth

Politics and Murder.
Huntsville, Ala., Aug. 5.—United States
Deputy Marshal T. G. Hewlett shot and killed
Sandy Bynum (colored), the most prominent
the
leader of
in Madison
Republicans
county, at an Independent rally today. A mob
of negroes then congregated^ vowing to kill
Hewlett, but they were pacified with great
difficulty. Hewlett fled, but it is rumorod was
I arrested late tonight.
The Mackerel Catch.
Portsmouth, Aug. 6.—Mackerel off this
shore are very backward this season, none
having been caught nearer than the Shoals
till yesterday, when 2000 of extra size and fatness were taken in weirs at the mouth of the

harbor.

EGYPT’S WAR.

POLITICAL.

Opening

the Campaign in Ohio.

Arabi’s

Position

Attacked

by

two doiDg well. Lieut. Vyse and three otheis
killed yesterday, were buried with militaiy
honors in the English cemetery outside Rosetta
gate. Gen. Graham, in the steamer Cygnet,
will reconnoiter the Aboukir forts Monday.

British Troops.
GOV.

FOSTER

MAKES

A

HIGH WATER.

STRONG

SPEECH.

THE

-ENGAGEMENT

OF

A

SERIOUS

What Four Inches of Rain Did in

NATURE.

Cleveland, O., Aug.

5.—Gov. Foster opened the campaign on the part of the Republicans at Elyria to-day, in the presence of the
county convention and large delegations of
citizens. His remarks, especially on the liquor
question, outlining the attitude and policy of
He
tne partv, were enthusiastically indorsed.
said: “Upon the issues hereto joined between
she,two parties, state and national, there is no
good reason for any hope on the part of the
Democratic partv for succt 'S. But a now
question has arisen, that dc is seem to give
I refer to the
them gi eat hope of success.
recent act of the General Assembly, in its
proposal to tax the traffic in intoxicating
liquors, and to secure a quiet and orderly Sabbath. We proi xse that Sunday shall be a day
of rest, not of orgies and carnivals. (Great applause.) The howl goes up at once that we
invade the sanctity of personal
propose to
liberty. Why? Simply because the profits of
For
one day’s sales of liquor are prohibited.
myself, and I think that I speak for the Republican party, we desire that every man shall
make such use of his time as he shall deem
proper and expedient, as long as he does not
interfere with the rights of others, and his conduct is in keeping with the public good. We
believe that Sunday should be tot apart, if for
no higher motive, as a day of rest and recreation. We are told that we are invading the
personal liberties of the citizens, and that wo
have no right to such an invasion. Do we interfere wiih any man’s right? I ask. Do we invade his liberty? Is it a great privilege to 'get
We hold that public good
drunk Sunday.
needs the rest, and the Republican party proposes to stand by the principle, and insist that
the ’saloon keeper conduct his business the
same as other business men are compelled to
do on Sunday. The aotion of the liquor dealers
;u thjtr threats against the execution of the.
Smith Sunday law, raises questions even higher than restraint in the traffic or the closing of
saloons on Sunday. It has raised the question
whether the law shall be entorced or not. The
Liquor Dealers’ Association openly defies the
law. It does not propoce to follow legitimate
channels and repeal the law, but in some instances and some localities it has sought to
coerce judges and introduced perjury into the
jury box, and the Democratic narty is in open
alliance with the assc nation, declaring its opposition to order and enforcement of the laws.
The Republican party must stand firm for a
restriction of the liquor traffic and the enforcement of law.” He concluded by stating that
the Republican party was devoted to the
protection of home industries and reform in
the civil service.
Democrats Alarmed.
Bedford, Ind., Aug. 5.—The Democrats of
this (the 2d) Congressional district are alarmed
at the announcement that A. J. Hostetler, exDemocratic Congressman, has come out as an
independent candidate against T. R. Cobb.
Hostetler is popuiar, and will receive the support of Republicans and Greenbackers, who
will not nominate.

WASHINGTON.
The Garfield Mansion.

Washington, Aug. 5.—The special committee of the Ohio Republican Assc nation, iu regard to the purchase of the Garfield mansion
bothere, examined the mansion from top

Members of the committom this afternoon.
tee were surprised that so small a house Bbould
have so mauy and such spacious re Jins. The
committee will decide upon a recommendation
next week. The chances seem to be favorable
to ti<e purchase.
Garfield Illness Expenses.
It is probable that the first and second auditors of the treasury and the United States
Treasurer will audit the accounts of tho expenses incident to the lrst illness of President
Garfield. The first bill was received today by
Judge Lawrence, first comptroller. It was for
embalming the body of the late President, and
amounted to 85C 3.
Nominations by the President.
The President sent the following nomins
tions to the Senate today:
Ulysses S. Grant and William Henry Trescott to be commissioners to negotiate a commercial treaty with Mexico.
John H. Dillon of Missouri, to be secretary
of the legation of the Uuited States in Mexico.
Robert C. Crowell, to be surveyor of customs
for Kansas City, Mo.
Transit of Venus Observers.
The Secretary of War has granted permission to a party of French scientist! to occupy
Fort Maroo at St. Augustine, Fla., for the purpose of making observations of the transit of
Venus.
Exchange of Bonds.
More than 2,000 packages of bonds, surrendered for exchange into the new three per
No
cents, have been received at the treasury.
estimate has yet been made of the amount of
mouey represented by them.

ADJOURNMENT OF CONGRESS
Possibility of Its Occurring To-Day.
Washington, August 6.—All the annual appropriation bills have now obtained final passage in both houses of Congress and it is gen
orally expected the session will end t( morrow
The only element of uncertainty in
evening.
A

the present outlook arises f-om the declared
intention of Republican Senators to make an
effort to pass the bill for the reduction of internal taxation just in the shape in which it
came from the House without any amendments. The Democratic side of the Home
have however declared a firm conviction that
this bilk as framed in the House is not truly a
measure of relief for the people and that they
will not consent to its passage without unlimited opportunity for debate and amendments
well understood; also there is no prospect of
securing the presence of a quorum of representatives to act upon the amendments if any
changes should be made in the bill duriDg the
tins session and in
suggested prolongation of situation
there seems
view of the unpromising
a strong probability that the general expectation of final adjournment to morrow will not
The Senate will probably devote
be realized.
a large part of the day to the transaction of
executive business, and the slimly attended
House may be expected to do ?s little as possible while awaiting receipt of the adjournment resolution from the Senate.
lMr’KlbUJNlijU

Report of the Secretary of State in the
Matter.
Washington, Aug. 5.—The speaker today
laid before the House a message from the
President transmitting a report of the secretaAmerican
ry of state, respecting the cases of
Referred.
citizens under arreBt in Ireland.
The secretary states that the only persons alleg
ed to be American citizens, still in pris m iu
Ireland, are O’Mahouev, McSweeney, Slattery
and Gannon; that McSweeney and Slattery
produced regular certificates of naturalization.
Gannon established a claim to American birth
and O’Mahouoy was irregularly naturalized 09
The rethe ground of services in the navy.
port further states that it appears by a note
that
her
majesty’s govfrom Minister Lowell
ernment d( jS not entertain at present tho intention of bringing these persons to a trial, but
that it has offered them a discharge on condition that they shall leave Ireland for America,
which however, was refused. Mr. Lowell has
again been instructed to urge the speedy trial
of the prisoners.
_

STRUCK

DEAD.

Sad. Havoc Caused by Lightning' in a Hay
Field.
Montpeliek, Vt., Aug. (!.—A destructive
thunder storm passed just north of here yesterLightning struck and killed
day afternoon.
three cows of David Currier of Middlesex, and
as Philander Young, his son Charles, and two
grandsons, Willie and Merton, with Charles
Corey, were getting iu hay in Worcester, Vt.,
lightning struck the load of hay and killed
Merton Young, aged 14, prostrated the other
four, killed ore horse and burned the load of
Mr. Young recovered consciousness in
hay.
season to rescue the body of Merton and the
other three from the flames of the burning
wagon. Charles Young did not recover consciousness for several hours.
Hopes are now
entertained of his recovery.

NEW YORK.
Fall of a Building.
Auburn, N. Y., Aug. 5.—The foundations
of the extension to Gould’s Fumj) Works at
Seneca Falls, yielded to the pressure of an embankment today, and buried three workmen.
Thomas Durnin was killed, and the others seriously injured. The building was in process of
erection on a steep side hill, with very heavy
foundations.
Charges Against a Coroner.
New York. Aug. 5.—Ex-Police Commissioner Williams of Long Island City, is out with
very serious charges against Coroner James
Robinson. Williams alleges that the latter attempted to bribe him with money, not to interfere with the pool rooms, and told him that the
other commissioners had agreed not to touch
thorn. The coroner, however, denies the truth
of this statement.
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STRIKES.

Operatives’ Meeting.
N. Y., Aug. 5.—Some 4CC0 people
attended the operatives’ meeting here tc-night.
Strong addresses denu ciatory of the Harmony
Mills Company were made. The question was
put as to who will go to work Monday under
was
the reduction, and
it
unanimously
negatived. Dugal D. Campbell promised the
Moulders.
of
the
International
support

Cohoes,

Striking Telegraph Operators.
G.—The Consolidated Telegraphers’ Association yesterday voted to sustain the Denve operatorsr in their strike.

Pittsburg, Aug.

Mrs, Scovllle Sues for Divorce,
Chicago, 111., Aug. 5.—Mrs. Scoville this
morning, in the circuit court, filed a bill for
divorce against her husband, alleging cruelty
on two occasions, and passionate anger on his
part as the cause. Not much significance is atThe husband
tached to these proceedings.
claims that she is being influenced by interested outsiders, and has no real grievance.
Two Men Perish in

a

Burning Mill.

Sunrise City,- Minn., Aug. G.—Last nigh*
tho flouring mill of .1. P. Mold & Co., was
burned. Loss $10,000. .John Lock and John

Holinguist, sleeping
to

in the mill were burned

death.

McKelvey Brothers’ carriage factory at Pitts
burg, Pa., was burned yesterday, Loss $25,000
Pour firemen were fatally injured and six badly hurt by the falling of a floor.
The Hamilton, Ont., Tribune building and
contents were burned last night. Loss $30,000.
The army worm is making heavy ravages in
the vicinity of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Pennsylvania.
Humor That Arabi was Killed.
HARVESTING OPERATIONS SUSPEND-

London, Aug.

(i.—The official leport of Admiral Seymour concerning the encounter with
the enemy by the reconnoisance party at Mahalla Junction, Saturday, is as follows:
Our force consisted of 20 men of the naval
brigade, with one 40-pounder and two 0-pounder guns, under Capt. Fisher; 1,CC3 marines,under Col. Tuson; a half battalion of the 38th
and 43th regiments, and all of the (iOth regiWo had a skirmish with the enemy,
ment.
who were 2,000 btrong, with (i guns and 6 rockfrom
ets,
half-past five until half-past seven in
the evening. Total casualties to the naval brigade and marinos are two killed and thirty-two
wounded.
The following is Gen. Alison’s report:
Persistent native reports existing during the
past few days that Arabi Pasha was returning
from Kafr el Dwar upon Damanhour, I determined on a reconnoisance to ascertain clearly
whether Arabi Pasha still held his original position strongly. The left column commenced
an advance
at 4.45 p. m., from the advance
pickets of tne Kamleh lines, moving by both
banks of the Mahmoudich canal, and soon
came into action with
the enemy, ,who were
strongly posted in a group of palm trees on the
eastern side, and in strong defensible houses
and gardens on the other side. These positions were carried.
At this time Lieut. Vyse of the 00th and one
soldier were killed. The enemy then took a
second position half a mile in the rear upon
the east bank of the canal among the high
crops, houses and behind the irregular banks
From this position also the
of the canal.
enemy were driven with great loes. I accomthe
right column myself and soon as
panied
the enemy observed us they began firing with
artillery. I pushed on as rapidly as possible
till I reached the point where the railroad approaches nearest to Mahmoudich canal and
opened a musketry lire upon the enemy lining
the banks of the canal
Two nine pounders
were draeged onto the embankment and came
into actiou against the enemy’s guns, the 40
pounder firing over our heads against a point
where the enemy’s forces were beginning to
appear.
X now

threw

torwaru

two

companies

to

carry the house near the canal and followed
up by throwing four companies still more to
my left upon the banks of and across the
canal thus attaining the pc 'itiou I wished and
forming a diagonal line across both the canal
and railway. The enemy retired slowly before
us.
Five of their 7 pounders and nine centjiuetre guns were speedily got under by our

artillery.
The object of my reconnoisance

was attained
and I deiermined to withdraw. This movement wss carried out with the most perfect
regularity and precision. The troops fell back
by alternate companies with a regularity of
field day and every attempt by the enemy to
advance was crushed by the beautiful precision
of the 40 pounder and the steady firing of the
9 pounders. The losses to the enemy appear
to have been very great, and they were so
dispirited that contrary to the usual practice of
Asiatics they made no attempt to follow up
As onr reconnoisance was a
our withdrawal.
I
success our move was all I could wish.
regret to state our loss was somewhat heavy.
Lieut. Vyse was one of the most promising
officers I ever met. Our total loss was four
killed and 2!) wounded.
Intelligence is rt jived from Constantinople
that at the sitting of the conference yesterday
Dufferin, British ambassador, accepted the
principal of collective protection of the Suez
Canal. Marquis- DeHoalles, French ambassador, was forced to reserve his opinion, owing to
Other delegates,
the political crisis in Paris.
including the Turkish representative, accepted
collective protection, with a modification that
there should only be provisional supervision of
the canal. Dufferin again insisted upon the
proclamation of Arabi Pasha as a rebel. He
pointed out that rumors had spread in Egypt
that the Sultan protected Arabi Pasha, and
would send treops to drive out the English.
He further called attention to the fact that the
Porte had not yet given a written statement
of its adhesion to the terms cf the identical
note. He said England might regard the delay
The
ps an actual refusal, and act accordingly.
Turkish delegates promised a written reply at
the next meeting of the conference.
Alexandria, Aug. 5.—At 5 o’clock this afternoon tho British troops, with a number of
field guns served by sailors, attacked the advance guard of Arabi Pasha, near Bamleh,
between the Mahmoodeeyeh canal and the
Cairo railway, firing upon the enemy’s position
from three sides. The engagement which is of
Arabi Pasha
a serious nature, still continues.
sent 14 men with a white flag to tho British
was
received
Tho
this
party
morning.
camp
by Maj. Pringle, but the interview wrs without result.
London, Ang. 5. —The Times, in its leading
article this morning Bays: "The Porte has tho
effrontery to declare that a proclamation
against Arabi Pasha will be contigent on his
attitude after the lauding of Turkish troops to
Egypt. Jt is impossible, therefore, for England to aceept or permit the landing of Turkish troops in Egypt. The claim of the Porte to
draw on the Egyptian revenues is preposterous.

The TimeB has the following despatch from
Alexandria, dated August 5: The armored
The
train went to the Meks fort Thursday.
forty-pounder breech-loader made beautiful
at 6,CCI
Mariould
earthworks
ou
the
practice
yards. The shells were seen to burst right in

Arabi’s ostentatious
Arabi’s earth works.
threats to enter Alexandria are believed to be
intended to mask his retreat.
The correspondent of the Daily Hews telegraphs from Alexandria as follows: In the reconnoissance on Thursday a breastwork was
found finished at a point on the jMahmooeeyeh
Caua’, already occupied by the British picket.
It is clear that Arabi Pasha means to remain
His real resistance will beon the defensive.
gin at the lines of Kafre el Dwar. We could
have skirmishes every day if Gen. Alison allowed the British to amuse themsolves. He
has forbidden mere "battling” of Arabs who
appear within range. The health of the troops
is excellent, only one and a half per cent being
sick.
un iuesuay
Affairs at Port Said are quiet,
a quarter of a million pounds for service debt
was collected in the provinces in obedience to
Pasha. A Bedouin Sheik
an order of Arabi
states that Arabi has about 20,03 Bedouins
who will be sent to various parts of the coast.
The Sheik says also that Arabi is in communication witli the false prophet of Soudan, and
that when beaten he will not retire to Cairo
but to Wah Ee Dakhel.
Adda, who has just arrived from Cairo,
states that there is a council of war every evening at the Ministry of War in Cairo. All the subministers, except the sub-minister of Finance
No European 6hops have
are at their posts.
been opened.
Tho British are preparing reservoirs at Suez
to ensure a plentiful supply of water.
It is Btated the Khedive authorized the English admiral at Port Said to take what steps
he thinks necessary in regard to the canal and
conferred upon him the title of Governor of
the Isthmus.
Madrid, Aug. 5.—General satisfaction is felt
at the report that all the powers except Turkey and England admit the claims of Spain to
be consulted in regard to the protection of tho
Suoz canal. Newspapers criticise the action of
England in asking for time to reply.
Alexandria, Aug. 5.—11 GO p. m.—Recounoissance this aftrruoon drove in all the enemy’s advance post, and their guns were silenced. The object was to draw out the enemy’s
Several were
force which'was accomplished.
killed and several prisoners were taken.
m.—A special dethe JObserver says that no Indian
troops, but only mariues and sailors from the
British ships in the roads, were disembarked
at Suez. An immediate stampede of Egyptian
troops and the Arab population took place.
From the decks of the steamers crowds of natives could be seen hurrying across the desert.
The trains were crowded ev <n to the rcrfs of
The facility with which the
the carriages.
occupation was effected affords proof that if
of men nad been lauded
of
thousand
a couple
in Alexandria immediately after the bombardment, nine-tenths of the life and property sacritined would have been saved. It is reported
at Ismalia that Arabi Pasha has ordered 4,C£3
troops to approach the canal.
London, Aug. 6.—Reuter has the following:

London, Aug. 6.—2 p.

spatch

to

Alexandria, Aug. 6.
The place of yesterday’s engagement is
Gen. Alison estimates
named Esbet Kurshid.
tho enemy’s loss between 200 and 3C3. One
a
of
officer
Mustaphezin regiment and 14 men
were taken prisoners.
They state the enemy’s
force consisted of a battalion of the 2d infantry
and a regiment, 1,200 strong, and £30 of a Mactaphezin' regiment, who participated in the
The prisoners were offered
June massacre.
the privilege of returning to the enemy’s camp,
but they all refused, saying there was great discontent in Arabi Pasha’s camp. The prisoners
reckon the rebel force at Kafr el Dwar at 1G,000 men.
The News has the following:
Alexandria, Aug. G—One of the two attacking trains yesterday had empty trucks in

The track was found
front to tost the line.
torn up near the junction, and tho train had to
More Ilian once it
stop to replace tho rails.
was rumored Arabi was 6: tin.
A great movement of Egyptians is reported at Suez, Ismaila, Zagazig aud Cairo. European partisans of
Arabi, disguised as Arabs, are reported arrived
at Port Said. The Khedive has sent a steamer
The vessel
to Port Said on a secret mission.
was to call at Aboukir to take on board the
a
boat
was sent
family of a rich Sheikh, and
ashore from tho vessel for that purpose, but
when the boat landed it was seized by a body
of soldiers bearing a flag of truce,who marched
tho whole party off to the fort, where they remain as prisoners.
Alexandria, Aug. G.—10.00 P. M.—Tho vicinity of Eamleh is quiet today, and no movement of the enemy is visible. Gen. Alison
visited the wounded today, and found all but

ED IN MICHIGAN.

Chambersburg, Penn., Aug. G.—Fonr inchof rain fell here to-day iu an hour and a
half, flooding the streets aud filling many cellars.
Falling SpriDg river, overflowed its
banks, aud persons living iu the vicinity have
been compelled to move out.
Concocheague
Creek and Spring are still rising. There aro
washouts on the Cumberland Valley railroad
and several on the Western Maryland road.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. G.—The rains of the
past week have caused an entire suspension of
the harvest in tliis|section. Two-thirds of the
wheat crop is still iu the field either iu shocks
or uncut, and more or less damaged—much of
it is ruined.
Damage to Railways and Other Property
—Loss Estimated at $500,000.
Columbus, O.. Aug. 5.—Information is that
trains on the Ohio Central road are not running farther south than Moxabala, aud it will
require several weeks of repairs before they
The loss by the
can get beyond that point.
waterspout of Thursday is much grea'er than
From three miles north of
at first supposed.
Corning to South Bend, and up the west
branch of the Ohio Central to Buckingham, a
distance of ltior 18 miles, the track is almost
entirely destroyed. Most all the live stock in
It is believsd
two valleys was swept away.
the loss to the railroad, mines and private individuals will approximate $500,000.
es

SPORTING.
the Bo3ton Walking Match.
Boston, Aug. 5.—About 800 people witnessed the close of the six days’ go-as-youplease race at the Casino tonight for the championship diamond belt. The following is the
50,
scoro: Hart 527, Noremac 505, Ilarriman
Campana 360. The receipts have been very
small indeed, and the pedestrians’ shares will
be trifling.
Glove Fighting.
New York, Aug. 5.—The opinion of the
counsel
upon the question of prize
Corporation
fighting was delivered to the Mayor Grace this
af.ernoon. It is that so-cal!od glove fighting is
a violation of the law prohibiting prize fighting, under which the police have ample power
to arest all participants and all spectators.
Milwaukee, Aug. 5.—John Ward knocked
John Brooks out ol time in three rounds in a
glove fight tonight for 6200 aside.
Hanlan Calls Boss a Coward.
Toronto, Aug. 5.—Regarding Boss challenge, Hanlan says that Ross is a coward;
that he new he (Hanlan) did not intend to row
this summer, but he would row aDy one for
any amount next year.
Base Ball.
At Chicago -Chicagos 12, Bostons 2.
At Baltimore—Baltimores 2, Eclipse of Louisville 5.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnatis 13, St. Louis 1.
At Worcesr >r—Worcesters 9, Detroits 5.
At Providence—Clevelands 2, Providence 1.
At Philadelphia—Allgheneys 6, Athletics
5.
At Buffalos—Buffalos 14, Philadelphias 3.
At Now York—Metropolitans 5, Troys 2.
Hart Wins

Terrific Hail Storm.
St. Paul, Minn., A special from Camp Poplar River, Mont., to the Pioneer Press tonight,
says: A terrific hail storm visited this section
Hail stones weighing more
this afterncou
than an ounce each fell, cutting down the crops
like a scythe. All of the windows in the pcftoffico and agency buildings wero broken, and
stock suffered severely. The storm still continues.
_

A Brute Let off Too Easy.
Bradford, Penn., Aug. 6.—Citizens of Tarport last night tarred and foathered Wm. Hall,
aged 35, and drove him out of town, for attempting to ravish a 6 year old girl.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
James Birds*!], aged 21 years and unmarried
was drowned while bathing in Crab pond, Fall

River, Saturday.
Herbert Parker, aged 26 years, belonging in
St. Johnsbury, Vt., jumped from an express
train Saturday and was instantly killed.
William Fenwick dove from a bridge 45
feet from the water, Saturday, in Waterbury,
Vt. His head struck a rock, and it is thought
he will die.
The steamer Bradford Durfee broke the
bearings of the main shaft while near Bristol,
R. I., Saturday, and the passengers were taken
off by the Richard Borden.
Several houses in the village of St. Charles,
Man., have been quarantined for smallpox. One
death occurred Saturday.
The fountain presented to the city of Taunton by William Dr. Marvel, a former resident,
has been placed in position-and is now ready
for water.
The army worm is making terrible destruction with the hay crop at Maugerville, N. B.,
and vicinity. On Thatch island, opposite Belmont, the hay crop is entirely destroyed.
N Cabinet has been formed yot in France.
The Chambers have adjourud until today.
The Keystone Hotel stables at Lancaster,
Pa., were burned Saturday night; loss, $10,c:o.
Gen. G. K. Warren, chief of the United
States engineer department, is very ill at Newport, R. I.
Secretary Teller emphatically denies the
widely published report that he advised the
passage of the river and harbor bill over the
President’s veto.
The New York yacht squadron arrived at
Newport, R. 1., yesterday between 7,30 and 11
o’clock p. m. The Tidal Wave was first to
anchor followed by the Rambler and Montauk.
The race occurs Tuesday.
Mayor Franklin of Newport, R. I., received
the Secretary of the Navy
a despatch from
that the Government has accepted Coaster
Harbor Island for a naval station.
Jeremiah Callahan aDd Joseph Burkart, employes of the Nashua, N. H. file works were
afternoon.
drowned in the canal yesterday
Burkhart’s home is in Manchester.
FAIRFIELD.

The

Corporation to Purchase a Steam
Engine—Rebuilding on the Ruins
—Personal Items, Etc.

August 5th, 1882.
meeting of Fairfield Village Corporation, held today, and which was fully attended,
it was unanimously voted to purchase a steam
fire engine, and the sum of S6C31 was raised to
At

a

Thus Fairfield is repeating
pay for the same.
the history of almost all the towns and villages
in our State who neglect to provide proper
With
means to protect property until too late.
two good hand engine?, many felt that a steamer was unnecessary, but had we owned one two
weeks ago, wo conld have saved £40,000 worth
of tho property consumed.
The officers of the Kennebec Framing Com.
pany have generously offered to provide an engineer for one year, during mill hours, without
expeuse to the corporation.
A committee, consisting of W. G. Rice, S.
H. Blackwell and T. G. HealO, was appointed
to organize a company to man tho steamer
when it arrives. The assessors will proceed at

investigate the different makes, and
as quickly as possible.
The sudden deaths in our village within the
past week have cast a gloom over all, and peo'
pie are asking, “What is to come upon us
next?”
The young lad drowned at the picnic Wednesday, son of A. E. Lawrence, was buried yesRev. A. Batterday from his father’s house.
tles of Bangor attended the services.
Mrs. 0. W. Lawry, after months of pain and
acute suffering, died yesterday.
Already, upon some of the ruins, new buildonce to

purchase

appearing. J. A. & E. A. Cilley
the first to start the foundation for their
large furniture manufactory, and with characteristic energy, they are pushing on, hoping to
be making furniture within eight week3 from
date of the tire.
The Maine Manufacturing Company arealready at work, having, after going over the
that Fairfield is the
ground euewhere, decideddam
across the pond
best place. The coffer
are
at work upon their
inillmen
is in, and the
to
rebuilding. It looks
property preparatory
now as though every mill destroyed will be replaced by a larger and better structure.
The loss of the force pump has put a stop to
the street sprinkling, and wo are reveling in
dust to our eyes. Tho wonder now is bow we
lived so long without a sprinkler.
The army worm has appeared in one or two
places in the back part of the town, doing considerable damage.
Hardly a word is said yet about political
matters, and the prospects of an exciting campaign are diminishing. Wo would like to pass
through oue campaign free from stump speeches, torchlight processions, barbecues aud noise,
and where the people of the State would cast
their vote in accordance with their own best
judgment. We hope for that time to come.
Two of oar churches are closed for the
month, whilo the pastors are seeking rest and
Rev. Miss Haynes of the Universacomfort
list church, is in Waltham, Mass.
heat of the pas* week has dried
extreme
The
up vegetation of all kinds. Wells aud cisterns
are failing, and raiu is anxiously looked for.
Seth.
ings

were

are

^^TN.
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FINANCIAL A NONCOMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
POBTLAJTD, Aug. 5.
In the merchandise markets there is but little
most
departments Is
change to note, but trade in
very satisfactory. Flour is steady and firmly held
at prices quoted. Flour has probably touched the
lowest point, as Wheat has taken a turn upward in
Western markets, and farmers are less disposed to
market their Wheat at the low prices recently current. Sugars are selling at 9% o for granulated and
9Vic for Extra C. Fresh Beef is quite active, and
rates are off again. Apples sold to-day at 6 50 f*
bbl. Eggs very scarce and higher. Water Melons
20§22c. The re:eipts of mackerel at Gloucester
this week aggregated 14,400 sea-packed bbl*,against
20.537 last week; prices tending downward.
Ttao following are uMtev's quotations or Flo**",
Grain. Provisions. Jtc.
n'tonr.
Urala.
Stperflue.4 26&4 76 H. M. Corn, car
lots @93
E«tr;» Spring..6 76,0,6 25
XC3i:rin*....7 00g7 60 Mixed Corn,
car lots,
91
P*:*»oi Spring
••
70
Wheats.« 76®9 60 Oats,
Sacked Bran
00@21 %
Michigan Win0 25:^6 60
Mida..
30
ter beet.
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
Common
"
lots
33
00
6
00
bag
Michigan
75^6
96
Corn, bay lots..
St. Louis Win92
6 75&7 00 Meal,
ter fair
"
70
Winter good. 7 0Ga7 23 Cats,
20 00
Winter best. ..7 60@7 75 Bran,
—

...

..
..

..

••

Mida,

I'roiiucf.

82

..

on

"
130
Kve.
18A80
Turkeys..
t*reriMi«M.
Chickens.
23£25
50
.16
Beef.
00(216
18a
20
Fowl.
j Mows
Bm Hesa..JH00@16 60
@24
Eggs...
V
00
00
2o
i-te.17
3
a?3
60(218
New potatoes
|
1 7 5@2 001
t
Plat©..18 60§19 00
Ornoiih.
PortCrnborries, p’ bbi
Backs.. ,.20 60227 00
Maine. 9 00^10 00!
0»;>eCod,12 00@16 00! Clear.. .26 60236 OO
Met*.22 00(223 00
auenr.
Granulated. 9% Hams.14%@15
i““*
9Vi Hcand Hogs....
Extra 0.
Cov’ed Hamsl6
(ju 6%
..

..

_

1

Lara.
{•rail
601 tub, **....133/8!
Maw’tl Raisins2
Ijondou LaversS 26 aS 40' rior-v-!. *r *.13%fe
Pall. 13 %•?
Valencia
i2Va@ 14
Bra um
Turkish Prunes.7Ws@8*
C
Pea.4
French Prunes.l2VSi@14
Mediums.3 :
Oranges.
4.
.3
00
Evas.
6
60S
7
Yellow
Pahnuoe 4*bx
B3 idler.
Messina. £>box.6 6(*£7 00

80^3

Creamery.26

Qilt EdgeV©rmoBt26
20
Choice

Lemons.

_

Messina.0 50®7 60 j Good.1&220
Palermo®.6 50®7 601 Store.16@17
Cheese.
Malaga.
New.
Nuts.
Vermont... .11 @12%
Peanuts—
26
V
ei
Factory.il §12%
Wilmington.1 7o@2
Virginia....2 25@2 60 Skims. 7%@ 8
Apples.
Tounessee.. .1 80®3 00
9@10© Per * crate...2 50@3 00
C*etana,$y lb.
(26 50
Walnuts
12%@15c Cooking* bbl.
Filberts

«

Pecan

•*

12Va@14c Evaporated.14@16
13
(c^l6c Dried Western....«@6%
do Eastern.... 0@6%

fr'rrah Beef Tlarkei.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Drosed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8 @10% Hinds... .‘.10 @13%
Fores.. 8
@ 7% Hatties. 6 @ 7
Backs. 7
@ 9% Rounds. 7%@ 9
Rumps.......11 @14 Loins..17 @22
Rump Loins.14
@18
The market shows a farther decline.
A

fir* in market.

PORTLAND, Aag. 5

7‘1ie following quotations of Grain were received
oy telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
&

Co., l67 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago—Wheat--

Sept.
98%
98%
99%
99%
99%
99%

Time. Aug.

9.35.

99%
99%

10.00.
10.30. 100

11.30.. 100%
12.30.. 101%
1.03.. 101%

.—-Corn

■ ■■■>

■—Oats

Aug. Sept. Aug

76%
76%
70%
70%
77
77

76%
76%
75%
75%
76%
75%

41%
41%
42%
43%
43%
43%

Sept.
30%
36%
30%
37%
37%
37%

Receipt*.
Portland, Aug. 4
Received by Maine Central Railroad, f Jt Portland
24 cars miscellaneous merchandise; >or connecting
roade 69 can* miseellaneons m** caandise.
Railroad

flock market.
The following quotations of stocks are received
and corrected daily by Woodbury A Moulton (member* of the Boston Stock Exchange), oorner of Middle and Exchange stre* s:

Friday.

8%
Boston Land.
4%
WaterPower.
Hartford A Erie 7s. 54%
A. T. A S. F.. 95
Boston & Maine.147
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 96%
L. R. A Ft. Smith.
Marquette, Houghton A Ont. 77%
Summit Branch... 14
Denver A Rio Grande. 62%
Mexican Central 7s.. 80%
Northern Pacific preferred.... 90%
"
•*
Common.
49%

Saturday

8%
4%
66
90%

..

Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board.

147

95%
64

78
14

63%
91 %
50%

Aug.

5.

Milton.28c
Deer Isle Mining Company..00c
money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Aug. 6.—Money closed on call at 2@
3; last loan at 2% percent.
lAThe bank statement is unfavorable, showing a decrease of over $2,600,000.
Sterling Exchange dull: wa quote bankers asking
rates, 60 days bills, at 4.86% per per £ (of $4.866o
par \alue),and on demand at 4.88%,against 4.85%
i®4.88% one week ago.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government tsecurities:
United States 6s, ex.101%
United States 5’s ext.101
United States new,4% s,freg ..113%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
United States new, 4’s, reg.120%
United States new, 4’s, coup.120%
Pacific 6’s of 96.130
The following are the dosing quotations of stocks:
Chicago A Alton.146%
Chicago & Alton preferred...
138%
C. B. Quincy.
Erie.
40%
Erie preferred. 81%
142%
Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.116
Michigan Central...101 Vs
New Jersey Central...
|78%
Northwestern.144%
New York

*4lock and

Northwestern preferred.162%
New York Central.137%

Rock‘Island

...

..137 Vs

Milwaukee A St. Paul.123
St. Paul preferred.137
Union Pacific stock.
118%
Western Union Tel. Co.
89%
Domestic markets.

(By Telegraph.)

York. Aug. 5.—Cotton closed quiet and
steady 13 l-16c for middling uplands and 13%c
for middling Orleans.
Flour—'Tho market closed quiet; No 2 at 2 65@
3 45;Superflne Western and State 3 36@4 60; City
Mills extra for the West Indies at 6 90@6 00; fsr
South America 6 05@6 30; low extras 4 55(24 80;
Winter Wheats 4 75@6 30: fancy do 6 45@7 25;
Winter Wheat patents at o 40@8 76.
Wheat—market closed quiet and generally firm:
No 2 Red Winter on spot 1 16%@1 15% ; |1 16%
1 15% for August; 1 16% 1*1 15% September;
1 16%@1 16% for October; 1 17%@1 18 November; 115 seller seller year; sales for the week 21,130.000 bush.
Corn—closed steady out quiet ;jno a on tne spot at
88c, 85*4886% c tor Angnst; 86*4886% o for
September;84%@86%c for October; 80%@81c for
November; 78c seller year; ealee for the week 6,
265.000 bash.
Oats—closed very firm; No 1 White 80c; No 2 do
at 7ec: No 3 do 70c; No 1 -Mix' d at 70; No 2 do at
69@69*4; sales for week 4.712,000 bush.
Pork—market closed quiet and about steady; old
mess on the spot at 20 76@2l 00; new do 21 608
21 76; 21 30@il 76 for September: 21 70®21 SO
October; sales for week 2000 on snot.
steam on sp< t
Lard—closed steady but
12 80 asked; 12 77%@12 80 for September; 12 90
@12 92*4 Oct; 12 62%@12 70 seller year; sales
for the week 7900 tes on spot, and 211,000 tea for
future delivery.
Tallow—steady at 8% @8 *4.
Butter—firm; State factories at 25@26c; Western 24*4825*4; State dairy 24@26c.
Cheese steady State factory 11c; Western do at
New

qntet;pr!me

9%@10c.
Chicago. Aug. 6.-Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat moderately active ana higher: regular at
1 00%: 99%o for August; 99%o for September;
98%o October and all year; No 2 Bed Winter 1 03
cash and August: No 2 Chicago Spring nominal at
1)20 bid cash: 1 10% August. Corn unsettled and
generally lower 76%@T6%c cash; 76%@77c for
August; 76%@75%o for September; 7i%e for
October; 66%@86% all yearjrejeoted 74%c. Oa s
excited and higher; old 67@69e, new 61c for cash;
43Ab@43%c for August; 37@37%c Sept; 36% 8
36%c for Oct, 35%@35%c all year; rejected 468
47c. Rye is firmer 67%c. Barley higher 92c and
strong. IPork Is lower at 20 70@2u 76 oash; 20 65
@20 70 August; 20 70@20 76 September; 20 82%
@20 85 for October; 19 06 al.'year. Lard lower at
12 2 > for cash; 12 27%@12 30 for Sept; 12 37%
Oct;12 20®12 22% all year. Bulk Meats irregular;
shoulders 9 60: short ribs 12 76; short clear 13 10.
Receipts-4,000 bbls .lour, 83,000 bush woe**,
90.000 bush corn 30,000 bush osts, 6500 butt
rye, 1400 bash barley.
Sb'pineuts-5,000 bbls Hour, 261,000 bush whoa-,
129 000 basb oorn, 113,000 bum oats, 400 bush
rye. 400 besh barley.
ST. ix>uis, Ang. 6.-Flour is unchanged. Wheat
opened lower, advanced and closed slightly above
yesterday's prices; No 2 Red Fall 97@97%o cash;
97%c for August;98%c September; 1 00 for October; 1 01 bid Nevember;97*4o year; No 3 Red Fall
96%o; No 4 do 88o bid. Corn is firmer 75% CS.76e
cash; 74*4o for September; 70%@7> %c for Oct.:
64%c November; 61% o all year. Pork dull; jobbing at 21 25. Lard is nominally 12@15.
Receipts—6,000 bbls Hour,, 19,00n nnsb wheat.
41,0*61 ousb oorn,19.000 bush oats,00,009bush rye,
0.000 bush barley.
Sbtpments-9,000 bbls Hour, 154,000 bush wheat,
20000 bash corn, 114,000 bush oats, 1/tCO bush
Bariev, 00.000 bush rye.
11ETROIT, Aug. 6.—Wheat ftrm;No 1 Whits on the
spot, old at 1116; new 1 16% bid; Angnst at 1 06;
Sept at l 03%; October 1 03% ; November 1 03%
bill; 1 03 all year; No 2 Red 1 05; No 2 White old

^Receipts 14,283; shipments 13,350 bush.
.Market.
(By Telegraph.)

Havana

Havana. Ang. 5.—Sugar marxet quiet at sternly
rates, though some heavy private transactions are
reported at *4 real above quotations of Centrifugals;
Molasses Sugar,86 to 89 deg, 6%@6% reals per arrobe. Munmado, common to fair, 6%@7% reals
Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 96 deg, in boxes and hhds

8% @9%.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzaa
74.000 boxes, 124,260 bags and 114,450 hhds; receipts for the week 460 boxes, 1,200 bags and 950
hhds; exports 3260 boxes, 1170 bags and 3770
hhds, ail hints to United States.
Molasses nominal.
Freights quiet and less tirm;loading at Havanafor
the United States fc> hhd Sugar at 3 00@8 25 currouev; loading at ports on the north coast (outside
ports) for United States B hhd Sugar 3 26@3 60;
p hh,i Molasses 2 60@2 75.
Spanish gold 1.72*4.
Kxehange weak; on Uuited States 60 days gold »t
7% @8 prom; short 8*4@8%.
Earspesu iMnrket*.
8v Telegram,..
Loxoon, Aug. 6 -Consols 99 9-16.
liO.vDON, Aug. 6.—American scountiee—Unit*
States bonds, ext 6s, 103.
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FOR

GOVERNOR,

FREDERICK

ROBiE.

REPRESENTATIVES TO PONORESS

THOMAS B. REED,
NELSON DUNDEEY, JR.,
CHARLES A. BOETELLE,
SETH E. MIELIKEN.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Senators -William D. Pennell, Lewiston; Wil
Ham D. Roak, Durham.
Wesley Maxwell,
County Commissioners—J.
Webster; R. C. Boothby. Livermore.
Sheriff—Hillman Smith. Lewiston.
Clerk of Courts—Isaac W. Hanson, Polatd.
Register of Deeds—Silas Sprague, Auburn.
County Attorney—Albert R. Savage, Auburn.
County Treasurer—Alcander F. Merrill, Lewiston.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Senators-Charles McLaughlin, Portland; Tobias
Lord, Standish; A. F. Nutting, Otisfield; Stephen
J. Young, Brunswick.
Sheriff—Beniamin True, Pownal.
Treasurer—James M. Webb, Westbrook.
Register of Deeds—Leander E. Cram, Baldwin.
County Attorney—Ardon W. Coombs, Portland.
Clerk of Courts—Alvau A. Dennett, Portland.
Commissioners—William L. Prince, Cumberland;
Henry Nutter, Cape Elizabeth.
COUNTY.

KENNEBEC

Senators-George E. Weeks, Augusta; F. E. Heath,

Waterville.

Sheritf—George R. Stevens, Belgrade.
Attorney—William T. Haines, Waterville.
Treasurer—Mark Rollins, Albion.
Commissioners—George li. Andrews, Monmouth;
C. M. Weston, Belgrade.
Register of Deeds—P. M. Folger, Augusta.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Senators—James W. Clark, Andover; Eckley T
Stearns, Lovell.
Commissioners—Geo. F. Hammond,Par is; Frank
Y. Bradley, Fryeburg.
Clerk of Courts—Albert S. Austin, Dixfield.
Attorney— James S. Wright, Paris.
Treasurer—Jarvis C. Marble, Paris.
Sheriff—Jordan Stacy, Porter.
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entered the open doors of Francke’s confectionery opposite, continuing his way, until,

half way down the counters, he was overhauled and stopped. Some show' cases were
broken, and it took two hours to get the horse
and the wagon out of the place into which
ouly five seconds were required to pull it. If
this incident goes to show the youth of

NOMINATIONS.

COUNTV

gentleman peddling liis potatoes in Louisville, Monday, dropped asleep
on his load, and the horse, having been well
trained, would not turn the corner unless
As the rein was not
the rein was pulled.
and
the
word
to
stop was not given,
pulled
the faithful animal kept straight ahead when
he came to tha corner, and, with his load,
A

not used.

America that it is much easier to get into a
scrape than to get out of it, this irruption of

sleeping

the
Yain.

regular attach^ of the Press Is furnished
signed by Stanley PnlleD,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon ns by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal
Every
a

CJarv certificate

into Mr.

______________

How the Veto

was

Received.

Id would be difficult to find language that
couid be considered extravagant when employed in speaking of the value of the service
which President Arthur has rendered the country.—Boston Journal (Rep.).
The President may rest confident in the assurance that his wise and judicious act will bo

people.—Boston

by the

heartily approved
veller (Rep.).
President Arthur met

Tra-

great public requirement in vetoing the River and Harbor Bill,
a

which was swollen beyond all reasonable
bounds.—Boston Transcript (Rep.)
Whatever Congressmen may say in their disappointment, or do in their recklessness, Mr.
Arthur has both good right aud good reason to
feel confident that his judicious and conscientious act will commend itself to the favor of
the people.—Boston Herald (Ind.).
This veto by tho President will stand all

criticism, honest «r dishonest. It defines tho
boundary line.—Newark Advertiser (Rep.)
With all the pressure upon him *o sign the
bill it required great moral courage to veto it.
He has done well and deserves and will have
the thanks of the country; for while there are
many deserving appropriations in the bill there
are several notorious jobs and big steals in it.—
Hartford Evening Post (Rep.).
XI it* ft uiavo ao

with

horse

peddler’s

Fraucke’s candy store will not hare been in

non

aa <*

ugurouuo

uuu.

that the President is entidemonstrates
tled to the honor and esteem of good citizens.
For it must be remembered that in taking this
anew

Stalwart, Half-breed,
and Independent, Democrat, Republican and
Greenkacker.—Hartford Courant (Rep.).
The bill, taken as a whole, was one of abominations, for which both political parties were
course

he offends alike

alike responsible. The people will honor the
Chief Magistrate who has had the courage to
kill this infamous measure.—Albany Express

(Rep.).
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Italy is

fooling

herself with

the sensa-

tional report that she has been for years
worshiping a false Garibaldi, the genuine
hero

having

been killed at

Aspromonte.

The Choctaw nation in the Indian territory holds an election for chief this Fall,
and the admission of railroads is the great
issue of the campaign.
There are

twenty-six Free Trade Leagues

in Iowa whose members

groceries discussing
and cussing the tariff.
ner

labor

bor Bill. This wise step was taken only after
much hesitation, and the message has a timid
and half-apologetic tone that seems uncalled
for. The President
evidently regards the
thwarting of the wishes of the people’s representatives as a serious matter, as it of course
would be if they really represented the people
in this matter.—Buffalo Express (Ind. Rep.).
While there was much in the bill that was
objectionable, we are convinced that its good
features were largely in the ascendancy. We
also quite confidently of the opinion that
the President has made a mistake. With a
surplus revenue of fifteen millions a month,
there can be no great impropriety in returning
twenty millions of it to the people in the way
of internal improvements,—Washington Post
are

(Dem.).
By this act he has given effect to the desires
of the

people

dignity

(Rep.).

equal to all the requirements of the
Chief Magistracy of this great nation, and by
his wise and prudent course is gaining the confidence of the nation in spite of the attacks of
petty politicians who find they cannot deceive

Ida Foreman of

Camden, N. J-, has gone
jail for an attempt to knife her father,
Joseph Foreman, to death because he, being
wealthy, opposed her receiving attentions
from a fortune-hunting loafer who regarded
the girl aB a Foreman worthy of his steal.
to

political assessment, the New

York

Times reminds the Democrats that the 1 st
Democratic administration which this republic saw out-Heroded Herod in its abuse
of the civil service and its severity of levying taxes upon the officers of the government.
__

The Princess Eugenie, sister of the King
of Sweden, recently sold her diamonds to
raise funds in order to complete a hospital
in which she is interested. When visiting
this hospital, after its completion, a suffer-

ing inmate wept tears of gratitude as she
etowd by his side, and the Princess ex“Ah! now I see my diamonds
claimed:

that he is

nor

use

(Rep.).

Iowa State
so

young

a

Register

State

as

thinks

Iowa

that
group

can

him.—Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph

The President was entirely right in refusing
to approve the bill in its shape.as placed before
him for consideration. The reasons he gave
and the statements of fact he presented are un-

answerable.—Philadelphia Ledger (Rep.).
By vetoing this bill of abominations the
President has courageously responded to the
popular sentiment.—Albany Journal (Rep.).

The Text of the Identical Notes.
The following is a literal translation of the
six identical notes presented on July 15 to tho
Porte:
“The undersigned, by order of his Government, has the honor to make known what follows to his Excellency the Minister of Foreign
Affairs to his Majesty the Sultan.
“Deeply convinced of the necessity of applying a prompt remedy for the disturbed state of
Egypt and of restoring confidence, the Great
Powers assembled in Conference have decided
to appeal to the sovereignty of his Imperial
Majesty the Sulton, by inviting him to intervene in Egypt, and help tho Khedive, by sending forces sufficient to establish order, subduo
factious usurpers, and put an end to that state
of anarchy which has desolated the country,
produced bloodshed, led to ruin and flight of
thousands of European and Mussulman families
and compromised at once the national and foreign interests.
“While assuring by their presence the rights
of the empire and the reestablishment of the
Khedivial authority, the imperial forces will
allow at the same time, according to the method hereafter to be determined by common consent, the adoption of wise reforms in the military organization of Egypt, withoutprejudicing
by their intervention the prudent development
of civil, administrative, and judicial institutions in such a way as is consistent with the
imperial firmans.
ru

lu uis

applying, men,

luajeaiy,

mo

great,

Powers of Europe have firm confidence that
daring the sojourn of the Ottoman troops in
Egypt the normal status quo will be maintained, and that there will be no interference with
the immunities and privileges guarenteed by
previous imperial firmans, or with the working
of the Administration, or with the international engagements which result from them.
“The sojurn in Egypt of the imperial troops,
the commanders of which will have to act in
concert with the Khedive, will be limited to a
period of three months, unless the Khedive
should demand a prolongation for an additional term to be fixed by agreement with Turkey
and the Powers. The expenses of the occupation will be defrayed by Egypt, and the
amount will be determined by agreement between the Powers, Turkey, and Egypt.
“If, as the great Powers hope, his Imperial
Majesty the Sultan acquiesces in the appeal
thus made to him, the application of the clauses and conditions above enumerated will form
the subject of subsequent agreemont between
the Powers and Turkey.
“The undersigned takes this opportunity of
presenting to his Excellency the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of his Imperial Majesty the
Saltan the assurance of his high consideration.”

The Nun’s

Peril.

The Kenwood convent, near the Hudson river, about two miles from Albany, has recently
been supplied with a telephone. One of the
sisters urged the mother superior to try it.
The latter, after some hesitation, consented,
and was told to call “hello.” That form of salutation did not please her, bat the consented to
employ it after being assured that it was the
invariable method of calling up the central
office. Ho sooner had she uttered the word,
however, than she ejaculated in some pertubation, “Why, a man is talking with me.”
“Yes, madam, it is a man, bat be is two miles
away,” replied the young fellow in the central
office. This first experience with the telephone
caused considerable amusement both within
and without the walls of the convent.

employed when a boy in a
fice in Frankfort-on-Main, and

news

agent,

broker’s ofhe it

was

who first discovered the idea of duplicating
stock messages from London and other large
cities by means of manifolding, and by
which large amounts of money were saved
Beuter got his first start
on telegraph tolls.
by getting one early message and manifolding it. He sold this to a number of brokers
at reduced rates, and yet made a handsome
per centum on the price of one message,
and thence conceived the idea of establish-

ing

a

general news agency.

The pastors of the Methodist Episcopal
churches of York (Penn.) print a card giving
their reasons for refusing to attend “so-called
Methodist camp-meetings.” Many of these

enterprises, they say, are not under the control of any department of the Church and
are managed by “grossly immoral men,”
who use money to bribe uneducated consciences, and obtain this money by collusion
with railroad corporations. The position of
the preachers is summed up in their second
reason:
“We are in favor of camp-meetings
whenever it can be demonstrated that their
influence is more helpful than hurtful to the
cause of Christ.”
Philadelphia Press:

There are certain

natures so pure that foam on running water
would turn their stomachs against the most

pellucid

mountain stream.

The inveterate

libellers of Mr. Blaine, for example, nothing
daunted by the exhaustive and sweeping
corroboration of his statements and explicit
testimony to his integrity contained in the
report of the Foreign Affairs committee, affect to read an equivocal exoneration in the
To folk of this
of the report.

phraseology

itself couldn’t be pure because it
sort,
falls. Determined from the first to make
Mr. Blaine responsible for a noisy gang of
irresponsible blatherskites bent on making
money out of the Government’s relations
with Peru, these discomfited critics, while
net daring to charge the committee with
partiality or omission, leave it to be undersnow

stood that Blaine is no better than they
would be were they in his place. Of what
they would be in such a place there is not
the slightest uncertainty, and it was because
of this that Sbipherd invoked their instrumentality in his attempts upon the late
General Hurlbut, believing all the family to
be alike in methods and purposes. As to
little Belmont, he pipes small and low, withkind
>ut even the poor privilege of his puny
—to stand in the way with “I told you
*o.”

AND

OF

PORTLAND,

ME.

-STEM. ANI» IKON PLOWS.
JOHN J. FRYE, Mf’r., Ill Greene St
A OBICCLTPRAL Implement., Seed.
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
jflL
and Dairy Implement*. GEO. BLANCHARD & BRO. 46 Union
material*, Picture Frame*,
Art Good*. CYRUS F. DAVIS, 693 Cong. St
FITTING
Be*t ©alt Tanned.
J. K. FOY & CO., 135 Middle St.
Domestic and Chicago Dre**ed.
JOHN L. BEST & CO., 289 Comercial St.
Fertilizer* and meal, Lime, Ac
C. W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial St
Shoe* and moccanins.
LORD, HASKELL & CO., 136 Middle St
and Shoe*. Leather A* Finding*
A. F. COX & SON, Manufacturers
and Shoes, Breather A^ Finding*.
& CO., 153 and 155 Middle St
WALKER
J.
C.
aud Shoes, Muufr*. am. Jobber*.
CHASE, KNIGHT & C0.s 62 and 64 Union SS
Shoe*, Leather and Findings*
B. B. FARNSWORTH & 00., 133 Middle St
a Shoe*, Mfrs. Ladies’ A Maine*'
Flue Shoe*.
SHAW, GODING & CO.
A Shoe*. Leather A Finding*,
WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.. 222 Newbury
and Cooperage stock.
* E. S. HAMLEN. 340 Com’l St, & 240 F ore St

A

our

removal from 104 Exchange Street, to

spacious FURNITURE

our

ROOMS

Temple St.,

Aon. 229 Middle St., and 12

Store formerly occupied by Allen & Co., where we are much better prepared to meet all <>ur old customers
and tbe general public with a large and varied assortment of tine, medium .and low priced furniture, and
hb we manufacture all out 1’arlor Suits, Chamber Sets and Mat tree ses, we are enabled to offer superior
inducements in these lines. Please give us a call and our prices shall please you. Square dealings shall
be our motto, and you shall receive just what we sell you, and wo guarantee it shall bo just what we represent it to be. Repairing of all kinds ex cuted promptly und*»r our own personal supervision. Mattresses
BEMEMBEK THE IVUMKEH
made over to or^or.

on

on

or

ever

can

a

and Paper Hangings,
MARRETT, BAILEY & CO., 190 & 192 Middle
IS KI AGE A Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers.
J MARTIN, PENNELL &CG., Elm & Cumberland

CARPETINGS
CIA
aud Sleigh Mfrs. A Dealers
CARRIAGE
ZENAS THOMPSON, Jr., 34 to 38 Union St
and Saddlery Hardware.
CARRIAGE
JAMES BAILEY & CO., 264 Middle S
Meats, Fish and Vegetables.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
Manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobaccos, Canned Goods, Ac
G. W. SIMONTON & CO., 13 and 16 Union St
CIGARS,
aud
Furnishing Goods
J. T. LEWIS & CO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING

St., Boston,

N. E.—The author may be consulted

on

E. C.
a u4

desirable securities, for sale by

Gxcliiingc

maylO

Street.

—

SAIL

choice line of

COAL,
Dealer in Special Coals.
267 Commercial b
COAL,HENRY L. PAINE,
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
COAL. WARREN & RING, 162 Commercial St
Wholesale
Carload
Ton.
COAL. CHARLES H by
O’BRION, 236 Com’l St
Bloasters and Spice Grinders.
H. H. NEVENS & CO., 184 & 186 Fore St
COFFEE

8600

SUITS,

p.

OIL SILK

CAPS,

16th,
will open
Friday,
and remain open till August 16th

6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
Cincinnati,.6a
tfa

--

--

Evansville Ind., ..7s

Hours 10 A.

6s
6s

jelC

EXCURSIONS.

BARRETT,

SWAN &

/

B

[".1

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

Boston & Maine RR.

_eodtf

mcli7

MUNICIPAL

Excursion Tickets

Bonds

TO

BOUGHTAND SOLD.

Biddeford Pool.

STO G 3SL&
>

HANSON,
Street.

Middle

194

eodti

JOHN A. DODGE &

and Pickled, Dealers in Sait.
124 Commercial
DANA &
Pickled and Smoked.

St
CO.,
FISH, Dry
Dry,
GEO.TKKFETHfcN & CO. GCommercial Whaf
FISH,
and Groceries.

St

?
17VLOUB,

HERSEY & CO.. 93 & 95 Com’l st.
LM'RIVlTfRE of Every Description.
FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
PORTLAND
J?
NITURE Manfrs. Fine A Common
1
WALTER COREY’ & Co., 28 Free S
L V A?< SZ * D I RON, Gutters & Cornices.
W. U. SCO < T. Mfrs., 29, 31 & 33 Union St
ROGLRfiES Flour aud Provisions.
JT W. & C. R. Mil ken 107 & 109 Commercial St
Flour and Provisions.
COUSENS & TOMLINSON, 217 & 219 om’
/GROCERS, Spice Grinders & Coifoo Roasters
\JT TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO., 175 Com’
ROGERS.
If CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN* CO.. Central St.
E. C.

4*U
GA

Cl

GROCERS.

Provision*.
RAND, 153 Commercial

open

policies to merchants, making

soon as

risks

binding

who will Bend free full information showing how
may be realized on investments ot

large profits

MOORE * L

as

Premiums on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,
1881....
Premiums on Policies not marked off
let January, 1881.

saltr of
$4,039,487

10

1,587,534 47

Total Marine Premiums.$5,627,021

57

ASSETS,

and Dealers in Flour.
SMITH, CAGE & CO., 92 Commercial

St
GROCERS
Cutlery and Farm Tools
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO., 131 Middle St
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills
N. M. PERKINS & CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl’k
Hard
mui supplies, Agts. Williams
KING & DEXTER, 2(39 Middle St
Hardware,
Bolting.
Uaps, Eon, Robes and Gloves.
BYRON GREENOUGH & 00.. 234 Middle A
HATS,
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. E. STEVENS & 00., 140 St 160 Commercial
IRON,
ware.

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medieal faculty and a sale

$13,165,466.40. |

Six Per Cen Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid in and After Feb. 7,1882.

insured for it the

Electric

magnetic and
Physician.

His specialities are Consumption, Dyspepsia, Chron
io Complicated Disease of long standing that defy
the skill of all others, and Female Complaints, Nervous Debility, Kidney Complaints and Constipation,

Paralysis heart.

Tape Worm* Removed in Three Hour*.
Ills method of diagnosing disease is marvellously
accurate in description. Superior to all others.

He never asks liis patients a question, but examines th em and exp ains the case in all the details of
and
every ache and pain that afflicts them,

Applies

a

Remedy for Speedy and

Permanent Cure.

DR.

«ce

him by all

Thirty Days

Paid in

18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK.

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vies President
Vf. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vico President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

J. W.

means.

W. prepares his own curatives that ben^
everybody and injure none.
P. S.—If you are satisfied with your physician
don’t call upon me. Consultations free. Call at
from 9 a.

m.

to 9 p.

jyl8dlm

nr.

'INCREASE
YOUR CAPITAL.

WHF
AT
¥TAAAjrAA

QTnriTQ

DlvvlVO

ju2s
S. H.

Those desiring to make money
ou small and medium investments
in grain, provisions and stock
speculation*, can do so by operating on our plan. From May 1st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of *10.00 to *1,000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original investment, still leaving: the original investment making money or payable on demand. Explanatory circulars and statements of fund W
Bent free. We want responsible
agents, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
commissions paid. Address,
FLEMMING A MEJtltlAM, Com■nlftnlon Merchant*, Major Block,
Chicago, 111*

_aiy
A. W.

LARMLN1E,

JORDAN,

Portland,

Chicago.

S. II. LARMIME &
Commission

Grain,

Me

CO.,

Merchant*.

Seeds,

H1

Jy3_dly

ELEGANT

TABLELAMPS

160 FORE ST.

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarregueinines"
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.
Fitted complete with the

English

Duplex, Oxford

and Harvard Burners.

a

»cr Sale Wholesale and Retail.

S. H. STEYENS, Gen. Agent.

8. E. JOSE & SO.

FORBOOTHBAY
-ON-

Saturday Evenings
COMMENCING

SATURDAY, JULY 21,1882.
The Eastern Steamboat Co. will until farther so
ran a Special Steamer, leaving Bath at 7.10 P"
M., or on arrival of train on M. C. K. K., leaving
Portland at 6.15 P. M., landing at Mouse, Capitol,
Islands and Ocean Point.
v and Squirrel
tice

RETURNING MONDAY MORNING.
Leaving Boothbay at 4.30 A. M., and making
same landings, connecting with train leaving Bath
at 6.65 A. M., and arriving in Portland 8.36 A. M.
Fare Raaad Trip From Portland, *173,
dona Satordoy night, aud back Olandays
aaly. Fare other trip. 99.30.

Provisions,

157 Commercial St., Portland Me.
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
Futures bought and sold on Chicago Market on
mar3dtif
Margins. Correspondence invited.

St MoV

92

nnd Straw
&
98 aud

G. D.

ft

Mrrs.
Cross St.
and

Oils.
Fore

Wnler

Planters and Shippers.
TIMMONS & HAWES, 119 Commercial St
Oils, Varnishes A Supplies.
JOHN W. PERKINS St CO., 74 & 76 Com’l
Hangings, Hooks A Stationery
CORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle St

OYSTER*.
PAINTS.
PAPER
YVAPER

HANGINGS and Uurpctings.
& (-0., 190 St 192 Middle

JT MARRETT, BAILEY

Materials.
DEXTER St GO.. 480 Congress S

D.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Vinegar, Cider,
J.

Ketchup
8 &

Ac
10 Market
A E. D. PETTENGILL Co, Mfrs.,
1.129, Hnnis, Sausages, Ac
THOMPSON, F’OVVLER & CO., 80 Portland St.
g fork packers.
TRUE & LEIGHTON, 13 & 16 Silver St
JL
Wholesale nnd Commission.
THOMPSON St HALL, 163 Commetcial St.
GOODS.—Hall Rubber Co.
Portland Branch, cor. Middle St Union sts.
Importers A Dealers.
EMERY & FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharil

HIUKI.ES,

Si

PORK,

PRODUCE,

STORE,
474 Congress St.,

EDWARD HcCAHIOH

PREBLE

PIANO FORTES

jly(id3m

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1378.

BAKER'S

,MM Cocoa.

NOYES

BAILEY

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which tho excess of
Oil has been removed. It lias three
times the sir jth of f'ocoa mixed
or Sugar,
with Starch, .\rv
more economic
and is ihi
I'. i; <h Ik-ious, nourishing,
col.
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

dly

jy29

RUBBER

SAI,T.
^CRAY'S SPECI
BROKERS, Stores A Chandlery.
The
SHIP,J. S. WINSLOW & CO., 3 & 4 Central Whf trade mark lish
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN St KELSEY. 161 CommereialSt
Chains, Anchors, Blocks
) Pumps, Sta. U.M.Stanwood&Co. 171-3 Com’l s
CASES of every Description.
CHARLES H. BLiKE, 78 CrosB St
HEATING and Plumbing.
W. H. PENNELL St CO., 17 and 19 Union St.
A- Molasses Importers.
GEO. S. HUNT St Go., Agts Eagle Refinery
IW1ACKI.E Blocks Galvanized Boat Trim
mings. T.LAUGHLLN& SON,Center St
A.
mEAS, Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
A G. W. S1M0NT0N & 00.. Mfrs., 13 & 16 Union
WARE, Mfg’s.and Dealers.
TENNEY St LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
Bags Ac., Mfrs. and Dealers,
G. B. BROAD St CO., 162 ExchangeSt
Dealers in Sawed Wood und
F1GKETT 19 Plum
Kindlings. MORS

SHIP
SIHIPSMITIIS,
SHOW
STEAM
SUGAR

TIN

TRUNKS,
WOOD.

G
Re;

.,

C
it

MEDICINE.

Eng-

,<jLy. An
n
unfoilin
rrx
Seminal jVeaknc6*.
Im potency, and nil
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of Bel fAbuse; as Lobs of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of

TRADEMARK

Vision, Premature

Old Axe, and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER TARIR8.
Premature Grave.
(ir®~FuIl particular* in our pamphlet, which wc aesiro to
w
send fra* by mail to every one. {3^ The Specific Medicine
sold by all 'druggista at f 1 per package, or six packages lor .fj
the
muil
of
on
money,
uy
free
be
eenfi
by
receipt
will
or
aJdreaatng
THI. GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 106 Main Street, BcrrxLO, N. Y.

BEFORE TARIM.

|»®“Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congroaa St.,
tmTlowwi If Stone, cor. Congreae and Green Sta.

mgaadiyr

HOUSE

SHORT & HARMON.

These Instruments are First-Class,
and will be sold at Lower Prices than
can be obtained elsewhere, for Cash, or
oe Easy Installments if desired.

>

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

Water

or

F. 55. KEKISOIV

—

LASELL

business relating
faithfully executed.

com.

Has leased the House and Office

Cor. of High and Peasant Sts.,
Formerly occupied by Dr.

jy7eodtf

THE SEVENTH YEAR
—

OF

—

Sargent’s School,

Tlie Kindergarten will be in the care ot Miss
Proctor.
The Primary Department fits boys and girls for
the Grammar Schools of the city.
The Advanced Department continues the higher
education of young ladies.
A limited number of boarding pupils received.
For full circulars, address
148 Spring Street, Portland, Me.

deodtf

aug2

ABBOTT FAfULYSCMui,
BLUE,

.Tlninc.

1'muiiu^iou.

A. II.

aug3

ABBOIT, Principal.
eodlGt

Plusinessflollege

fl

fl institution of fl B the kind
etruction ia
Thorough In- ^

emansliip.nooMeeDiKl jicTLav
and all the
COMrLIT!

3 p.

m.

d3m

-FOR—

from prominent Professional Men.

1st.

September

Portland

to

Brief Extracts frem Testimonials

—FOR—

Pupils admitted to Smith and Wellesley Colleges
on the certiticate of the Principal.
For admission or circulars, address Miss E. 1).
SEWALL, 78 Winter street, Portland, Me., by

The oldest
in the State.

Greene.

a. m.

MANN’S

will begin its sixth year, September Idtb.
AT 119 WINTER STREET.

LITTLE
Address

9

aiylO

GIRLS AND YOUNG LADIES

Hiss

W!dniolf

School REACTIONARY HEALTH-LIFT

Day

until

BERRY,

No. 37 Fluat Street.

MISS SEWALL’S

Fj

■

Pox further
L. A. Uraj,

h

■

oaUataral

BUSIRIIS

information,
For Can J,

■
■

■branch** of»
■ BB004TIOW,

yS^M
^1^

ivi. o._m.

Clayton Keith, 91. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physioal system, thus enabling
it to resist disease.
Horatio Gomez, 91. D«,
New York.
I am fully satisfied with your machine auu its effects.
Robert Hamilton, 91. D.,

Saratoga Springs.
It is eutirely satisfactory to
the merits claimed for it.

a.

PoJUTLAND, July 3, 1882,
until further notice, the
for the delivery of

All persons having books belonging to the Library
them on the 8th, 15th and
are requested to return
Librarian or his
22nd of the present month. The
on the
above
assistants will bo in attendance
them.
named dates, to receive
Per order of Library Committee.
F E. PRAY Chairman.

jy3tltf

iVSORDACURA
Allay* luxtanily *11 Inflamamtion
Irritation from (ho

nud

MOSQUITOES,

Flie* nud nil

n

per
mall to

box. For sale by all druggists, or sent by
THUS. G.
any address on receipt of rotail price.
SNOW & CO., 67 Commercial st., Boston.
dim
jyl2

me, and possesses all

Oliver Wendell nolmea, 91. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exercise whio
I navo found salutary, agreeable and exhilarating
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
R. C. 91 offm, 91. D.,

Brooklyn.
It is the most perfect compendium of exerclso imaginable. It is particularly adapted to ladies suffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
Lawaoa A. Look, ra. ■».,

Buffalo.
1 was astonished at the wonderful
ulative exercise in reaching and relieving
infirmities of long standing. It has been a
elation to me ana other medical friends.

cumpotency of
chronio
new rev-

(1. Peclchitm Filch, IH. D.,
New York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism
David

Wewter, in. dm

San
I do cot hesitate to

Francisco.

unqualifiedly

commend

the

Keactionary Lifter to all persons suffering fro ji dys-

peptic or

bo opon
ON Library will notdate,
books.

on BITES OF

With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter.
Its effect
I am a physic ally regenerated woman.
has been magical. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
over-estimated.
not be

AUic«>

LIBRARY NOTICE.
and after tills

Caroline B.Winslow, 91. D.,
Washington> D. C.

Addr***,

eod&wlm

aug4

IllneU

Edwards & Walker’s
from
Hardware store,
August 5»h to ^Slh.
dtf

Jnl2tf

and (gaid

$ccb; Job

home. Special care of h-JxiOn, manners and morals of growing
Teaches
Good
board.
cooking and like
girls.
household arts. To secure place apply early. Ad0.
C.
dress
BRAGDON, Pridncipal.
eod2mos
jelO

poiHouou*
FI.KAS,
in*rct*; i* apccilic for Walt Ithi u.u,
Retail price, 25 cts.
Hum* nud Weald*.

ever

promptly and

to Patents

STEPHEN

..ghtful

at

276 Middle St.

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

SEMINARY,
suburban

advantages with

STINGS

No.

OF

American & Foreign Patents,

Office 1 j.urs from

opened an office in
Portland andean befo' ud

has

Briggs,

attorney at law and solictor

Jy31eodem

PREBLE STREET.

at No. 63

fol>24MW&F.Wm

mi

Herbert G.

DR. L. J. CROOKER

WILL BEGIN SEPT. 12TH, 1882.

And the Celebrated

BUSINESS CARDS.

Colore

IOKISEKLV
Miss Sargent A Miss Bradbury’s,

PIANO-FORTES

eodtill8epl

aug4

ROBINSON, Sec’y.

In

receive

dtf

LiiTOM & SOS’S

Goods.

and

F. A-

___

L0R1NG, SHORT & HiRlIOl

dtl

jyll_v

and

Drawing,
pupils
oil. Lessona given at the residence,
WILL
Apply
Lessons in out of door sketching, if desired.

mail,

oalO

CEWTS.

95

J. B. HUDSON!, ARTIST,

Centres.

COKKESPOMJENT,
eb4dlmteodllm&w(5w6
Fob. 4.1882.

S

Female College.

iivantful Pottery

With

MUNCER,

Build

Millinery
Cross
MIIiUINEBV
BIBBER, MORRILL
INN,
Goods,
100
HILLMAN
CO.,
MII.I.INERV
Petroleum, I.igonia
PORTLAND KEROWhite
Oil,_Refined
St.
OIL
SENE
CO., 194

Seminary

Weslyan

Maine

or

After Proof.

PORTLAND:

,,

jy26eod&\v4w

40 PER CENT.
Losses

of Cincinnati, will open a Home School
for eight or ten young Ladies in Portland, on the 25th ot September next. A
limited number of day scholars will be
received. For circulars address MRS.
THROOP, No. 51 High Street, Portland,
Me., after July 1st.
References: Hr. J.T. Gilman, Portland,
Rev. J. T. G. Nichols, I). I)., Saco, Me.
Rev. E. E. Hale, Boston, Prof. Ezra Abbot, 1). D. Cambridge, and others.
MW&FSw till Sep
jun2U

,t

Dr.

once

sale at the Ticket Office of Bosto
Maine R. R. for the small sum ct

REV, £. 71. SMITH. President.
Fall term of 13 weeks will commence AUG. 21.
Seven Courses of study under competent Instructors, with Graduation and Diplomas, at the close.
Advantages first class, Expenses low. Boarding
Department under charge of REV. E. R. FRENCH.
Circulars sent on application.

and Grocers.

s

WILSON

is a man of culture, of long and large experience,
lie has made more discoveries of the human system
His
than any person living in Europe or America.
books illustrate upwards of three hundred diseases
as never known before.
He fills out charts showing the power and condition of every organ in the body, to the delight of his
patients as it was never done before by any physician.
Dr. W. is well known in New England for the
many cures he has performed of persons after given
up to die by the best physicians.

Call ami

reputation of salubrity

For sale by all Druggists

claimed for it.

Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Terminating in 1881.

Ship
Ship
GET THE BEST.
LUMBER,
iu«. W. H. S1M0NT0N, 314 Commercial S
BEK. Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Boards.
BAILEY & YOYES
LUM
J. W. DEERING, 210 Commercial
all kinds. Black Walnut
speSt.
LUMBER,
cialty. S. W. LARRAbEE & SON, Com’l
Exchange Street, Portland,
Cement, Ual. A I.and Plastei and
Hair. 0. A. B MORSE St GO., 6 Com’l Wbf
LIME,
Spruce. Pine and Short.
LUMBER,
ROMERY, BIRNIE St CO.. 332 Commercial St
of All Kinds, “Muuufr’-.’
EDWIN CLEMENT &CO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Eastern, Western A Southern
S. H. St A. R. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Fore S
LUMBER,
EPt. oi'all kinds of Spruce
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’l. foot of Park.
LUMBER.
Kiln-dried Hardwood Floor
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S
LUMBER,
iug,
Mich. Pine A Hurd Wood.
& BACON, 220 Oota’l St.
LUMBER. Wi
secant. Gas, A Water
Are the General Agents for New England
,.,N1EL WINSLOW St SON.
MAUHINI
Piping
States for
i’S nnd Boiler Makers.
PORTLAND COMPANY, East Ena, Fore St
MACHlNk
Knees and

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have

Hardware Ac.

Botanic,

30 years duration iu every

over

section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

Carriage
IRON,K. Steel,
COREY St GO.. 126 St 127 CommereialSt

WILSON

A public

preparation.

other alcoholic

water-borne.

oml

St
OONANT &
/I KOUERIES, Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER & CO., 169 Commercial St
YJT
/ 1 KOUERIES, Flour and Provisions.
U. S. MELCHER & CO., 147 Commercial St
\X
/ l KOCERS. Provisions and Flour.
W. P CHASE & CO, 167 Commercial St

DR.

Round Trip Tickets from Portland to
Biudeford Pool and Return, Including a
trip on Orchard Beach R. R. and the
beautiful Saco River on the favorite
steamer “S. E. Spring,” are now on^-'

CO.,

BANKERS AND STOCK BROKERS,
No. 13 Wall Street, New York,

on

M. to 7 P. in.

$1.00.
Admiss on. 25cts, Season Tickets <I2moa

Coupon,

STOCKSPECULATION

CORK SWIMMING JACKETS, &c,

FECTIONARV, Plain A Fancy Mfr
L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.

June

at No. 50 7 i Congress Street.

County.7s
Chicago,.7s
7s

Cook

Maine Central It. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdcnsburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Ronds, Registered and
-FOE SALE BY-

Artists

eminent American
on

--

**

dlw

The first Annual Exhibition of
the 8tudios of the

most

Cincinnati,

stations

works from

jyl4

Parties wishing to make money in Stocks sheuld
communicate with the old established firm of

BELTS,

/COFFEES, Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS & RUMERY, 184 & 186 Com. St.

m.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF BT

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
eodtf

oct8

SHOES,

V

BATII
—

Tickets $1.50 for the round trip from all
between Portland and Augusta inclusive.
au4

Woodbury & Moulton

SAMUEL

SUITS,

or

BY

Thursday, August 10.

I

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic qnotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

WOVEN

—

Leaving Portland by special train on Maine Central It. R„ at 9 a. m. Returning leave Bath at 4.40

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.

MCALLISTER, 60 Commercial S
by the Cargo, Carload or Ton.
S. ROUNDS & SON, 36 Commercial St

AND

CHANDLER’S BAND,

Citv, Town and Railroad
Securities.

Railway
FLANNEL

—

TO
—

a

TO

GARDINER

eodtf

-AND

/'1LOTISING Manufacturers A Jobbers
ALLEN & CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Sts

EXCURSION
—

We Offer For Sale

Nov22eo dtaugl3

all diseases requiring skill and experience.

■HWIlie

cor.

df»fc

GRAND

If. HI. IMVSO.\ & CO.
32

badge.
GEO. H. ABBOTT, Commander.
MILLIKEN, Adj’t.

the G. A. R.

■

or

now

are

BRUSH
CABINET

and other

6s
6s
6s
-5 l-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

or

sex can

or

men

“

Southern
Maine Central

ou

or

Mfr’s., Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
TRUE BROTHERS, 176 Fore St.
Maker*. Fine Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Middle St.

“

St., and 12 Temple St.

229 Middle

was

YJT

[Biddeford Times.l
Anderson vs. Reed

old cry.
It is now well known that those most loudmouthed in criminating Republicans were
themselves holders of a large Democratic corruption fund. It appears that this noisy as-

Interfered with

Portland Municipal
St. Louis
Cleveland
Fort Wayne
St. Louis Comity
Northern Pacific Ii. R.

...

a

/1ROCER1E8

sionists, to be sure, but as thoroughly dyed-inthe-wool, case-hardened Democrats as the
county affords. Why waB not William H.
Card, of Franklin, the Greenback candidate
for County Commissioner two years ago, appointed to that office by Governor Plaisted

to buy the election.” Democrats are
shouting it on all sides. This is so like 1880
that it seems but an echo of the last campaign
just coming back.
The question that concerns the people is this:
Is it true? Is it entitled to any credit? The
same men appear making the same charges as
in ’80. Fortunately, this question has been
passed upon by a competent tribunal. It survived the noise and confusion of the last camsettlement bepaign and came for deliberato
fore a Congressional committee of both political parties. The o lection contest between Anderson and Reed made this whole matter the
subject of careful investigation.
A review of this case reveals the amount of
faith one should have in this revival of the

Has not

IN EGYPT

AGRICULTURAL
4RTISTS*
B
More than One Million Copies Sold !
BEEF.
BONE
EVERYBODY WANTS IT,
Everybody Needs It.
258th Edition. (New.) Revised and Enlarged.
BOOTS,
HeIf-Pre»«rr»tion. A Great Medical Treatise
BOOTS
Manhood: the (!na»e auil dure of JRxiiauMted
Vitality. Nerramand fi*hy«ical Debility, al*o
the
CnioM Mi-eric* arising fromthe Exceasen of MaBOOTS
ture Yenrs. 31H) page**. Royal Nwo. The very finest
125 invaluable Prescription*, for all
steel engravings.
BOOTH
acute and chronic diseases.
French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
Bound
in
beautiful
gyemssj
E*
BOOTH,
Mm S HidL^BB Price only l.»5 by Mail. (New Edition.)
ILLUSTRATED SAMPLE (i CENTS. SEND NOW.
BOOTH
Physiology
published.
The Science of Life,
Self-Preservation, is the most extraordinary work
wish to know, but
either require
single of either
There is nothing whatever that the married
BOOTH
what is fully explained. In short the book is invaluable to all who wish for good health.—Toronto Globe.
is the Scieuco of Life,
Self-Preservation. It
to read just
The book for young and middle aged
tlARRELS
is worth many times its weight in gold.— Medical Times.
Ho roaches the very roots and vitals of disease
Maker* and Blacksmith*.
noble benefactor.
The author'of the Science of Life is
BOILER
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial St audis enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—
Stationery and Boom Paper*.
fairly won and worthily
^Tlfe Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life
BAILEY & NOYES, 68,70 & 72 Exchange St
BOOKS,
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Stationery A Boom Papers.
Thousands of extracts similar to the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
BOOKS,
LORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle St
religous anl scientific—throughout the land.
Illauk Book* and Stationery,
be obtained elsewhere for
better medical work, in every sense, than
The book is guaranteed to be
BOOKS,
DRESSER, MoLELLAN & CO.. 47 Exchange
the money will be refunded in every instance.
double the price,
aenljby mail, securely Healed and post.paid, to all parts of the
Thousand* of Copies
Town Good* and 8. 8. Supplies
world, every month, upon receipt of price, §1.25.
BOOKS,
HOYT, FOGG & DONHAM, 193 Middle et.
Paint, Whitewash. Ac.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL NSTITUTE or VY. H. PARKER, M. D.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St
BRUSH MFRS.,
4 Bulfincli
Mass.

01
t-iITKOCERS,
SAWYER, FOSS St DEERING.l Central Whrt

he appointed Hamilton Joy, and Sheriff, for
which the name of Levi B. Wyman was twice
sent before the Council for approval; all Fu-

planning
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It is often said “there is no new thing under
the sun.” This is in a measure verified by the
reappearance of the old charge, “Republicans

WEDNESDAY, AEG. 9, 1882.
Bosworth Post No. 2 Department of Maine, cordially invite all honorably discharged soldiers and
sailors, and all citizens who are friendly to the organization, with their wives and little ones to unite
with us. Those who do not provide themselvei
wiih refreshments can obtain meals at the Lake
at the low price of twenty-lire cents each. A military band and ochestra have been euaaged for the
day. The committee of arrangements nave provid
ed the following entertainments: Dancing, Canoe
Race, Batteau Race, Blind Punt Race, Sack Race
and others Bummers convention at 8 p. m.
Train leaves Portland at 8.15 a.m. Return at
4.40 and 10 p. m.
Tickets from Portland and return $1.00. Children
under 12 years of age half price.
Members of the G. A. R., are requested to wear

eodtf

tSdiiedam Aromatic

Governor Plaisted says he is a Greenbacker
and not a Democrat. To his Greenback friends
he is very positive in this assertion, fearing
that unless he can make them believe it he
will loss their votes in September. It is all
if he
very well to soothe them in this manner,

when it became vacant? It could not have
been besause Mr. Card is not in every way
qualified for the position, for he is, and besides
he was the candidate of his party for the place,
and by all party usages should have received
the appointment at the hands of a Greenback
Governor.
Not a single Greenbacker has received any
that is of any
position at the hands of Plaisted
value or importance. How will our Greenback friends judge Governor Plaisted? Will
they judge him by his words, or his acts? Is
there any reason why Democrats should ask
him for assurances of fidelity to their, party?
Has he not shown by his acts, which certainly
speak louder than words, that he is sufficiently
all the purposes ot that
a Democrat to answer
party? We know that we are not asking questions that have not already suggested themselves to our Greenback friends, but it is important for them to answer these questions, to
the satisfaction of their own consciences, at
least, before the day of election comes round.
If Governor Plaisted is playing into the hands
of the Democratic party, as his acts in this
county indicate, then a good many who have
heretofore voted the Greenback ticket will not
do so this year. A good many are saying to
themselves, “We are no Democrats, and don’t
intend to become such.” Lot all such remember that it makes no difference to the Democratic party by what party name men call
themselves, if only they vote tor their candidate. If only the man whom they can control
can be placed in power they are in no way particular about the source from which the votes
come
that place him there. If Governor
Plaisted is controlled by Greenbackers, how
does it happen that all his appointments are
from the Democratic party?

POH.Tl.AWri>,; ME!.

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and ManuThe Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here Dud convenclassified and indexed general
iently
merchandise and supplies of very deto the
scription, which are offer
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country.

—

LAKE MARANACOOK,

fefc°e»Hotel
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(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4 f reent. allowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the Cliicpgo Board of
'1 »ade. Private wiro to Chicago.
N v City
) 963 Broadway.

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

or

[Ellsworth American;]
Plaisted’s Politics.
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WILLIAMS, PULSIFER & CO.. 69 Com*l
UNITED STATES HOTEL. FLOUR Groceries and Provision*.

nuiv/u

Clews & Co.,
Henry
18 NEW STREET, NEW IORK.

CtON
$10 to $1,000.
STOCK Exporters.
febl8eodly
Ill
GEO.
S.
HUNT
&
Commercial
COOPERAGE
St
CO.,
China and Glass Ware.
C. E. JOSE & CO., 140 & 142 Middle St
CROCKERV,
EDUCATIONAL
Glass and Plated Ware.
&
242
Middle
HAYES
St.
CROCKERY,
DOUGLASS,
WESTBROOK SEMINAR!
PIPE, Garden Border, Emery
lv22
J. W. STOCKWELL.
DRAIN
Wheels, &c.
_dtf
AND
SUMMER RESORTS.
Windows, Blinds and Fixtures
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S
DOORS,
College.
Female
Painters A Mfrs. Supplies
WOLFE’S
THE ATLANTIC HOUSE, DRUGGISTS,
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
An 1 niitilHtiou of Learning for botli Nexen.
Chemicals A Drug’!* Sundries.
Experienced teachers, good accommodations, low
Scarboro Beacb,
J. W. PERKINS & CO., 74 & 76 Commercial St
DRUGS,
prices. Fall term (1882) begins Tuesday, Sept. 6th.
Chemicals, Paints, Oils, Ac.
J. P. WESTON, Pres.
shore suppers,) during
will not serve (transient
For circulars, address
DRUGS, E. L. STAN WOOD & CO., Market Bt
Leering, MaineAugust.
jyl7MW&F&wtse5
Medicines, Paints aud Oils.
S. B. GUNNISON, Proprietor.
21
Market Square.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
DRUGS,
ATLANTIC
Instruction in English and Classdlw
angl
Medicines, Paints and Oils
ical Studies.
C. A. PARSONS 6i CO., 117 and 119 Middle S
DRUGS,
Co.
Insurance
Goods, Woolens, and Fancy Goods
Mutual
iven to private pupils by the subscribe!
SCHNAPPS.
&
166
Middle St
DEERING, MILLLKEN CO.,
HOTEL CHAMPION, DRV
Woolens aud Fancy Good*
OF NEW YORK
STOKER BROS. & CO, 64 &-66 Middle St
Bay, 8wanton, Vermont*
Ulaqua
As a general beverage and necessary
DRV Goods,
J. W. COMORO
GOODS AND WOOLENS.
Open June 1 to October. This
to
141
&
Middle St
WOODMAN, TRUE CO., 7
DRV
AGAINST MARINE corrective of water rendered impure by
INSURE
and situated
resort is
143 FearS Street.
WOOLENS. Ac.
Lake Champlain, 8 miles north of
4**
Jan 24
A. LITTLE & CO., 236 & 238 Middle St
For full description
DRV GOODS,
St. Albans.
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
send for circular.
RISKS ONLY.
Goods, Woolens and Fancy Good*.
Home School for Young Ladies.
as limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the
K. PARKER, Prop.
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN & CO., 169 Middle
DRV
d2mos
jue8
This Company will take risks at their office, New
Laces, Fancy Goods
MRS. EVERETT sTtHROOP, formerly
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Cross St
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue 'Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
.York,
EMBROIDERIES,
Dr. Wilson wiU return to
Boston, August 18.

HU

Babon Beuter, the famous

WHOLESALE

BANKING JHOUSE

LAMSON,

RANDALL &

eight names—Grimes, Miller, Dillon, Kirkwood, Alliso», Kasson, McCrary, and Wilson—all of whom have been looked upon by
the Nation at large as fit and desirable for
the Presidency, and with the strong possi- can, but talk is cheap, as the Greenbackers are
has Governor
bility that the next President of the Repub- Vginning to discover. What
lic will be chosen from the list, there is in- Plaisted done for his Greenback friends in this
he has held that office?
deed reason for State satisfaction and pride, county in the two years
There have been but three important offices to
intellectual
and
of
as this is certainly proof
be filled by appointment, namely, Judge of the
moral strength in a State which has develu^viuivu
IVAULUUipm VV/U1V,
men.”
so
so
many strong
early
oped
B. Redman, County Commissioner, to which
was

IFOR 1882.
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/^lOAL, Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.

President Arthur has vetoed the River and i
Harbor Bill. His objections to the bill, as set
forth in his message in another column, are
plainly stated, and, to a large extent, are sound
and cogent. The failure of the appropriation
for our harbor will of course be much regretted, as the object was so manifestly legitimate
and desirable that the city of Providence has
appropriated seventy-five thousand dollars to
supplement the sum expected from the general
Government upon recommendation of the Congressional committees of commerce.—Providence Journal (Rep.).
DR. WILSON,
It is unfortunate that the Executive is preAuthor of the Guide for Physicians and popular
cluded from approving some and vetoing other
Lecturer, from Boston late of London,
items in appropriation bills, but, being thus
England.
precluded, the President did just the right
In his Parlors has successfully treatedj 625 pathing in vetoing the whole bill.—Rochester tients witbin the last two months
•
Democrat (Rep.).
His stay is Limited.

again.”
The

and raised his Administration in
public favor.—Ithaca Journal

Day by day the President is demonstrating

gage in it.

“when

and

cor-

In Kansas the prohibitory law has driven
the liquor traffic out of sight and made it so
dangerous that only reckless men will en-

In re

the country by his veto of the River and Harbor Bill. That he haB shown the firmness to
veto the iniquitous measure is greatly to his
credit.—Hartford Times (Dem.).
President Arthur
yesterday sent to the
House a message vetoing the River and liar,

question

loaf around
the

It was a brave and honest act on the part of
Mr. Arthur, and will win for him unstinted
praise from all parts and parties, including
those who most vehemently disagree with the
general spirit and methods of his Administration.—Utica Herald (Rep.).
President Arthur'has earned the thanks of

sault served as a cover for contemplated Democratic bribery.
When defeated at the polls, it was loudly
maintained that the result was secured by the
corrupt use of money. Democrats affirmed
that evidence was at hand and would be produced to oust Mr. Reed and seat Anderson.
This pushing the election to a contest in the
House was but another step in what DemoAt no
crats knew to be a desperate policy.
time did they expect to unseat Mr. Reed. The
an endorsement of their
secure
to
was
purpose
bribery charges, by the Democratic part of the
Election’s Committee that they might use it
with more effect in another campaign. In this
they have met with most pitiful failure.
The contest is over. The trial ended, before
Democratic jurors and by their verdict, Mr.
Reed is declaimed to have been legally and
honestly elected. Every Democratic vote in
committee was for Reed, and ac/ainst Anderson.
The oft-repeated charge of Republican
bribery was so unsupported that not one would
attempt its defence by word or vote.
In this Democracy stands self-convicted. Its
charge of fraud itself pronounced a fraud. Yet
with no sense of shame, it opens another campaign with the same old cry. Democratic editors dwell upon Republican bribery, shutting
their eyes to the fact that Democrats in Congress have written falsehood across the face of
every such charge. In September these will
wake to the fact that the people are not politically blind.

of

rheumatic

affections,

sedentary employments.

and to every person

HEALTH IJFT ROOMS
201 MIDDLE STREET.
novb

PORTLAND, HE.
dtf

boys, mmmi
at its last meeting dePortland
a
of carpentry, to be
under the supervision
Luther PiDgree, who is
well qualified to instruct.
The school will be In
the third story of the
building on Free
street and will be opened July fith
halfnest
seven in the morning
continuing daily till the
opening of the publlo sobools in the autumn
The
school will lie free to hoys in the publlo schools nmi
those wishing to learn the use of tools, wUl do
to call at once at the rooms on Free street and enroll their names, as but a limited number can ho accommodated. Mr Woodhill is daily ta
at the looms and will receive and
register ihe
names of applicants.

school
THEcided to openFraternity
of

Fraternity

at’

’we

rJsJISS
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PBESS.
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THE PEESS.
of N. O.
May be obtained at tbe periodical Depots
nwenden Marquis, Brunell A Co., Andrews, ArmWentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Clereland, Robert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose Hltchings A McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
on all
Bostoa A Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros.,
trains that run out of the city.
A
Small
Co.
Auburn, Willard
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson's Bookstore.
Brldgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswiok, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland MUIb, F. A. Verrlll.

ftfonr

Damatiscotta, E. AY. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley

A Lewi

Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gerham, d. Irish.
Hallowell, C. E. Spauldidg.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.

F. A.

Millett.

was

will be

brought np

Copt. T. B. Tolford had a portion of his upper jaw-bone successfully removed Saturday.
There were 32 arrest3 ior drunkenness last
week.
Police seized three barrels of beer, Saturday,
corner of Park and commercial streets, and
three in a Centre street cellar.
Yacht Sparkle, of Worcester, Mass-, is in
the harbor. Saturday the party, ten in number, were at the City Hotel.
Bishop Healy has purchased a large portion
of the west end of Little Diamond Island fcT

_

CITY AND VICINITY.
advertisements to-day
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Our Bargains—Mlllett & tattle.
Haskell.
new

For Sale—E.
Edward G. Ponton—Attorney at Law.
Notice to Builders—J. C. Knight.
Dissolution of Copartnership.
McIntosh
A. Mclntosn.
Good News to Sea Shore Feople-W.
Farm

From Weeks <fc Potter, Wholesale Druggists
and Importers, Boston.
We must have some
Mb. F. tV. Kinsman:
that it
more Adamson’s Balsam for they do say
Please send us ten gross
is the best thing out.

immediately by freight
Yours very

respectfully,

WEEKS & POTTER.

Aug7-M,W&S&w
To all whom it may concern:
Stonington, May i, 1881.
purchased a Pino-Palmine Mattress

Having
of agent here, February 8, 1881, for my boy

nine years of age, who has been troubled with
Mtarrh for seven years, and has been very restless at night while asleep, also very delicate
BBtil sleeping on the Pino-Palmine Mattress.
well at
He is being cured of catarrh, rests
to
Bight, is getting rugged and hearty, goes to
able
school steadily,which he has never been
the Matdo before. I cheerfully recommend
above
the
from
complaints.
sufferers
al)
to
tress
not part
Were I unable to get another, would
with mine upon any consideration,as I consider
tt invaluable.
H. H. LEWIS.
J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street
For sale

by

Me._jlylSdtf

Say, maiden, with the raven hair,
So beautiful, and lithe, and tall,
With eyes so bright and cheeks so fair,
Why let your teeth destroy it all?
For they are dark, and feel the want
Of a soft brush and SOZODONT.

aug7-M,W&F&w

Janl5,MW&S&wly50

bottle.

The mill on.the upper falls now occupied hy
W. 1C. Dana, is to be enlarged by raising it a
number of feet and building an addition of
some 30 feet to the end of it.
The city was filled with the odor of burning
wood last evening, and the fire in the woods
seen from the western promenade on
the line of the Boston & Maine road.
Three hundred people took breakfast Saturday at the Preble House. Mr. Gibson says
that beats any record since he has boen propri-

could be

etor of the house.
The horses of Portland, No. 2 engine, are
on acnot allowed out of their stables now,
incount of the extreme dry weather and
creased danger of fires on the Hill.
The British government has sent Capt. John
A. Welch of the bark “Isaac Jackson” a fine
for services in aid of the Britbinocular

glass,

ish ship “Lizzie Fennell” of Liverpool.
Mr. B. It. Sturgis of Gorham, received Saturday by the New York boat, four coops of
fancy poultry from New York for breeding
purposes. The fowls are very handsome.
Twenty-five tons of Abestos arrived Saturday over the Grand Trunk road from Sherand were shipped by boat to
P.

brooke,

Q.,

New York.
Mr. Flavin, of Lang & Sargent has present*
ed a singular specimen of the finny tribe to the
Natural History Society. It is known a3 “fourteen plated remora,” and was caught in the

alig7-M,W&F&w

Ex-Governor Wm. A. Newell,M. D., of New
TerJersey, and now Goven-otof Washington
ritory, writes as follow:
Allentown, N. J.
has used your Pino-Palmine Mat-

My family

for several months. It is cool, comfortable, elastic and I believe enduring and healtliindeed all
giviDg. The aroma is delightf nl and
weighed, it will be reeensiderations
tress

properly

as superior to the best hair mattress.
W. A. NEWELL.
Yours truly,
For sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

garded

Me._jlyl5dtf

Ask your physician and he will tell you that
Bnchn is one of the best, surest and safest
remedies for aiding, strengthening and cleansing the kidneys. It is one of the ingredients
of Hops and Malt Bitters.

MW&F&wtc

Pino-Palmine Mattress Co.
Gentlemen—The Mattress I purchased from
and sick headyou has stepped the catarrhal
ache which has followed me for years. I would
not part with it at any price and be without it.

Truly your
F. CARPENTER, Druggist.
With E. J. Luther, East Providence, R. I.
Fer sale by J. H. Gaubert, 201 Middle street,

jlylCdtf

Master Bussell has contracted with Portland
and Capo Elizabeth parties to build a threemasted schooner of about 500 tons. She is to
be a centre-board vessel, and will be the only
one of the kind built in Deering for a number
iTii. itaiiuau

»
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Bros., Boston, has just returned from an
extended business tour through Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and
Maine. He reports codfish and mackerel very
scarce in the lower Provinces, but mackerel
were beginning to strike iu when he left, and
the autumn catch promises to be large.
Friday evening tbe boys at the Reform
School were entertained by the Ainpbion Club
of Portland, assisted by Miss Sadie Farringman

ton, daughter of the Superintendent, Mr. G.
S. Farrington of Bangor, and Mr. David MoulOf Deering. The entertainment was given under the auspices of the “Garfield Cold
Water Battalion,” a temperance society formed
ton

in the school, and was very successful.
A young woman on the 5.05 p. m. Rochester
train, Saturday, lest her pocket-book. She got
off, walked back to Cumberland Mills, in
occupied the
search of a girl who had
was
and
her
suspected of
Beat with
woThe
waliet.
the
stolen
having
could not find the girl and hired a
team and returned to Portland. When sl.o got
here General Agent Peters handed her her

man

pocket-book and money which the conductor
had found lyingtm the car seat.
Dramatic Notes.
Manager Harris will play the Barry aud Fay
company over the New England circuit, begin-

ning Nov. 13.

corner

tre are

Personal.
I. Gordon Alison of Birkenhead, Eng., is at
the Preble House.
Messrs. Grant and Carlsen of Boston are
sketching in the vicinity of Portland.
Emmons Blaine is at the Ocean House, New-

port.

Mathews will assist Serg.
Eichelberger at the Signal Station

Mr. Andrew E.

W. W.
daring Mr. Melton’s absence.
Wm. H. Looney, Esq., will address the
Robie Club at their rooms in Hopkin’s Block,
Middle street, next Friday evening.
S. A. Buxton of the Hotel Gazette, Boston,
and Dr. H. A. Hart of New York are at the
United States Hotel.
The Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Bishop of Maine,

preached

in

the

Episcopal

chapel

at

Old Orchard yesterday morning.
Mr. Johnson, who was so terribly crushed at
Cumberland Mills the other day, is getting
well. He loses one arm above the elbow and

Aog. 25th and 26th,
Auley’s Sept. 4th and 5th.

and

Barney Mc-

The company which will support Mme. Janauschek includes Misses Ida Jeffries, Henrietta Irving, Virginia Brooks, Anna Locke, Min-

nie Clayton, Annie Maitland and Cora Lee,
Messrs. George D. Chaplin, Alexander H.
Stuart, Ferd Hight, Harry Hawk, .J. Ogden
Stevens, Frank L. Davis, J. H. Connor, Lauis
Mr. Alfred P.
Bresn and George Connor.
Beaven has been engaged as advance agent.
The company which will support Mme.
Christine Nilsson during her concert tour in
this conntry daring the autumn aud winter
has finally been completed by the engagement
of a tenor named Bjorsken, a
Del Puente, the distinguished
Miss Hope Glenn, contralto,
vocal quartette. The company

Swede, Signor
baritone, aud

up the
which will also
include the Mendelssohn Quintet Club of instrumentalists, will begin its season in Boston,
at Music Hall,
vember 1.

on

make

Wednesday evening,

No-

the other just below the elbow.
AmoDg other guests at the Merchants’ Exchange Hotel Saturday were the Misses M. J.
and L. E. Craig, teachers ia the schools of
Montreal.
Rev. John O’Dowd, for the past two years
Chancellor of the Cathedral of the Immaculate

Railroad Notes.
General Passenger Agent Lucius Tuttle of
Boston states that the Eastern Railroad is do-

Conception in this city, has been transferred to
the pastorate of the Catholic church in Eastport, and has left for his new field attended by
the good wishes of hosts of friends here.
Among those registered at the Falmonth
Saturday were the following: L. G. Downes
of Calais, J. H. Manley of Augusta, C. A.

Boston is packed.
The Ogdensburg railroad receipts will exceed those of last July, says a correspondent
of the Herald, by several thousand dollars.
The new train from Montreal averages 100

Boutelle of Bangor. Rev. Dr. Barter of Norfolk, Va., Rev. J. W. Hongh of Jackson,
Mich., Mr. Bishop and party of thirteen from
New York.
Eben D. Sargent,

of the oldest and best
known citizens,died on the 1st inst., in Lowell,
aged 79 years. He waa native of Lowell,
and established the first fish market ever
in Lowell. He became an Odd Fellow
one

opened

His funeral ocin this city forty years ago.
curred Friday, and was in charge of Oberlin
Lodge, I. O. O.
E. J. Cram, who won the championship of
the rifle shooting at
the United States in
Creed moor last year,is studying law in an office
in this city, and is also a member of the Portland Mechanic BlueB. Mr. Cram is a native
of Parsonsfield in York county, and at the time
of the contest was
setts rifle team.

a

member of

the Massachu-

Haley Lodge.
At the election of officers of Usley Lodge’
East Deering, for the ensuing quarter, choice
was made as follows:
W. C. T.—Wm. W. Merrill.
W. V. T.—Jennie Sargent.
S.—Ed. E. James,
w! F. S.—Eva Lunt.

■yj' X.—D. Moulton.
W C.—George Russell.
W. M.- Ed. B. Sargent.
W I. G.—Ada Lunt.
W. O. G— Ralph Batchelder.
Accidents.
Oliver Plowman,
Last week two children of
were riding in an exstreet
on
Spruce
residing
The wagon was
press wagon on May street.
thrown
partially tipped over aDd both children
on
oat. The little girl received a bad wound
her
cheek was cut and her side bruis-

Mr. Mayo’s principal place of business is
in Boston, and he runs down to Portland every
few days to see that his business hero is conducted properly. It happened that Mr. Mayo
was absent in Boston at the time of the publication of the above-mentioned article, so that
fish.

it was impossible ti give his side of the story
until his return.
Saturday, Mr. Mayo was in town, and spoke
substantially as follows: He states that he is
a wholesale dealer in fish, and not a fish packer
in the sense of a fish jobber. His position aud
reputation in Boston as a merchant, he claims,
is second to none, and that he does a business
in fish with large soctions of the West, where
Portland fish was never heard of. He complains that this suit, or rather the complaint
made against him, is simply an effort on the
part of the members of the Portland Fish Ex'
to drive'him out of the businoss, and he

change

be driven. He has come to
don’t propose
stay, and parties who know Noah Mayo know
The whole trouble,
he means what ho says.
according to his view, is due to the fact that he
buys his fish “out of pickle,’’ or directfrom the
fishermen. A large proportion of these fishermen do business with the Portland packers in
to

the summer, and, before he camo here, did
business with him in Boston in the fall. Before the Fish Exchange was formed here.ironland dealers bought out of pickle just as he
done in Boston and Glouas is
does, and

just
cester. The packers here, however, found out
that the fishermen, in many cases, were too
smart for them in the sale of their fish; the
There*
tars got the whip end of the bargain.
upon the more influential dealers determined
to have things their own way. They formed
the Exchange, made other dealers join also,
tariff of rates, and had everyThen they heard Mr. Mayo was
coming here, he says, and they determined to
prevent him, if possible. One dealer, according to Mayo, said he would spend 810,000 to

established
thing fixed,

a

keep him away.

Why?

Because, by ‘‘buying

out of pickle” from the fishermen, those “toilas soon as they
ers of the Sea” were enabled,
brought in a catch, to dispose of it for cash to
Mr. Mayo, at once, realize their profits, were
relieved of the extra expense of ton cents for
packing, and that incurred by waiting several
days until the packer decided how much monIn other words, Mr.
ey should be paid them.
Mayo claims he is the true friend of the fisherto him on
man, and consequently they flocked
The result, he
arrival here, to sell their fish.
says, is seen in the face that he does a splendid
business, and the money he pays out helps the
Portland fish trade as much, if not more, than
that paid by any other dealer.
Mr. Mayo says when the packers hoard he
was coming they went to Governor Plaisted
and told him their story. Thej also told him
that Mr. Simpson—the man he had intended

he would promise to join the Fish Exchange,
and this Simpsouhad to do in order to get them
Mr. Mayo claims that except in the instance
on which the complaint of evading the law
was founded, he has had all his fish properly
inspected and packed. Why the law was
evaded in this case referred to ho shall have a
suit for
proper answer to make to when the
penalties is brought against him. Ho did
however say that, to show the weakness of the

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Con553 Congress,
gress Street and D, Wentworth,
of Oak street.

The other morning the Press published the
statement ol the complainants in the case of
Mr. Noah Mayo, whose cargo of fish was seized
on the charge of an evasion of the Statutes of
the State, in regard to the official inspection of

next month.
The Glen House has done a larger business
than it did last year. Receipts to the summit
of Mt. Washington to the 1st of August, show
a handsome gain, and Mr. Milliken regards the
prospects good for a very successful season.
moor

ing an immense business. The passenger receipts for June were 812,000 larger than in the
same month of last year, and the July receipts
show a gain of 817,000.
Every train ont of

passengers for Portland daily.
A special to the Herald from Fredericton,
N. B., of Saturday, says: “The New Brunswick & Canada railway has passed into the
hands of a syndicate which o'vns the New
Brunswick railway by a lease for 90 years,
with the option ot purchasing at a fixed price,
at a period stated in the agreement.
Henry
Osborne, it is understood, will be manager unNorth
The European &
der the lessees.
American road passes to the Muine Central by
lease, and the Maine Central and New Brunswick companies will work the New Brunswick
& Canada railway under an agreement of that
road.”

__

Excursions.
An excursion party numbering about two
hundred from Montreal and way stations arrived in this city Saturday night over the
Grand Trunk railway.
The two divisions of the Ancient Ordor of
Hibernians iu the State, will liavo their annual
excursion and picnic at

Sebigo Lake, August

23d.
The six lodges of Odd Fellows in this city
will have their|annual excursion thisjyear Aug.
30th, to Long Island.
Atlantic Lodge, No. 81, F. & A. M. will
make their animal
Thursday, Ang. 17.

excursion

to

Spurwink,

_

Excursion to Gardiner and Bath.
The excursion to Gardiner aud sail to Bath
fo.
next Thursday should attract a largo party,
it is one ot the pleasantest that could be arrail to Gardiner is
ride
The

by
our
lovelie3t villages, and the sail
thence down the beautiful Kennebec river cannot be surpassed in attractiveness. The huge
icehouses, the numerous craft passing hjj aud
down in tow of the busy tags, the pleasant
head,her
ed. Both wheels passed over the boy’s legs I views on either hank, the delicious music of
Chandler’s Band ail combine to render this
but he had no hones broken. Dr. Hutchinson
“
dressed the wounds and the children are now the most beautiful trip t the season. The adI'"
full
vertisement
ciculars.
gives
getting well.
ranged.
through

Aquatic.
will,
Plaisted, to-day, goes to Detroit, and
is
his return, stop at Saratoga, where he

to

|

Particulars

the Bold Highway Rob-

of

row.

few weeks
unbranded
has proof,
of the same
showing that

complainants, ono of them only a
ago sent thirty-five barrels of fish
to Boston by steamer, of which he
and also for several other instances

kind he can prodnee evidence,
while the fish packers complain of him,
have no scruple against breaking the

they
laws
law

when they feel like it. He says bo is no
breaker, and he shall show it conclusively on
trial. He has paid the fifteen dollars for packing the seized fish. Now l9t the complainants
come on with their suits.
Saturday’s Boston Journal gives tne ionowine reasons for Mr. Mayo’s evading the law:
“A vessel with mackerel consigned to his
Boston house put into Portland, through stress
of weather, so it is claimed, and h* gave ordwithout
ers to the captain to proceed to Boston
unloading the fiBh, which were net inspected.
mackerel
all
shipped
The Maine law requires
from that State to be officially inspected, and
enas it seerne that Mr. Mayo has incurred the
mity of the Portland fish men because ho will
to
notice
net join their association, they gave
the authorities and the vessel was detained
until a proper explanation was made, and a
small fine paid.”

An Alleged Case of False Pretenses.
James Russell of Buckfield, Saturday was
brought before Trial Justice James S. Wright,

of Oxford county, upon a complaint charging
him with obtaining 1800 pounds of phosphate
from the Winslow Packing Company by false
pretenses, and after a full hearing, was bound
over in the sum of five hundred dollars to appear at the September term of the Supreme
Judicial court for Oxford county.
The company sometime in May, made a contract with Russell to plant sweet corn and deliver the same this season, at the Buckfield
General MattockB, the President of

factory.

the company authorized the foreman, Henry
Nulty, to advance to the famers planting corn,
such amounts of phosphate as might be desired by each, not exceeding fifteen dollars to the
acre planted. This phosphate was to be sold
for when they delivto the farmors to be paid
ered the corn under their contracts. The foreman was instructed to exercise a careful discretion

as

to

advancing the phosphate

to

any

irresponsible

person.
It seems that up to the ninth day of June,
Russell had obtained about four thousand
pounds, and upon that day applied for more.
Nulty the foreman, and another witness testified that on that day he stated to Mr. Russell
that he had heard rumors that he (Russell) had
not planted any corn, and did not intend to
The
it.
any, and questioned him about

plant

foreman testified that Mr. Russell informed
him that he had planted five acres of land with
sweet corn, and that he wanted more phosphate to complete the planting of,twelve acres.
The foreman told him to call in a few days,
him
when if such was the fact, he would let
have the phosphate. Ou '.lie fourteenth day of
June Mr. Russell called again, and told the
foreman that he then had planted seven acres
of land with sweet corn, and the foreman, a
few days later, delivered him eighteen hundred pounds more of phosphate. A few days
having heard new rumors to the ef-

afterward,

fect that Mr. Russell had not planted atiy sweet
him and quescorn, the foreman called upon
1h
tioned him as to the facts. He was met
the answer that it was none of his business,
and that he had found a man in Buckfield who

could cheat and lie as well as the old company
did last year. Upon inquiry it was ascertained
that Mr. Russell had not planted more than
half an acre of sweet corn in all.
The lioaring was largely attended by the citizens of that vicinity. John P. Swasey, Esq.,
appeared for the defendant
of Canton,
and A. W. Coombs, Esq., of this city, for the

defendant.

__

Death of William Duran.
Mr. William Duran, an old citizen of this
rear 43 Wilmot
city, died at his residence,
For
street, Saturday, aged about 80 years.
a junk store in
Duran
kept
Mr.
many years
the block, corner of Fore and Moulton streets,
which block ha, in company with Mr. ChadHe has enjoyed very good
wick, erected.
health for a man of his years until within a
few days pas*, and Thursday was able to walk
and spend an hour or two
up to Lincoln Park
there, but that night he experienced a severe
attack of summer complaint which resulted
fatally as stated above. Mr. Duran leaves a
wife and one sou, the latter in business in BosHe was a member of the Aged Brotherton.
hood.

__

Another Move hy the Grand Trunk.
A dispatch states that the Midland Railway
has negotiated on the London market, at 95,
£610,800 consolidated mortgage 5 per cent-

bonds, the interest thereon being guaranteed
by the Grand Trunk Railway—£456,700 of the
loan to meet current liabilities, the balance of
£154,100 to be appropriated for building thirty
miles of road between Toronto and Ottawa,
which is in the direct road for SaultSto. Marie
and which eventually will connect with the
Northern Pacific and Winnipeg Southeastern
Railways. All this goes to prove that the
Grand Trunk has no intention of being out-

generatod bv the Canadian Pacific Railway
people, and is another flank movement in the
between the two
great battle for supremacy
huge corporations.

have
Buckley, O’Connell and Bresnan
and
for Detroit. They will pull in singles
race this
doubles, and the latter in the amateur
Bowon
week. Bichard Norton and Daniel
race.
will be the alternates in the double scull
the
under
scullers
for
single
The regatta
auspices of the Saratoga Bowing Association,
to be

a

Saratoga, promises
decidgrand affair. The association Saturday
$1500.
to
from
the
$1000
to
increase
purse
ed
$200
to be divided into three prizes of $1000,
Hosmer, Plaisted, Sullivan and
and $100.
on

August 25,

at

secDriscoll of Lowell have entered from this
to
of
this
is
expected
and
city
tion,
Kennedy
and
eater. Biley, Courtney, Lee of Newark
Ten Eyck have entered, and Gaudau and others from the west are expected to follow suit.

The Boston Globe desires to see a race organized for the New England Scullers' Chamand
pionship. It is suggested that the backers
friends of Kennedy of Portland, Hosmer,
Gookin and Sullivan of Boston meet

Plaisted,

and make arrangements for a scullers rac
of
for as elegant gold medal, to bo the emblem
and
the New England scullers championship,
prizes;
a purse of $1000 suitably divided into
the race to come off over the Charles river
to
course, and its management to be entrusted
degentlemon of integrity. A bona-fide race,
void of jobbery, would be a boon for which the
general boating and sporting public would contribute largely, and the whole amount of moncan,
ey needed to properly carry out the plan
with a little energetic co-operation on the part

of the oarsmen and their backers, be
ily raised in that city.

quite eas-

Sad Case.
A sad case of destitution and death came to
A Mrs. Gould, with a family
light Saturday.
A

of four children, the oldest (a stepson) being
22 years of age; another one (a cripple) 17
moved
years, and the other two 7 and 5 years,
here from Boston and rented a tenement of S.
L. Carleton. The family are exceedingly poor.
The mother tried hard to provide for her little
hero who
ones, and the oldest son was a young
also strove hard to obtain something to do, often working days at a time with only a crust of
As
bread, that the rest might have a supply.
the young man’s health was
a result of this
ruined. He was stricken down with gastric
fever and through the efforts of a shipmate
(Frank had been to sea several voyages) ho
was admitted to the Marine Hospital whore he
staid till pronounced incurable, when at his
he was again removed to his mother's

request

where he died Thursday in great agonv.
Frank’s own mother is buried in Denmark,
in this state, and it was his last request that he
should bo laid beside her, and President Anderson, of the Portland and Ogdensburg, kindfurnished the family with a pass and tbo

ly

body

was

taken to Denmark Saturday.

Cape Elizabeth.
To-night there will be a lawn party at the
Ocean House with music by Chandler’s Band.
Last week Mrs. Peck slipped and fell down
her back stairs, injuring her quite severely.
She is however recovering, and will be about
again in a few days as well as ever.
A few days ago a St. Bernard dog owned by
Elisha N. Jordan captured a coon, which was
so large he could not dispatch him readily, so
be carried him down to Jordan’s banks and
held him under water until the vital spark
had ceased to glow, and then carried home his

trophy.
Mr. John Manning had his face badly
burned at the acid works one day last week.
Mr. A. B. Rand, while fixing the scaffold in
his barn, Saturday, fainted and fell to the
floor, a distance of twelve feet, cracking his
collar bone and otherwise injuring him. Dr.
Shannon is in attendance.
Mr, Hawes, wife of C. K. Hawes, Esq., had
an elegai t diamond ring worth -$100 stolen
They
from their residence last Tuesday.
traced and recovered it from a young teamster

bery.
The Bar Harbor Tourist of August 2d, gives
the following particulars of the recent highway robbery which has caused great excitement at Bar Harbor:

about 2 o’clock, and when about onefourth way down, a man dressedinablou.se

noon

suit and

completely disguised stepped
them and drawing a revolver on the

up to
driver
requested him to stop. At the same time he
drew another revolver on the How brothers
and in a smooth, stern voice demanded that

they givo him their watches and money, re'
marking with the characteristic gallantry of a
professional robber that he made it a point
disturb the ladies. He took a watch
and several hundred dollars in money then
quietly stepped into the woods again, and the
party came on, glad to get away without injury. A robber never harms any one, unless
in self-defence.
The news spread rapidly.
Great excitement prevailed.
Wild stories
without number were passed from mouth to
ear. The telegraph
and
telephone were
brought into requisition. Scores of men who
never rode before, got a chance to go t > the
mountain on buckboards at somebody’s else
These men talked loud and called
expense.
for the robbers to show themselves, but if they
had seen him they would have run like a pack
of wild men. We presume that the robber
was only one of a gang, and that while he appeared alone he had plenty of armed confederates within easy distance. Neither is it
likely that ho will attempt to escape from the
island at once. For if it is a set of professionals they are of course aware that the tourists
of Bar Harbor carry large amounts of money
about them.
Unless the highwayman was
some gentleman
tourist short of money, we
shall probably have occasion to chronicle another robbery before his capture. They may
next break a safe, or clean out a store.
Every
one should be on their guard.
never to

Aroostook.
The yield of hay in Southern Aroostook is
very large, of excellent quality and now nearly
all housed in capital condition.
Potatoes and grain are coming on finely and
tho crop promises exceptionally well.
farmers in
few discontented
There are
Aroostook county at any time, and it is believed not a single specimen can be found now in
the whole section.
Tho first National bank of Houlton began
business la3t Tuesday, uudor the most favorable auspices. Its officers are excellent business
men, and the decided benefit of the institution
to both customers snd stockholders is unquestionable. There is complete harmony between
the National and the prosperous Houlton Savings bank, which, it is believed has paid the
highest dividends in the State to its depositors.

was

reported

at

purchased

land, five; F. R. Ramsey, of New York, six;
T. I’M. Glendenning, of Portland, two: Frank
J. Mitchell, E. S. Sweat, Frank L Shaw. F.F.
Ainz, Spanish Consul, and Alberto Rem3alt,
each.
Spanis Vice Consul, all of Portland, one
Mr. Bennett of Boston has selected two lots,
and will erect two Swiss cottages at an early
___

Fatal Accident.
Saturday morning workmen were replanking the York street end of Portland bridge,
and had left an open space. Charles Arehi.
bald, a lad about 17 years of age, undertook to
the bridge,
carry an armful of planks across
and, not seeing the open place, fell through.
The distance to the ground below is about 23

The Baptist Society of Hallowell has purchased an 81,800 organ from the manufactory
The old organ is
iu East Cambridge, Mass.
being taken out, and the new instrument will
in
be formally opened
September, with a grand
COUNTY.

SOMERSET

A Post o£ the G. A. R. was organized in
South Rorridgewock a 8fow days ago. About
25 comrades were mustered in.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

A threc-vear-old child of Audrew Jordan of
Millbridge, fell into a kettle of hot water one
day recently, and was so badly scalded that it
died next day.

mWALDO

COUNTY.

The Commercial says Mrs. T. D. Taintoi
died at her residence in Winterport, Wednesday evening, from heart disease, after an illPier shrieks of
minutas.
ness of about ten
in the
agony were heard all over the Tillage,
last minutes of her life. She had beeu in good
health up to witliiu a few minutes of her
death.
YORE COUNTY.

The Times says a little boy named Charles
Gallagher, was drowned at Saeo while bathing,

Friday.

young

died in about an hour and

a

We shall in a short time take
to which we oiler some oi* the best
an

List of Patents.
Weekly list of patents granted to the residents of Maine, dated Aug. 1st, 1882, reported for the Maine State Press by Charles E.
Foster, Solicitor of Patents, 911F. Street,

Washington, D. C.:
James H. Baxter, Portland, Me.—Apparatus
for packing dried fish; No. 261,984.
Alpbonso H. Cobb, Rockland, Me—Stool.
No. 262,176.
George W. Rich, Portland. Me.—Fire Ladder. No. 261,874.
Horace A. Xribon, Machias, Me.—CarriageCurtain Fastening. No. 261,970.
Swimming Matches.
A few members of the Union Rowing Association are agitating the advisability of hold

ing swimming contests, the trials to be open to
members of the club who are Btrictly ama-

LIFE INSURANCE CdPAM.
Better than a Four per cent.
Government Bond,
Wliieli at
terest.

a

about

premium pays

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from which you may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Polias

shown

by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.
miums

policies

these

have

sfttifned

tho pre-

with 4 to 5%per cent, compound interest.

property.___

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY
cent, reserve is

a

made to create a public
sentiment against the sale of small fire-arms to
hoys, because an occasional accident results
from their careless use; and the Press lias
strong effort is

being

far as to prepare an ordinance upon
gone
the subject for the City Council to pass. It Is
to be hoped that the city fathers will not act
hastily ia this matter, or wi boat looking at
Do the circumboth sides of the question.
stances as they oxist require the enactment of

over a

4

per

$3,022,612,

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

Tho above

in
Wolves are getting to be quite numerous
They have been seen
Hodgdon and Amity.
nave
They
by several per ons iu these towns.
not done any destruction to sheep as yet.

Endowment Policies
for sale at

$1.50 per yard.

Cents, been selling at $1.25 per yard.

$9,

At

former

import.

to

Buntings,

1 Lot Albatross, 48 Inches Wide,
price 50 Cents per yard.

At 25 Cents, former

5 Pieces Black and White Polka Dotted
Cashmeres
At 50

45

EXCHANGE ST.,
Portland, Maine.

I>. W. Fessenden,
V. iflott Bootliby,
Portland..

Been

Besides the above

we

have

Store full of Elegant Goods which

a

Agent.

aag7

visiting

our

city

to call

We claim on this lot of
Silks to offer better value
than has ever been shown
in ^Portland.

_._

Dissolution of Copartnership.
firm of DRESSER,McLELLAN * CO. is thus

EDWARD d. PONTON,

S'HE

day dissolved by mutual consent, E. S. E,
McLellan and Wm. W. Roberts retiring. Hereafter
the business will be conducted by Auriu L. Dresser
who retains the good will of the late firm, and who,
thanking customers for past favors to the firm,
solicits a continuance of their patronage.

BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW.
NOTARY PUBLIC Ac.,

Ontario,

Belleville,

Canada.

Good News to Sea Shore People.

PROPOSALS for furnishing material
and building a block; Stores,halls and offices according to ldans and specifications, at Saccaradpa,
will be received until Aug. 20. Plans and specifications can be seen at C. B. Woodman’s. Saccarappa,
committee
or Fasssett & Steven’s, Architects. The
if not satisreserve the right to reject all proposals
W. V. HARto
be
directed
to
factory. Proposals
J- 0. KNIGHT,
MON, Saccarappa, Me.
Chairman of Building Com.
Snocarapa, Aug. 7.
___aug7dlw*'

SEALED

vv. a. McIntosh, of lewiston,
leased the Pioneer EaJng Saloon At South
Harsswell, where he will be ready August 9,
to furnish meals all hours of the day at reasonable
prices, and furnish victuals to campors. Those wishing to camp out can get grounds near the saloon.
Meals got up for excursion parties at xeasonable
prices. Address all orders to W. A. McINTOSH.
South Harps well, Maine.
au7dlm

HAS

Farm for Sale.
Cumberland, the farm of the late Moses
of
Haskell, consisting of one hundred acres
a story and a half house and woodshed
with
land,
all
and carriage houso attached, two large barns,
in good repair. Water carried to the barn by aqueduct; a good cistern, and never failing well at the
house, also a young and thrifty orchard. Address
E. HASKELL, West Cumberland, Me.
w4w*31

a

Specialty,

at

that the public lias an opportunity of
hand and entirely free of charge an
for sale.

trying

before-

article offered

322

Commercial Street,

Brown’s

A Trial Package Sent Free.

you are not asked to buy
it until attor you havo given it a trial; and have
become convinced that it is an excellent thing, and
you don’t care to do without it.
Our REUCLAT1VE TONIC acts exclusively upon the bowels to produce regular healthy
action in cases of torpidity and constipation. It
does not act as a cathartic, and therefore leaves no
sickness or debility, such as follows that class of
medicnes, but produce a cure in almost every case
by geting the bowels in the habit of regular,

wholly upon its merits

Decker Bros’ Piaoos,
indorsed By ANNIE LOUISE CARE
cUoiee atocK <*t

firafc-olasa

_

COLORED SILKS
Marked down to $1.00 that
all

been selling
at $1.25.

have

we

season

Any of the above goods

bargains th at

are

can-

we

duplicate again this

not

season.

as

Visit

our

store and learn

prices.

our

healthy action.

Send postal card to our office and address for
sample package.
DBS. LAMB & LOOMIS.
1670 Washington Hi. Boston, Mass.
d2w
jy27

MMKtHKMM.

sura tm,

STUDLEY,
253

middle

Street.

jylO

3 Free Street Bloek, I’ORTLANL
dtf

sep29

4-4 Dress Cambrics 6 1-4 and 7 cents.
4 Button real Kid Gloves 50 cents.
Printed Dress Lawns « 1-4 cents. Mohair and Lluen Ulsters, Shetland Shawls
and Dress Goods at cost. Collars, Cuffs,
Handkerchiefs, Ties, Ficliues, Hand run

English Jerseys.
have

We
ceived

Spanish Laces, Embroideries, Hosiery,
Gloves. Crash for Embroidery, Buttons,
Trimmings, Leather Bags, Shopping and
Lunch Baskets, Gossamer Rubber Circulars aud Fancy Goods at reduced prices.

a

just

re-

J.i.DYR&CO.
511

Owen, Moore & Co.
EMBROIDERIES.

Stamping and Designing.
CREWELS
Royal School

«e

of

Art.

jly20

460

FAIRWEATHER

O

SXaM ST.

Congress

WV12H

jyl2^

GREENE

CO.

__0011

Jacobs Extra Lime
L. C.
u5dlw

for

sale oaly by

CUMMINGS,
10

CENT

CARD PLATE ENRRAVEB

Visiting
Cards,

A'NI>

j

Stationer.

Eugrav* <( Cards and Invitations
tor Weddings and Eecep*
tions a Specialty,
<Uf

AG WIIAKF.

Wholesale and Retail Grocers,

WILLARD’S NEW PATENT
ing men, bathers and others whom business

pleasure lead upon the water should have this
gant “Life Preserver” and prepare for hunger.
'fob SALE [BY

WM. J. BKIDTE.Treas

Office, 24 and 2(3 Oliver Streot, Boston, Mass.
(

OliKOPERS AND MANUFACTURERS.

or

ele-

I. & E. R. BARBOUR,

NO. 4.1

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.

PRESERVER.

LIFE

Po83essiog decided advantages over all others on
Sea faraccount of its lightness and compactness.

B. J.
SAMUEL LITTLKPres.

dSm

PORTLAND, .TIE.

jylu

No.

8

Exchange St.,

or

WIIjLAHD,
COinaEBCIU STREET.
dim*

y24

IWEIE LACE.

“BOSTON STAB BRAND

PURE WHITE LEAD
ItEl) LEAD AND

LEAD PIPE

LITHAEGE.

& SHEET LEAD.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDEIi &o.
GOLD MEDAL awarded bj the Jlassaelmaett,
Charitable Mechanics'Association in 1881.
•narl

THESIS CARGO,

just received and

Lowell,

AND

At*

Street
&■

Wedding William S.

mcli’

E.

MUSTARD.
OThe finest quality and highest grade of Mustard
Imported. Warranted chemically pure. For sale by

W. L. WILSON & CO..

513 CONGRESS STREET.

Instruction given in KENSINGTON EMBROIDERIES.
M.

eodlf

yl9

I

from

Congress St.

i

$5.00 each.

PIYCKIYEY’S

‘fcxtra Genuine’

small lot of

Ladies’ Heavy Blue
ENGLISH JERSEYS,
which are now much
Price
demand.
in

wnarl

POBTLIND, MAINE.
*pl6di
Orders received by Teleph°ne.

In all the new shades, only
marked down from

$1.25,
$1.75.

the

CALL and SEE Homeopatliic Regulative Tonic

Lowest Market

Prices.

RHADAM8

West

Tourists and others needing any think
in the line oi BOOTS AND SHOES, will
llnd it advantageous to call at the 1 copie’s Shoe Store,

Coals

SIL.K-

au7dtf

PorUand, August 6,1S82.

NOTICE TO BUILDERS?

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Homes tic

COLORED

AURIN L. DRESSER.
E. S. E. MCLELLAN.
Wm. W. ROBERTS.

CjllectiooB made on reasonable terms in ail parts
nng7d(.m
of Canada, and promptly remitted.

TO TOURISTS AND TR AVELERS

COAL.

BLACK SILKS

NO. 516 CONGRESS STREET.

jne23___eo<^tf

Wiiolesale and Retail Dealer in

For Men’s and Boys’ wear,
only 62 cts. the same grade
we have been selling all the
season at #1.00.

we

LITTLE,

&

MILLETT

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

State

Cloths

selling for $3.50 and $4.50.

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

T r. MERRY,

1»w.okbridges_
Marshal.

,...,iudtfCity

50 Parasols at $2.50 Each,

NEEDLEWORK.

AGENTS,

..

Cents, former price $1.00.

—AND—

SPECIAL

i .UE is hereby given that JOHN L. BEST bas
teen duly licensed to collect the City Offal and
:,. n bond for the satisfactory performance of
All persons collecting offal without a
,vn > In violation of the City Ordinance will be
...
ted according to

raj

l. v
lot

in Colors,

enfs, cost $1.00.

At 50 i

CITY OFFAL.

price $1.00 and 1.25.

5 Pieces French Lace

BRIDGES, City Marshal.

Woolen

100 Pieces Dress Goods, in Colors,
former

K.

Ginghams

At 15 Cents, cost 28 Cents

Cents,

prosecution.
fyl7dMW&Flm C.

them to

price $15.

50 Pieces Scotch

At 50

Streets.

is

Dresses

Pattern

Embroidered

1 Lot,

on

hereby glv«n that the deposit In the
streets, (except in proper receptacles) of asher dirty water, or any
es, sweepings of shops, waste
animal, vegetable or offensive matter whatever, Is
forbidden by the ordinance# of the city. Attention
of shopkeepers and others is called to this matter,
as farther violations of the ordinances will subject

NOTICE

1 Lot Brocaded Grenadines in Colors

au4

to

his customers in regard to age, and bo troubleIt is a fact
some to the parent or guardian.
that among the many hundreds of hoys who
use on
purchase pistols and ammunition forttiom
are
the Fourth of July, when most of
sold, comparatively few ,lo so without the
to
and
knowledge and consent of their parents;
oblige them tc be at the tronble of writing a
permit in every case would certainly be a
great annoyance without lessening the liability
to accident from their use.
If anything is to be done, let a sensible jaw
be made; one that will accomplish the object
aimed at without serious interference with a
is too
legitimate business. The ono proposed
sweeping in its provisions. It places a ban upon every kind of fire-arm, and the youngster
from the country town who comes to the city
to purchase a gun or revolver, would generally
come in ignorance of the law, and could not
buy becauso lie would have no permit.
The fatal results attending so many of the
in most
pistol wounds of late, is doubtless due,
cases, to the poisonous nature of the fulminate
with which blank cartridges are charged; and
the cheap blank cartridge pistolB now so P onty
accidents
are well calculated to cause the
If these could be done
when carelessly used.
the old-iasnaway with and a return had to
“e'
ioned powder pistol, fatal accidents wonKl
'still have
could
come infrequent and the boys
their fun.

at

selling

At 75 Cents, been

At 50

_JylMtf

ordinance Relating to Deposit of

5 Pieces Black Brocaded Sicilian Silks

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

so

the dealer as the one
a law so embarrassing
its penproposed; exposing him, as it will, to
alties in consequence of the false statement8
erne of
that would bo likely to be made by

C. W. HEARN.

July 16, 1882.

Head -tlie Following:

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,3CO,Besides giving in
OOO matured endowments.
suranco

the remainder of that day.
M. P. KINO.
0. B. CONANT.

to remain closed for

Waste Matter

cies in other Companies

THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (invested in the most productive and solid securities of the country) have earned the past ten
and taxes, an
years above paying all expenses
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

[The Proposed Pistol Ordinance.
To the Editor of the Press:
I have noticed in the papers of late, that

in

tlie State.

seen In

ever

a

3% per cent. In-

A gold medal or silver cup is suggested
suitable prize for such contests, the winner to defend it for a year without being vanquished, when it will become his absolute
teurs.

as a

bargains

Stock, previous

our

GOODS

DRY

Correction.'
We learn that we were misinformed in the

Ramford Falla and Buckfield Railroad.
These gentlemen only accepted the earnest
invitation made by many individuals on the
line of the proposed road, and many times repeated, to accompany an engineer in looking
over the route, and by whom also President
Jackson was invited.

The Undersigned Photographers
of Portland.
the indulgence of their patrons, have
agreed to close their places of business during the mon hs of July and August of the present
year on Monday of each week at twelve o’clock M,

ASKING

inventory of

We feel so near confident that you will send for a
box of our medicine after using a sample package
and learning how it acts, that we are willing to go
to the ezpense of seeding you a trial package free.
Thus we offer our

I^/JE'O.tULSLi

10 o’olock a.
octeul

J. H. LAMSON.

half.

recent statement in our columns that the late
reconnoisance of a new railroad route from
Mechanic Falls to Gray was made in pursuthe
ance of an invitation by the officers of

Saturday, commencing at

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

/_

IN

Archibald struck heavy, receiving seHe was taken to his
vere internal injuries.
home in Knightville, and cared for by physicians, but, iu spite of all their efforts, the

0. f.Uil'

Consignments solicited.

m.

STREET.

CONGRESS

516

NO.

Emery Goward, of Easton, Me., about 65
years old, shot and killed himself Wednesday,
the ball piercing his heart. He was insane.

feet.

man

Millett Sc ‘Little,

AltOOSTOOK COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Sale of Lots on Long Island.
a
Saturday, Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co. sold
Island
large number of lots of land on Long
They
for Mr. E. Ponce, for cottages, etc.
brought from three-eighths to one cent per
foot.
Benjamin Woodbury, of Long Island,
two lots; J. R. Thompson, of Port-

dise every

Bargains._

NEWS.

STATE

Salesroom IN Kxchu.* *u
P.O.BAILBY,
_

shall sell at corresponding prices.
We invite all our Customers and Strangers
and see our

out.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merehan-

Callao, July 10, haviDg put

making iu all 262 days

at 3 p. m.. We shall sell
Land Noa. 49 and 61
Mayo Street. Contains about 6,200 Fl* ft. of110 ft.
being about 69 It. frout, running back about
This is a large and deniable lot. We ©all attention of teamsters and others wanting a large lot In
Terms easy and made known
a central location.
at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctieactn.

aug2__dflt

DAYS

Will be the Best ever Offered in Portland.

She was given up as lost owing to no tidings as
to her whereabouts having been received. She
into port short of provisions. She is now 217
days out, and ouly on the western coast of
South America. It will be probably forty-five
days more before she reaches San Francisco

VALUABLE LOTS BY AUCTION.

TUESDAY, Aug. 8,
ON the
Valuable lot. of

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

days.

The Ship Theobald, Supposed to have
been Lost, Heard From.
The ship Theobald (of Richmond, Mo.),
Captain Waterhouse, from Philadelphia for
Sau Francisco, has at last been heard from.

TWENTY

NEXT

drought is

With its magnificent crop this year, Aroostook will be a bigger bonanza than ever to the
wooing party that finally wins the much court*
ed railroads.

the

for

not felt yet in Aroostook,
though, siuce the middle of July the weather
The merhas been unusually dry and warm.
cury has been above 99° on some of the hottest
The

BARGAINS

OUR

Mr. Isaac W. How and John B. How with
their party of ladies, were coming down Green
Mountain on a buckboard Wednesday after-

in Portland.

date.

sales.

auction

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

THE MT. DESERT SENSATION.
on

len

for his inspector—ought not to be appointed.
But before this the Governor had sont in Simpson’s name and the Council had confirmed
him. Thereupon they induced the Governor
to agree not to give SimpBon his papers unless

Miss Laura L. Phillips is sojourning at Nahant, busily engaged in writing two plays—
on* for Miss Fanny Mar3h, the other for an unknown actor who proposes to star next season.
Kate Claxton’s dates at the Portland Thea-

__

What Mr. Noah Mayo Has to Say About It

river.
The Portland Mechanic Blues will send seven men who have made the necessary scores,
to Augusta to-morrow, to compete for placos on
the State team which will be sent to Creed-

of years.

Nervousness, Debility and Exhausted Vitality cured by using Brown's Iron Bitters.

jj!7

the trustees of the Catholic Orphan Asylum.
Lucas of East Deering, will furnish all the
hricks for Brown’s new biock, except those
takon from the old Sugar House.

Spurwink

Forty Tears’ Experience of an Old Eurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been used for forty years with never failing success by millions of mothers for their
children. It relieves the child from pain,
in the
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child It rests the mother. Price Twenty-

Portland, Me.

arrested for robbing the
for trial today.
The total value of foreign exports for the
past week amounts to $10,011.20.
Commercial street,.between Berlin Mills and
Holyoke wharves, is to be newly paved.
Mr. Griffin’s yacht won the race between it
and that of Mr. Kict.
Shed No. 2, at the Grand Trunk wharves,
is being extensively widened.
There were 75 arrivals at the City Hotel,
Quincy, who

post-office,

fhePost Office
and 11. B. Kendrick.

Waldoboro. G. Bliss.

Pertland,

spark, Saturday. Damage trifling.

morrow.

Vlnalhavon,

a

a

a

Andrews,

Watervillc, J. J1-Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibbs A Rundlett.
Woedford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.

five Cents

from

then

A large number of people went to the
islands yesterday.
The Grand bodies of Odd Fellows hold their
session in this city this week beginning to-

Delano.
Thosiaston, S.B.Lane.

Portland,

yesterday. Mercury 76° at

Saturday night.

^’i?F?UsJ,"Bridge,
Rockland, O. C.
Sebattua, E. H.

8 a. m., 90o
cool breeze sprung up from
to fall,
the southwest and the mercury began
and at sunset it indicated 78°.
There were 8 deaths last week.
The roof of Kicker’s tannery caught fire
Hot

at noon,

MONDAY MORNING, AUGUST 7.

EVADING THE FISHERY LAWS.

Brief Jottings.

experienced teacher of 51#Lace making will be at our

store for n short time and will be
pleased to exhibit samples of
work and instruct all who wish
to learn this fascinating employment.

eodUmf

BEJHOYAL
W MUNGER & CO., have removed their
office from 100 Fore street to No. 0 Exchange
street. We take this occasion to thank our many
friends for their liberal patronage heretofore. We
sha’l be pleased to see them at our new office, where
we c:in furnish them with reliable Murine, Fire &
Life Insurance.
JOHN W. MUNGEli & CO.
Portland, July 2 1882.
,ljy26eod3w

JOHN

All

creuie

Owen, Moore & Co.
dtf

S. It. A’IL,E8,

Advertising Agent,
BOSTON
TBKIWONT ST.,
Coutracte for Adwiisements In Newspapers In ■
Sts
tee
and the
United
of
the
cities and towns
BritishProvinces*

MARRIAGES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Wit and Wisdom.

In Rockland.
At Cook.

collect metal for
The committee appointed
cannon for General Beauregard’s army, applied
to a planter of Adams County, Miss., for his
bell. Not having such an article, he mentioned it to his wife, when she very patriotically offered her brass kettle. The little ones
rather demurred to the sacrifice, and one of
them, with a sweet tooth, said, “La, pa, what
will we do for preserves?” “My daughter,”
said the wag of a father, “our whole duty now
is to preserve our country.” The kettle was
to

sent

Disappointment.
Wiggin's Pellets
have an inherent power to cure Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Piles, Sick or Nervous Headache, and all diseases of the Stomach, Bowels
and Liver. Never surpassed in the history of
No

—

Sufferers, try them, and ye will
Fifty cents a bottle at drugsuffer no more.
gists. Sent by mail on receipt of price.
Miss Sawyer's salve, as now prepared, beats
the world. Twenty-five cents a box, Sent by
medicine.

mail.
Wigoin & Co.,

unsteady—When

When the funds are

rROUGMATtf

Me.

money

tight.—The Judge.

is

Containing all the essentials of a true tonic,
and sure to give satisfaction, is Brown’s Iron
Bitters.

_

“Do fish sing?” asks an exchange. Certainly; ana many of them have been known to
reach the high sea.
15c. boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,!
lies, Ants, Mosquitoes. Bed-Bugs, Insects,|

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate, in Dyspepsia
Dr. A. Jenkins, Great Falls, N. H., saye:
“I have prescribed it and can testify to its
seemingly almost specific virtues in cases of

dyspepsia,
or

and

nervousness

morbid

vigilance

wakefulress.”
A

fish as big as the
one that got away from the hook just as it was
being landed.—New Orleans Picayune.
man never

yet caught

buy th«.light

run-

ning “Domestic.”

Bonk Binders.

J. I. li

DEATHS.

TRADEMARK

In this city, Aug. 6. Mr. Wm Duran, aged 80 yrs.
In this city, Aug. 6, Charles Archibald, aged 17
years. [Boston papers copy.l
In this city, August 5th, William Duran, aged
eighty years.
[Funeral from his brother’s residence, No. 11
Hanover street, Monday at 3 p. m.
In ueering. Aug. 6, Charles H. Clark, aged 62 yrs.
In Cape Elizabeth, Aug. 6, Henry, infant son of
Charity Shearra, aged 1 year 2 months,
In Falmouth, Aug 6, Edward A., son of Amos and
Sarah P. Leighton, aged 16 years 7 months 26 days.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2Va o’clock.]
In Gorham, Aug. 4, Lucy S. B., wife of Isaac H.
Knight, aged 69 years 6 months 23 days,—formerly
of Westbrook.
rFuneral this Monday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.]
in Melrose, Mass., July 30, Mrs. Martha B., wife
of Geo. W. Woodman, aged 43 years and 8 months.
In Cambridgeport, Mass., Aug. 6th, Miss Georgia
Phinney, daughter of Asa H. and Isabel F. Phinney, formaly of Portland, Me.

cross, prepaid, $1.25.
Oh apin’s Injection

Fleur is

used,

be

to

r-r:
Bachu-paiba, in cases of Impure orgj
^Diseased Discharges. With Syringe, $1, atB
‘druggists, sent by express, prepaid, for $1.25!
iotn by express, prepai<l, on receipt of 32.25.H
E. S, WELLS. Jersey

6
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.... Aug 6
.New York.. Rio Janeiro Aug 6
Cyphrenes..
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Aug 5
Amerique.New York.. Liverpool_Aug 9
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool—Aug 9
City of Richmond. New York. .Liverpool_Aug 10
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg_Aug 10
Alvena.New York..Kingston-Aug 11
Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Aug 12
Newport.New York..Havana.Aug 12
Nevada.New Fork .Liverpool... .Aug 12
Celtic.New York. .Liveipool... .Aug 12
Helvetiu ...».New York..Liverpool....Aug 12
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Aug 12
Weser.New York..Bremen.Aug 12
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.. ..Aug 16
Caracas.New York. .Laguayra ....Aug 16
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 16
Elba.New York..Bremen.Aug 16
St Laurent.New York..Havre.Aug 16
Frisia.New York..Hamburg_Aug 17
City of Montreal ..New York..Liverpool.. ..Aug 17
Glenrjne.- New York. .Para.Aug 19
Servia.New York..Liverpool....Aug 30
MINI ATI,.;1'.

M

ool9

toilet.

&F&wly

[From Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper.]
A Lady Said

“Thoae Horrid Pimple*!
Please Prcient

Gt.

Probably two-thirds
homes of
various

kinds,

done without

Cannot

My Excuse*.”

society and

of the ladies in
afflicted

with shin diseases of

to do away with

which, if it could be

land

our

I

No,

are

would be the

injury,

happiest

POWDER
Pure,

a

clear

Then she

pure skin,

matter

no

what the cut of her

good looks
which attract every ody. As it is now, she immagines every one sees and talks about “those freckles,”

features are, has

certain amount of

a

pimples,” and other blemishes with
which she is afllicted, and this is true of either sex.
To improve this appearance great risks are taken ;
arsenic, mercury, or high-sound titled named articles containing these death dealing drugs, are taken
“those horrid

in

hopes of getting rid of all these troubles. In
death is the result. No alleviation of

many cases,

the burning, heating, itching and inflammation is
given. All troubled with Eczema (salt rheum),

Tetters, Humors, Inflammation, Rough Scaly Erup
tions of any kind, Diseases of the Hair and Scalp,
Scrofula, Ulcers, Pimples or Tender Itchings on
any part of the body, should know that there is
hope for them in a sure, perfect and elegant remedy, known

as

“Dr. C. 'W. Benson’s Skin Cure.”

white, soft and smooth, removes
freckles, and is the best toilet dressing in
the world. It is elegantly put up, two bottles in
one package, consisting ot both internal and exterIt makes the skin
tan and

nal treatment.

this and not

Our

some

readeis should be

old

to

sure

remedy resuscitated

success of Dr. Benson’s

and

now

advertised

on
as

ge
the

“The

There is only one,—it bears the
Doctor's picture and is for sale by all druggists,
Great Skin Cure.”

§1 per package.
A
HAS

Meaiatiaa

OFTEN

BEEN

free.- Dr. C. W.

more, Md. Sold by all druggists.
C. N. Crittenton, New York, is
Dr. C. W.

jy!7

Benson, Balti-

wholesale agent

Benson’s remedies

Do not fail to try Wheat Bitters. Malaria is
found where it is used, and Dyspepsia is
not heard of.
“Fact; try it.”
not

The oldest vessel afloat is a ship of three hundred tons called The True Love. She is over
one hundred years old, and is a merchant ship
in active duty, sail! lg under the English flag.
Her course must have run tolerably smooth.—
Lowell Courier.
“The great value of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for all diseases of
women is demonstrated by every day experience. The writer of this had occasion to step
into the principal pharmacy of a city of 140,000
inhabitants, and on inquiry as to which is the
most popular proprietary medicine of the time,
was answered that Mrs. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound occupies

a

most

conspicuous place

in the front rank of all remedies of this class.
—Journal.

“Any children?” asked a landlord of a gentleman seeking a tenement on Cherry street.
“Yes, three.” “No use talking, then; I want
tenants without children.” “But mine are not
fat enough to kill,” mildly remarked the gentleman as be turned upon his heel.—Waterbary American.
Internal medication through .Healey’s Tonio
Pills or Cordial, will permanently cure chronic
weaknesses. See advertisement on this page.
taken cold, allays Thirst and Fe-

Strength during

and restores Nervous

the

hot season.
Some scientist now observes that even the
clam has parasites. He would have observed
as much before if he had ever noticed the
crowd around a free chowder.
unwholesome cosmetics,
Glenn’s Sulphur Soap, which purifies the skin.
Hill’s Hair Dye, black or brown, fifty cents

Use, instead

of

MW&Flm

and Bladder Expelled-1-ong

buffering

Troy hi Bent People-A I.ncky

In the account of the bombardment of Alexandria, we read The Monarch was not hit on
account of its moving about. The Russian
monarch, Alexander, however, does not move
about for fear of being hit.—Texas Siftings.
“Another sole made happy,” said the drugon
selling a bottle of German Corn Re-

gist,

mover.

iQan.
U IS by
strange thing that Dr Kennedy
should have received the following letter. By reariiu
one minute why James Anng It you will see
no means a

drews

Drama.

_

Stones in the Kidneys
olone of

"No,” said Mrs. Pshawdee, “I don’t think
my daughter will be a good pianist; she doesn’t
at all depreciate Beethoven’s soonafters or
sympathies, and cares altogether too much for
the cheap and populous music.”—Music and

ver,

ache, neuralgia, nervousness, sleeplessness, indigestion, paralysis, and melancholy.
Price 50 cents per box, two for §1, six for §2.50

or

Found at Last.
What every one should have, and never be
without, is Thomas’s Eclecteic Oil. It is
thorough and safe in its effects, producing the
most wondrous cures of Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Burns, Bruises, and wounds of every kind-

Cephaline,

MADE

by the discovery of some new thing, but nothing
has over stood the test like Dr. C. W. Benson’s
Celery and Chamomile Pills.
They really do cure sick headache, nervous head-

by mail, postage

a general notorious for foraging where it
sa(e, but who was often on the retreat, it
was said that he left nothing behind but the
enemy.—Cincinnati Saturday Night.

was

thankful:

Troy, N. Y., April 8,1880.
Ol. O. Kennedy, Rondout, if. Y.
a recent date I had for
within
Dear Sir:--Until
several years suffered greatly from gravel, called by
For about a
Sediment.
(lust
Brick
the doctors the
off
yoai
past this sediment has not passed
caushas
but
accumulated,
fu the usual quantity,
heard of “Kennedy s
ing me untold pain. Having
favorite Remedy, I tried it in my case and after
a
using about one and one-half bottles, X voided
7-10 of
a:oue from the Bladder, of an oval shape,
1 send you
hu inch long, and rough on its surface.
:iio arge-t piece that you may see of w hat it is eoinnosed. Since then I have felt no pain. 1 now
oonsluer myself cured,and cannot express my thankfulness and gratitude for so signal a deliverance
You have my consent to
irom a terrible disease.
for the
use this letter, should you wish to do so,
erers.
suff
.tenolit of other
Yours

truly,

JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
When we consider that the medicine which did

dollar a
only
tois service for Mr. Andrein like
bottle, it would seem that persons afflicted
it
s
virtues,
of
testing
tastiion can afford the expense
(iet It of your druggist or address Dr. David Kenne
Favorite Remdy, Rondout, N. Y. ‘‘Dr. Kennedy’s
edy” for sale by all druggists.
s

costs

one

M,W&F&wlm30

fly 24

Ask your physician and he will tell you that
Cascara is.one of the best vegetable remedies
for Dyspepsia, Constipation and Kidney difficulties. It is freely used in the preparation of
Hops and Malt Bitters.

Rheumatism, neuralgia, pains of all kinds
and nervous disorders are promptly relieved by
the Hop Plaster. Fresh hops, combined with
Gums and Balsams, 25 cts. Insist on having it.
Don’t you know how hard it is for some people to get oat of a room after their visit is really over? One would think they had been built
in your front parlor or study, and were waiting
We think there is
to be launched.—Holmes.
word of the
a typographical error in the last
above. It was probably a lunch and not «
launch they were awaiting. There are snch

people.—Texas Siftings.

Boston Brown Bread.—One cup flour, one
cup rye, two cups Indian meal, two-thirds cups
molasses, two cups milk, one cup lukewarm
water, one teaspoonful salt, and three tea-

spoonfuls Congress Yeast Powder.
two or three hours.

THE

Great

LIQUID

®®»
FOR BLOOD, BRAINAND
NERVES.
SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDI-

CINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK.
Highly
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,

it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
the system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
muscle. tY It works wonders, curing
NERVOUS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. tM"7ar sale by all Druggists. <1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.
as

mar27
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FISTULA AN [fPILES.
1842,) and
WILLIAM REAI), (M. I).,
1876.) 41
ROBERT M. READ, (M. D.,
Bo«ion.
give special attention
Somerset atreet,
AND
to the treatment of FI8TIILA, PII.KM,
THE BKtTl.U,
OF
Ail DISEASES business.
without detention from
Abundant references given. Pamphlets sent
Har vard
Harvard

Snn
office hours—12 to 6 o’clock F M. (eiM®t
maylQoodon
days.)

—

to

Steam

—

E. Jl. KNOWLTOfS CARD.
Publishers Portland Press.
in vour issue of

today,

a

card signal “E

M. Knowlton,” stating that 1 have represented
[SAW
and his former customers that I
to the

public
partnership with him.
produce any evidence

am

1
E. M. Knowlton
that I have ever repreor
directly or indipersons,
to
sented
any person
in bis busirectly that 1 am interested with him
card
Knowlton’s
in
statements
the
brand
1
ness
numerand
I trust my friends
as absolutely false.
not take
will
and
in
Fortlai.d
vicinity
ous patrons
from such a
any stock in any statements emanating
SuurCein
to

defy

WHITMAN LESLIE.

Portland, August 3,1882.au4d3t*
NERVOUS

Cure

DEBILITY.

Guaranteed.

TreatDr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain
ment: a specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, ConvulLoss
sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression,
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntaovercaused
Premature
Old
Age,
Emissions.
ry

by

ertlon, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, decay and death. On® box will cure
recent cases. Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxe for five dollars- sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to’ cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar^
if the treatment does not
an tee to return the money
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HAY & CO.. Druggists, only agents n Portland
and Free Sts.
We., at .Junction Middle
<l*wly46
■jot 1

DODD’S
Newspaper Advertising Agency,
IMS WAHIIINUTON ST.)

BOSTON

Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
end estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Prksb Kept for inspection at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A Vtat of 100 choice newspapers.

“LEWIS’ RED JACKET BITTERS'*
Is the only known PURELY VEGETABLE preparation, now before the public, that will effect a quick
and sure cure. It never fails!
Contains No Mineral Or Poisonous Substance.

A marvel of purity,
strength and wliolosomeness. More economical
•han the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltltude of low test, short weight,
\lu»n or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans Royal Baking Powder Co.,
New York.
feb!8d&wly

powder

vanes.

never

FREE FROM SEDIMENT.
Dyspcpsin, Indigestion, Rheumatism, Sick
Headache,Constipation.Sour Eructations of the
Stomach and Nervousness, invariably yield to the
vegetable remedies in “Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters.”
FEMALE DIFFICULTIES
in Young or Old, Married or Single, yield readily to
this invaluable “family” medicine.
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice.

“Lewis’ Red Jacket Bitters”

Stimulates the inactive “Liver” to healthfully exert
Itself, relieves the Bowels, not violently, bat effectually, and strengthens the Stomach.
Bead what Eminent New iluven Physicians and
Chemists

PORT OF

BEST THING KNOWN

tor

The
Steamer
*1127 tons, Capt.

Steam Eleanora, Bragg,

new

York—mdse to Hen-

Mess’rs LEWIS & CO-,
Having k >*amlned the

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.

FOR

ROCHESTER,
AVER and

WORCESTER,
now

arc

attached to trains leaving

fiance, and ia

Sol by druggists.

je2(>

Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10

p. m. connecting with all Rail
York.

VESETABL3 COMPOUND.
stare Core for all FEMALE WEAKNESSES, Including Leucorrbcea, Irregular and Painful Menstruation,
Inflammation and Ulceration of
the Womb, Flooding* PROLAPSUS UTERI, &C.
GTPleasant to the taste, efficacious and immediate
nits effect. It is a great help in pregnancy, and re(eves pain during labor and at regular periods.
%

DOMESTIC PORTS.

I

in

1 ■»

CEDAR KEYS, FLA—Ar 3d, schs Dione, PaterTampico, to load for North of Hatter as.
FERNANDINA—Ar 31st, sch Elizabeth M Cook,
McGuire, New York.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—Sid 2d, sch Silver Heels,
Baker, Thomaston.
SAVANNAH—Ar 4th, brig Carrie E Pickering,
Marshall, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 3d, sch Ella M Hawes, for
Baltimore.
Cld 4th, sch Jennie R Morse, Hawley, Bath.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 3d, sch Stephen Bennett,
Douglass, New York.
Sid 31st, sch June Bright, Barter, Boston.
RICHMOND-Sid 2d, sch Maynard Sumner, Cousins, Lynn.
Ar 3d, schs John H Converse, Coffin, and Geo P
Haliock, Edmunds, Kennebec; Billow, Rhodes, fm

ju!7***

Portland & Ogdeusburg R. R.

all Weaknesses of the generative organs
either sex, it is second to no remedy that has ever
before the public; and for all diseases of tho
Sidneys it is the Greatest Remedy in the World.

GTFor

son.

•t.

seen

SfKIDNEY COMPLAINTS of Either Sex
Find Great Relief in Its Use.

MW&F&wly

QTBoth the Compound and Blood Puriilcr are pre,ared at 233 and 225 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
•*1106 of either, $1. Six bottles for $5. The Compound
8 sent by mail in the form of pill.-, or of lozenges, on
•eceipt of price, $1 per box for efchcr. Mrs. Pinkham
'reely answers all letters of Inquiry. Enclose 3 cent
'tamp. Send for pamphlet. Mention this Paper.

win.

c

Alter July fat
Parlor Car for Crawfords’, Fab vans’, St. Johns
bury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.25
m. train—arriving without change -at Mona.

(2)

MW&F&w

>tl

treal at 8.40 p.
p.

HOP

plaster Is fa-

mous

for its

quick

hearty action In
curing Rheumatism

parts. Sold by
druggists, everywhere at 25 cents.
nop
(5)

CARTER,

—H—

<$^s>

SUCCESS

On and after Mouday, June 19, 1882,

maixuxuLi lucid.

Introduced in 1864. Jive years prior to the in
woduction of any other New England remedy
to* the same diseases.
MW&F&wly

j©2(>

Or the same Formula as a Liquid.
OTiWE. AUGUSTA SIEAUY’S

tonic cordial

home reputation thning the
sixteen yearn that places it at tlie head of
of
therapeutic agents for the euro of the diseases of
women.
Comv -ed of the active portions only
influa
it
exerts
aud
seeds
healing
Harmless
plants,
ence over the female system, and produces satisfactory cures in every form of Chronic Weakness to
Send for valuable pamphlet.
liick it is applied
I setters with stamp answered by lady proprietor.
if possible; if not, we will mail
Buy of
pills on receipt of price. $1.00 per box; G boxes,
f5.00. Cordial, $1.00 per bottle: G bottles, $5.00.
Address II. F. THAYElt & CO., 13 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass.
wow a

{£^-lhe

drufjjfcs,

CEPUALINE.

Vegetable and Cereal Brain
and Nerve Food for the invalid,
A

aged, sufferers from Headache, Vertigo, Paralysis, Epilepsy,
Hysteria, Convulsions, Sleepnessnessand Nervous Prostration. An
the

invaluable
brain.

[derfulif

and certain

cure.

Send for

possible; if not, we will
mail it on receipt of price. 50
cents per box; 0 boxes, $2.50.
Auuiess H. I'. TH&YER & CO., 13 Temple Place,
my8MW&F&wlynrm
Boston, Mass.
gist

of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
en eartu.
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Puriher
TRICK, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.
A

course

FOSTER. MILBURN & CO,, Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

W.f. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

jdZSSttK
I

Cures

Dyspepsia,

Nervous Affec-

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

The Great Healing Remedy.

fobeign poktm.
C Potter,
Valparaiso June 26th, ship John
for repairs.)
McClure, Mejillones for Europe, (put in
Sid fm Dieppe 2d inst, barque Wm Hales, Dickey,

Fever, and all diseases originating
in a bad State of the Blood, or
aocompanied by Debility or a low
State of the System.

CATARRH.

Elys’Cream Balm

inst, brig Eugene Hale, Lord,

Baltimore ; 1st,
S M Bird, Merrill, New York.
Cld at Hantsport, NS, 1st inst, sobs Spartel, HalWtndlowell, New York; C Hanrahan, Campbell,

sch
*°ArIat HiUsboro 1st last,
2d for

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

allays

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,

IMPORTED

WINES &

_

of all

A

rtPOKfiN.

ing healthy secretions,

MW wly

feb3

McNichols, FanNewburg, NY.)
ning, Lubcc, (and cld
Machias,
sch
Brown,
Gamma,
at
3d,
Ar
Musquash

July 13, lat 30, Ion 44, ship Manuel Llaguno, Kelleran, from New York for San Francisco.

BOSTON andJUNE II. R.
SUNDAY TRAINS

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER S. R.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH

LIQUORS

kind*, in the

OKIGSNAl.

l’ACKAGES,

completely heals the
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell jbeneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled for
the head.
colas in
Agreeable to use. Apply by the little Anger
into the nostrils. On
in Portreceipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale
land bv wholesale and retail druggists

Passenger Trains leave
10.00

a.

m.,

1.00,3.30,

Portland, at
5.30 p.

in.

Re-

turning, leave Old Orchard Beach at
12.19, 2.43, 7.28, 9.48 p. in.

ROUND TRIP TICKETS.
Portland to Old Orchard Beach and
return (on Sundays,) at 30 cents. Portland to Camp Ellis and return 50 eents.

..

—FOB SALE

ft.

BY—

STANLEY & SON, Importers,
Ithi PORE ST., PORTLAND, HIE.

MAY FEVER3

ELYS’ CHEAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
0&wly48

S. H. STEVENS,
JAS. T. FURBER,
Gen. Snpt.
Gen. Agt.
dtt
jy!2

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leares each Fort Erery Wednesday an't

Saturday

abbangehent.

noi.ver

Monday, .Sane 19.
Passenger Trains will leave

On and after
|

NS3,

at 7.30

f

a.

and

n».,

.—p. ,1 arriving at Worooeter
Returning leave
at 2.16i), m. and 7(30 p. m.
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.IS a.
at
1.26
at
Portland
p. m. and 6.45 p.
m., arriving
■

ns.

Fitchburg,
Ayer June.,
Clinton,
Nashua, Cowell, WindbAia, and Ep-

Far

p.ug at 7.30 n. □>. and 1.03 p. ns.
For Uunrhester, Concord and points North, at
t.«3 p. ta.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Was
erboro and Nor. K«ver.7»30 a. us., 1.03
p. in., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. us. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.15
a. m., a ad 3.36 p. m.: arriving at Portland
(mixed) 2.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
For Gorham, Miiccnrappn, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’.,
Mill",
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.03, 6.30 and (mixed)
'6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. ns. tiain from Portland connect, at
Aye-J unc. with Hooeac Tunnel Route for
t l«We«t, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New Vork via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
nMpringtlelil, also with N. V. dr N. E. K.
ei .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, R.and tho
R. for
Ncutn and with Beaton A: Albany
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook J auction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GratulTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Car* on 1.05 p. in. train from Portland
and S.00 a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to all points South and West.at
Depot oSces and at Rollins A Adams’ No. 82 Exchange Street.
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

je 7

__dtf
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
and

after MONDAY.

ON 18S2, trains will

ran as

JUNE
follows:

516th,

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and JLewiston, 7.10 and 9.00
m., 1.16 and 6.10 p. m.
For Gorham, 9,00 a. ni.,

a.

p.

1. 30,3.30 and 5.10

Whaifagt'.

No

From Long Wharf, Boston, 8 p
From Pine S-rset Wharf
at 1C a. in
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Pean. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eiubi DeUnn. Round Trip SIS
Meals and RooB included
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. ft. SAMPSON, A«e«l,
10 L ng Wharf. Bsstsa
d-81t
m.

Philadelphia,

^INTERNATIONAL-STEAMSHIP

CO.

Me.,

St.

Eastport, Nle.,
John, N.B., Halifax, NT. S.,
Calais,

Charlottetowu, P. E. I.

SUMMER AKKANGEMENITS.
WEEK.

PER

TBIPS

FOUK

ON ANB AFTER SON.
DA1..ITM 10th Fleam
iera of this Lius will
Leavr Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every Monday, Tuesday, Wed6 p. m.. for Eastport and 8f.
at
nesday and Friday,
John, with connections for Calais, Robbinstom, Si.
Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Andrews.
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, CharlottetowD Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Hoads,
and Stage Routes.
*
received up to 4 p. m. and any in^•Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms

apply

information

and further

at

Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HKRSEY, President, and Manager

dtf

my2o

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO.

m.

For Montreal, Quebec and
a. me and 1.30 p. m.

Chicago, 9.00

ABKIVALN.
From JLewinton and Auburn, 8.36 a. m.
12.45, and 5.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.35, a. mM 12.35, 5.00 and
5.30 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.35 and 5.30 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

TICKET OFFICES

71 EXCHANGE STREET
INDIA ST.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada. Detroit, Chicago,Nilwankee
Cincinnati. SI. Louis, Omaha, staginStnlt Labe City,
aw. Si. Paul*
Denver, Sbn Pranciaco,
and all

points

CFOR

Island*, New Zealand and
Australia.
The new an
splendid steamers sail from New
York on the 10th, 20th and 30th of eat h month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

Sssdwicfi

as below.
8. S. Colon,.July 31 | Acapulco.Aug. 20.
S. S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only
Aug. 10.
For freight or passage lates and the fullest info*
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
118 State Street, c«>. Broad Mt«. Boston.
or to W. D. LITTLE * 00.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
JeSSdtf

in the

STEAMERS.
* g

i aye

Uhl

>

MLLMiI L.II1SL
EVERY

R0TAt M4IL
STEAMSHIPS.

to LIVEBPOOL

QUEBEC

SATURDAY.

(IiIMTTBD.)

YARSOliTB, 18.
One Trip per Week,

Ocean
Shortest
Voyage-Only
FIVE DAY’S from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from G I.ASGOIV, Liverpool. Queenstown. Londonderry, and Cal

wny to BOStTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
CABIN, $70 nud

safety and speed
$SO.
lutermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St., T
P. McGowan, 422 Congress St., or LL’VE AAUDEN, General AgeulN, New York. 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; PhiladelN. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

phia, Pa
may23

FRIDAY. June

On and after
fen

ttp

w2d, the favorite and superior seasteamer New Hrunsgoing
----rid.
i. ir

t

will

'Pm

leave

Rail Road

Wharf, foot < ! State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on a rival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, and Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH,
arriving there next morning, where connections are

made with Western Counties Railway, Fishwick’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Frieght received cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’clock, And positively none taken alter that time.

H. P. C.

_dly

Maim:

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
Jun29dtf

Steamship Company

Hersey, Agt.,
Rail Road Wharf

dtf

ma23

item!-Weekly Lice to New Jerk.

Steamers Eleanor.i and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin

Wharf,

P.vtland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at e
E.M., and leave Pier 37, Hast River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M
These steamers are fitted up with fine aecommoja
Won." for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between Now
York and Maine. Daring the summer montbs these
Sotuuneis will touch at Vineyard Haven on their patsage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Rot in. 46; meals extra. Goods destined bevend
Portlander New York forwarded to destination at

apply

to
0ENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier S8, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2»
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.

once.

For further information

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE.
Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Passage
.Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Ked Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Ilollaud, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $00, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $20 to $32. according to
steamer and port. Return tickets very low.
Hierliux ami C'oulinentnl exchange in
Also agent Morris Europea -and
sums to suit.
American Express for packages «\nd freigh. to all
parts of the globe. Also agent for the celebrated
Acidia Coal by tbe cargo. Apply to
J. L. E'AKJIES, Agent,
Ho.
inch 18

Kxchnnge

Hired
dtf

CLYDE7®
—

AND

ON AND AFTER MONDAY, AUGUST 7,
(Menmer Kca Flower, having been thoroughly
rebuilt, with new engine ana equipment, will
leave Custom House wharf as follows, viz-

Portland for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Great Chebeague, (Jenk’s Landing) and
Harpswell at 9.15 a. m., and 6 p. m.
Leave Portland for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Great Chebeague (Jenk’s Landing) at 2 p.

Leave

m.

Harp*well for Great Chebeague, (»Jenk’s
Landing,) Little Chebeague,Long Island and Port-

Leave

a. m., 11.30 a. m
Leave Great Chebeague, (Jenk’s Landing) for
Little Chebeague, Long Island and Portland at
3.45 p. m.
Will touch at East End Landing, Great Chebeague,
on the 6.15 a. m., trip up ana 6 p. m., trip down.
Freight taken only on the 6.15 a. m. trip up
and 9.15 a. m. trip down.

land at 6.15

SITNDAYTRIPS.
Leave Harpswell at 7 a.m., 12.00m. and 4.00
p. m. touching at all landings except East End

Lauding, Great Chebeague.

Iifuve Portland at 10.00 a. in., 2.00 p. in. and
6.00 p. m. touching at all landings except East
End Landing, Great Chebeague.
JOHN S. MORRIS,
22 Exchange Street.

Je27

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. H. PETTENCIU A CO.’S

Advertising Agency,
Perk Raw,
I
f 37 NEW
YORK
i
i

Mlate SI,,

ROSTOV,

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
Newspapers in tbe United States and British Prnv

T.

BOSTON

oncectlon with
COLONY KAILBOAD.

pm] adolpRia.
Connecting there with Clyde Steam Lines to
Charleston, N. C., Washing.— “. t!,, and

feb20d

Printers’

W. W. SHARPE A CO„

to FALL
Freight received and forwarded daily
RIVER there connecting with the Clyde Mteasnand SATURDAY
ent, sailing every WEDNESDAY
direct to

from

Advertising Agents,

NEW YORK
9 PARK ROW,
Advertisements written appropriately displayed
*
and proofs given, free ofa
ekly Newspapers of in
The leading Daily and
United States and Canada, kept on lile for the accommodation of Advertisers.
_

__

KOWELL A CO.,
Advertising Agents,

GEO. l’

any

MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Maas

D. D. C.

EVANS’

Warehouse,

In

all K» 1 end Water Lines.
Through Rates and Bills Lading given
point in New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and information apply to

C.

Agency and

lOO WASHINGTON It.,
ROSTOV.
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kind* of
Printers' Materials. Advertisements inserted In all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers'
owest prices
Send for estimates.

STEAMSHIP LINE

OLD

_»dtf

Advertising

—

HEW ENGLAND
FROM

For Long Island, Little Cfaebeagne
Great Cbebeagne and Harpswell.

nces

PHILADELPHIA

Effectually

L B

to load for New York.
,,
Cld 3d. sch Glad Tidings, Hatfield, Rockland.
Ar at Musqash, NB, 2diust, sch Gamma, Brown,
Machias.
Cld at Frederickton, NB, 2d inst, sch Sea Foam,
Owens, for Portland.
AratSt John. NB. 4th inst, sclis Forest Belle.
Sphers, and Afton, Watte, Poitland; May Bell, Colwell, and Ethel Granville, McLean, Rockland.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portlaud and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, E&stporc, Calais,
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten mbytes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence end Bcilou
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of ill. L. William**, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Umou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J AS. T. FITRBEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
el6

od**1?

mar

20th, sch Addie E Snow,

son

m., and 6.00 p. in. Portland for Old
Orchard Beach, Saco and Biddeford at
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.30*, 5.30 p. m. Biddeford
for Portland at 12.05, 2.30, 7.In, 0.36 p. m.
Old Orchard Beach for Portlaud at 12.10,
2.43, 7.28, 0.48 p. m.
^Remains at Old Orchard Beach 2 hours and 30
minutes before going to Biddeford.
a.

—TO—

Ar at

24th, schs Silver Spray, LamACld at Windsor, NS, Pearl,
Goucher, Boston; 2d,

Portland For Bouton and Way stations at
1.00 and 6.30 p.m. Boston For Portland at
8.30

A

nourishment for the
proofs of woncures.
Buy of your drug-

peerless

Boston at 10.45 a. I!1.,
4.55,10.00 p. m. HOSTON
at
9.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.30
FOR PORTEANR
7 00 p, m., arriving at Portland at 1.00, 5.00, 8.00,
BEACH
OLD
ORCHARD
in.
11.00 p.
FOR HOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. ni., 1.23, 3.65,
FOR
OLD
OB
HOSTON
m.
6.29 o.
chard BEACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m„ 12.30,
A
NR
FOR
SCAR.
m.
PORTE
3.80, 7.00 p.
KOttO BEACH ANR PISE POINT at
6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.55,6.00, 8.30 p.
FOB OCR ORCHARR
note.)
m. (See
BEACH at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.35,12 55,
FOR SACO ANR
4.55, 6.00, 8.80 p. in.
Hi R RE FORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
FOB
12.35, 12 55, 4.55, 6.00, 8.30 p. m.
KENNEBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. in., 12.55,
6.00, 8.30 p.m. FOR YVEI.I.S at 6.16, ,8.45
6.00 p. m. (See note ) FOR NORTH
in.
a
II3. RWICK, HAEMO* FACES,ISRE AT
FACES. ROVER, EXETER, HaVEKHUL. LAWRENCE, ANDOVER ANR
LOWELL at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12 65, 6.00 p, m.
FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FOR ROCHESTER
FARMINIITON,
N. II., ANR ACTON RAY at 6.15. 8.45 u. in.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOEFBOBO ANR CENTRE HARBOR (via Str. “Mt. Washington”)
at 8.45 a. m., 12.55 p. m. FOR MANCHESTER ANR CONCOBR N. II., (via New
Market Jet.)at 6.15 a. in., 12.55 p. m. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a, m., 12.65 p. m. MORNINO
TRAIN CRAVES KENNEBUNK FOR
PORTLAND at 7.25.
NOTE-Tbe 12.55 p. m. train from Portland Will
Not Slop at Scarboro Reach or Piac Poiut
anil will Slop ni Well* Ouly to Take Passenger* For Boston. Parlor Car* on trains
leaving Portland at 12.65 and 6.00 p. ni., and Boston at 9.00 a. m., and 12.30 p. m. Parlor-ear seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
12.65 p. m., train from Portiand connects with Sound Cine Steamer* for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
for New York
p. m„ train with all Huil Cine*
and the South and West.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

—-AFD—

Portland and Worcester Line.

a'

=3R£-**-1.15,

MW&F&w

VEGETABLE

vlmr

■-.~

Boston

Gen Pass. Agent C. B. K. of N. J.

i>.38dt

__,

>

~

—H—

Jrtj

Wiisliinston Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

PASSENOEK TRAINS WiLl, HAVE
PORT!.AND for BOSTON
0.15, 8 46 a. m., 12.55, 0.00 p. m.,

tons,

Ar at Halifax 1st

:

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ylO

tins
pn*t

Portlaad

Boston & Maine Railroad ,

Mailed on receipt of price.
HARRIS & HAWLEY, Gen Agts, Boston.

*4)00

|

-ANDiu

A GREAT

jriaEter to., boxu

attain

or

ROUT«.

BKOOM

Yt.nu.ipai,

train.

J. HAMIETON, ruperinteurieuf.
Portland, June 23d, 18
_]un24dtf

_

Flanders. New York.

BOUND

1.05

and West.

Sciatica, Kidney Disease, Lame isacK, fciae or nips,
Sharp Pains, Pleurisy* Heart and Liver Troubles,
Stiff Muscles, Sore Chest, Cramps, and all pains or
aches in every part. It soothes, strengthens and
stimulates the

on

8.40 a. m., from Bartlett and intermediate Stations.
12.60 p. m. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p. m., from Montreal, Ogdenshurg, Syracuse

and

PLASTER

__

Ar&at sf&mingo July

m.

Train* arrive
This

Osuhle Track Stone Balias

tccxets <at any railroad
boat otlice In New England) rin

*ur« ts

m.

Parlor Cars for Crawfords’ and Fabyans’

_

B

M.—To Bartlett and intermediate sta-

5.30 I*.
tions.

mtLvdia E. Pineiiam’s Liter Pili.s cur® Const !p»v
25 cents.
don, Biliousjie and Torpidity of the L:v

jg^-Sald by all Druggist a.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing' Monday, June 26, 1882.
Pa eager Trains leave Portland :
8.25 A. M. For all stations running through to
St. Jolinsbury, Swanton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdenshurg, N. Y., conneoting at St. Johusbnry
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
l. 05 1*. M.—For all Whits Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s, Crawford’s, Profile House, Glen House,
This
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &e.
train rims through express and will not stop at
or
BaldHiram
W.
White
Rook,
Flag Stations,

LYDIA E. PINTOIAM’S BLOOD PURIFIER
vlll eradicate every vestige of Humors from the
tone and strength to
31ood, at the same time will give
-.he system. As marvellous in results as the Compound.

Rockland.

Boston.
Also ar 4tb, brig Shannon, Sawyer, Boston; soh
L T Whitmore, Portland.
Ar 5ih, sch Jas Warren, Leighton, Boston.
Passed down, 5tb, sch Grace Davis, Davis, from
Gardiner for Philadelphia; Laura Bridgman, Hart,
do for do.
The new steam whaling barque Mary & Helen,
608
Capt Smith, has left for New Bedford.

New

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent,
W. Sa NBORN. Master Transportation.

O.

PHYSICIANS PSE IT AND PRESCRIBE IT FREELY.

pool.

BOSTON—Ar 4th, schs Pavilion, Gove, Hoboken;
Levant, Rich, Sullivan; Copy, Curtis, Ellsworth;
Hannah D, Reed, Westport.
Ar 6th, schs Zampa, Sanborn, Weehawken; BanWeehawgor Treworgy, Bangor; Zampa, Sanborn,
ken; Planter, Thompson, Friendship.
Cld 6th, schs Clara Rogers, Rogers. St Pierre; J D
Robinson, Otis, Bath; Caroline Knight, Lewis, for
Rockland; Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Portlaad; Stella
Lee, Hamilton, do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4 th, sch Addie Ryerson,
Cushman, South Amboy; Mineola, Smith, So Amboy for Dover; Atalanta, Arey, Rockland.
Sid 4th, seh Mentor, Hinklev, Kennebec.
BANGOR—Ar 4th, brig O K, LeBlanc, Portland,
to load for Newfoundland; schs San Juan, Dodge,
Boston; Glide, Hutchinson, and Cynosure, Pettee,
Portlflud
Cld 4th, sch Mabel F Staples, White, New York.
Cld 6tb. barque Mary Jenness, Cochran, Aspinwall; sch Addie JordaD, Herriman, New York.
CALAIS—Ar 2d, brig Etta Whitmore, Wright,
Portland, to load for South America.
BATH—Ar 4th, BCbs John Bird, Smith, Portland,
to load for Baltimore; Ebeu Fisher, Reynolds, from

for

Trainei leave JBottlon.
At 7.30 a. in. and arrive in Portland at 11.56 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.65 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Cara.
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. m.
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland
8.46 a. m., 12.55 and 6.00 p. m. (Through Pu 11
man Sleeping Cars on trains leaving Boston at
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Thronch ticket* to all >oint» Weal and
.Mouth may be had of J. M. French, TicketSeHer,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket! for Meats and
<5erthH«oi«lat Deoot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for maals.

hYPIA E. PINKHAM’S

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 4th, ship W H Linooln,
Ross, L iverpool.
Ar 4th, barque Carrie Winslow, Loring, Liver-

Boston.

Lines

Sunday, at !l p. in. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 5.30 p. m. connecting with Sound and
Rail Lines for New York.

Ship Theobald, (of Richmond, Me) Capt Waterhouse, Philadelphia Dec 11 for San Francisco, which
lias been reported missing, was at Callao July 10th,
having put in for provisions.
SchX B Sargent, Sargent, from Sedgwick for New
York, which sprung aleak on Nantucket Shoal 30th
has discharged part of cargo at Vineyard-Haven
and went on the railway 3d. The leak was found
in the gar board.

FARE $1.00.
Th. .avonte Steamer* Foreet City »4
Brooks will alternately leave FKANKLINWHABF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHAKF,
Boetou, at 7 o’clock p. in. (Sunday* excepted).
Passenger* by tbi* line are reminded tfat they *eenre a comfortable nlgbt’a rest and avoid tbe expense
and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late at night
K£" Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket* to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for tale.
Freight taken at usual.
J B. tOVLE, Jr., Oenerwl Agent.
dtf

NKW KNC5LAND AGENCY,

Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester, Uockport,
Lyim, Chelfea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At V2.55 p. in. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.66 p. m. connecting with Sound and Rail
Lines for all Southern and Western points.
At G p. ui. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,

ME MO RAND A

BHYANNIS—Sid

8r

stations

Launched—At Bath 6th, by Goss, Sawyer &
Packard, a three-masted schr of 1100 tons capacity,
owned at Taunton, Mass.

4th, schs Paragon, Shate, fer
Philadelphia; Isola, Smith, New Haven; Judge Tenney, Coombs, Wood’s Hole.
TIVERTON—Sid 4th, sch Agricola, Whitmore,

AND TUT HP AND EE11K8 STN.

Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South

her.
1
At Bath, B W & H F Morse have stretched a kees
250 feet long for a four masted schr of 2,000 ton.
capacity. The frame for a ship of 2,300 tons, is be
ing landed at Sew all’s yard. The keel is down and
stern frame up for a steam schooner of 800 or 900
tons, in the Moses yard.

Tiverton for Boston.
In pert 6th, schs Lackawana, Olosson, from Bangor; Sabao, Flynn, Machias; Speedwell, Whitten,
Rockland for New York.
NARRAGANSET—Ar 4tb, sob Orizimbo, Guptill,
Providence for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 3d, sch Charlie Hanley,
Dias, Rock'and for New York.
Sid 4tli, sob S P Lindsay, Mack, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, brig Ellen Maria,
Cummings BangorforNew York; schs Cephas Starrett Lawrence, Baltimore for Boston; Clive Branch
Farrell, and Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth for Rondout; Hannibal, Pendleton, Bangor for do; Edward
Stanley, Sherman. Lincolnvillo for New Bedford;
Henry Whitney, Bangor for Pawtucket.
Sailed, brig Ellen Maria; schs Cephas Starrett,
Olive Branch, Jas O’Donohue, and Albus.
EDGAR'J'OWN-Ar 3d, sob Brilliant, Snow, from

jtf’h.ila .^Iphia 6c Reading ft. J-t.
AN© UBBfiN STBJGJETS,

NINTH

Express Trains.
buy

-

Steamers!

Stailors In rhiladelphia

F-a-XUS,

this train for Boston.
At S.45 a. m. for Cape

Shipbuilding—J S Winslow & Co lias contracted
with Geo Rufsell, East Deering, for a three masted
schooner of 600 tons, to be built the coming winter.
Capt Murphy, of schr Geo K Hatch, is to command

garet’s Bay. NB; Victor, Perry, Musquash, NB;
Harbinger, Wallace, Bangor; Alfred Chase, Robinson, Kockport; C H Rommell.fm Kennebec; Hiram,
Boyd.Newpor; Com Tucker, do; Palestine, Pendleton, Pawtucket.
Ar 6th, brig Fortuna, Howes, Portland; sch Azelda & Laura, Jorgensen, Ruatan.
Cld 4i h, ship Gardner Colby, Streeter, Singapore;
barque Edward Kidder, Griffin, Anjier; Hosea Rich,
Norton, Montevideo; Antonio Sala, McDonald, from
Havana; Belle Prescott, Douli, Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 4th. schs Junietta, from NYork
for Addison; F A Pike, Elizabetbport for Saoo;
Silver Spray, New York for Portsmouth; Beta, do
for Boston; Clara Rogers, Weehawken for Boston;
Bay State, New York for Boston.
FALL RIVER—Sid 3d, sch Red Rover, Lockhart,
Ellsworth or New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch Mary F Cushman,
Potter, Ellsworth.
Sid 4th, sch G B McFarland. Strong, Brunswick.
NEWPORT-Ar 4th, sch Agricola, Whitmore,

STATION SEW

311

Arrived.

Philadelphia.

Commencing Sunday, June 18, 1882.

Portland
J su in* Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
At
/Kddaford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Sleeping Car will bo
at 8.30 a. m.
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
m.
(Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
p.

Sch Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Boston,—sugar to Forest City Sugar Refinery.
Sch Wm F Joyce. Spurling, Mt Desert Rock, with
460 bbls mackerel; Gertie May, Jewett, do, 676;
Maggie Powar, Soule, do, 110; Henry F Willard,
Willard, Seal Islrnd, 410 do.

IIOSTOJi

-BETWEEN-

New York, Trenton &

Trains leave

SUNDAY, Aug. 6.

Rokes.-.
Md tm uejaware i>*ccuv.wutcA »vu, iroamoi xauther, for Portland.
NEW YORK— Ar 4th, brig William Robertson,
Delano, Barbadoes; schs Kalmar, Brown, St Mar-

Bound Brook Route.

Pamphlets free. Send for one
MW&F&wly

MW&F&weow

and

Leave Portland for Canton. At 9.00
-“a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.40 a. in. and 2.25 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfleld,
Pern, Lxvormore, West Sumner and Turner.
mis RAYFORD. Sunt.
Portland, June 26, 1882.
jo26dtf
«a*<»

sn Y«h ..a

Barque John J Marsh, Mountforfc, CardenasEmery.
Barque Lothair, (Br) Desmond, Cow Bay—master.
Sch Cumberland, Webber, Windsor, NS, to load
for Alexandria—Chase, Leavitt & Co.

brig Daphne, Wiltbank, Aspinwall; schs
Smalley, Cousins, Portsmouth; Mauna
Loa, Chisholm, Boston.
NEWCASTLE, DEL— Passed down 4th, barque
Fannie H Loring, Boyd, for Curacoa; sch Emerson

__Leave Canton for Portland
j Lewi a ton, 4.30 and 9.60 a. m.

^

Isaac

nebec.
Cld 4th.
Emma K

Railroad.

CONNECTIONS.
At Kocklaod with B & B. S. S.
Co, Steamers each trip tor Belfast, Bangor, and
River Landings, also with Steamers for Cireen’*
Landing, Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar
Harbor with Steamers for Lnnioine and WulliAt Sedgwick with Stage for Blue Hill*
van.
Tickets sold to all points as above.
COMINK WEST.
At Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with
Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY.
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
dtf
Portlaud, June 14,1882.

Going East.

HAlI»ROAP

LEWIS & CO,, Proprietors New Haven Conn.

Cleared.

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 1st, sch Martha N Hail, Robbins, Windsor, NS.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 4th, barqno John R
Stanhope, DeWinter, West Indies, for orders.
BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, schs Eagle, Robbins, from
Bay View.
Cld 4th. schs Austin D Knight, Perry, and Lookout, Stiles. Portland; Frank Harrington, Kent, do;
Abbie Dunn, Fountain, Boston.
Sid, sch Frank Harrington.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Albert C Paige,
Haley, Kennebec; Abbie C Stubbs, Crowell, do via
Wilmington, Del.
Ar 4th, ship Standard, Percy, fm Havre 39 days;
barque Alumina, Murphy, Ivigtut; brig Kaluua,
Dow, Portland; schs Emma Crosby. Crosby, Moncton, NB; Flora Rogers, Rogers, St John, NB; Calvin F Baker, Baker, and Oriole, Wheiden, Ken-

Rumford Falls & Euekileld

SlUmnER ARRANGEMENT,

toSwtttS

bu

or

do;

Spotford, refused report.

dtillOctl

jyl3

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland, Juno 19, 1882.
jel7tf

Eastern

*r**5ssaansssat3Portland, every Tuesday
F iday evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on the
arrival of Express train from Boston, for Kockliurd, ('RNtiae, Deer Isle* and Sedgwick.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of
each Steamer) 80. West and Bar Harbor**
Jonewport nnd Machiaspnri.
Returning, leaves Machiasport, every Monday and Thursday MoruingM, at 4.30 o'olook.
Mount Desert at about 10.00, arriving in Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning trains for Bemon.
The New Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Cart. WM. E, DENNISON will loave
same wharf every Monday, Wednesday and
Muturday evening** at 11.15 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston for
Mount Dewert (South West and Bar Harbors)
tom bing at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamer for Mullivan from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Monday Wcdnenday nnd Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland about 6.00 P. M.

Millbridge,

NASHUA,

Limited Ticket* ttr*t aud second clns* for
St. John and Halifax ost sale at reduced
rates.

formula, nnd subjected

Vd Set BSuaSPl poisonous
materia^ ^

it contains no Mineral
composed of excehent

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
Wo family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BE W ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always boars the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

jel6

t Slopping Cars attached, tuls daily, Sundays Included, between Boston and Bangor.
3 Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
John Sunday morning.

LEWISTON,
Charles Deer-

;„iffa^log, which leaves Railroad WharL
and

a. ra.

New Haven, Conn. June 8th. 18S2.

WASHIM^BLEACHINa
ry Fox.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, St John, NR, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Ariel, (Br) Urquhart, St John, NB.
Sch Lillio G, (Br) Granville, Frederickton, NB.
Schs Geo F Keene, Gott, Mt Desert Rock, with
300 bbls mackerel; L M Warren, Robbins, do, 300;
Highland Queen, Joyce, do, 200; D D Geyer, McVain, do, 200; Geo Washington, Harris do, 260;
Ida C
Sarah B Harris, Brown. Bay Fundy, 131

Graduates of the Great L niversity

New Haven, Conn. June 5th. 1882.
Gentlemen.
Mces’ts LEWIS & CO.,
From a careful consideration oT the formula of
the “Red Jacket Bitters”prepared by you, I am unable
to discover anything of a Mineral or deleterious nature
among the ingredients entering into its composition.
Very Truly YourB.
William D. Anderson, M. D.

rlARLlNL

PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Aug. 6.

say,

YALE COLLEGE.

ISTKWS.

MARINE

Buffering from FEVER AND AGUE
AND MALARIA.?

| High water, (p m).. 6.11
Ban sots.7.17 I Moon rises.morn.

_

A

Are you

Absolutely

This

SSalifax, 8.10 a. m.. 0.00 p. m.; s»t.
9.00 a. ra.. 8.00 p. m.; Ileultou, 10.15
in.; Ht. Hfepbeu, 10.46 a. m.; Bueksport,
0.00 a. m., 5. p. m,; Bangor, 0.45, 7.46 a. m.
fS.OCp. nir Dexter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
0.05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Nkowhegnu, 7.65 a. m.,
2.55 p. m.; IVaterville, 9.20a.m. 210., 110.08
p.m.; and 6.15 a. m. (Mondays only) AugiiMta,
0.00 a.m 9.57 a.m., 2.56p.m., 111.00 p.m.;
4«ar<liner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.16 p. in.,
H1.20 p. m Bath, 0,55 a. in., 10.88 a. m., 4.0o
in.
11.56 p.
(Saturdays only)
m.,
p.
11.16 &•
^iruu*yviek, 7.25 a. m.,
m.,
ft.
m..
(night.) Rochtnmi.
4.30p. m., 112.36
8.15 a. m.. 1.20 p. m.f 4.25 a. m., (Mondays only.
Lewiston, 7.20 a.m., 11.15 a m., 4.15 p.m.
Phillip* 0.55 a. ra. Farmington, 8.20 a. in.:
VTiuttsro^ 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follow? The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, S.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40 p. ra. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
aud concocting roads
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
The afternoon
m.
trains from
Waterville,
Rockland
and Lewiston at 6.42
Bath,
Augusta,
p.m. TheNightPullman Express train at 1.60

jlteamboat Co.

summer abbasicemest.

5hen,

a.

ALMANAC:.AUGUST 7.

Of

was

event of

would have instead of a disfigured and marred countenance, one that would be
handsome, or at least good looking, for aDy one with

their lives.

The young man or woman who mast forsake

and Macliias

John,

Ban r-*ets.4.54

us-

society because of mortifying freckles, tan, tetter, pimples and itching excoriations of the
face, should use some of Dr. Benson’s Skin
Cure. It cleanses the scalp and is good for the

On

Prom

FROM
FOB
Saratoga.New York.. Havana.Aug

Arrived.

When^the old man came in, dropped down
beside the cradle and began crying, “Rock and
rye, baby,” she knew what was the matter.—
Syracuse Times.

and after Monday, June 19th, PaMenger
Train* will run as follows: Leave Poriluoti
for St. John, Halifax aud the Provinces,
and all stations on K. A' W. A. Railway,
1.20, and fll.l6| p m.; Sit. Andrew*, *»t. SiteFredericton, Aroostook County,
loosekead Lake, and all stations on Mi. A
Piscataquis Si. SI., 111.16 p. in., (or 1.20 p.
ra., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Huugor, Httcksport, Dexter, 81 etfast unti
Skowhegan, 1.15 p. in., 1.20 p. m.,til.15p.m.
ISnugor aud Vlexter, 5.15 p. m. (Saturdays
ouly). Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 1.15 p. m,, 1.20
p. m., fl 1.16 p. m. aud 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Align?, a, Hallowell. Rardiuer, Richmond, aud Brunswick 7.00 a. in., 1.20 p.
m., 6.15 p. m„ til.16 p. m.; Hath, 7.00 a. m.
1.20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.16 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Jfcuox A
Lincoln
R.
1.20 p.
H., 7.00 a. m.,
ui.;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburu
and Lewiston, 8.15 a.m., 1.16
p.
m.,
5,06 p. m. Lewi*een via Brunswick 7.00
a.m., til.16 p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*
and Rangeley Luke an 1 15 p. in., IYloumouth, Wiitthrop, Rendflel«3, West Wwtervilie aud Worth Anson, 1.15p. m., and
5.05 p. to. Saturdays only, ft^nrmiagton via
Brunswick, 7.00 a- m.

Portlandjan^or, 1. Desert

LEAVE F0K PORTLAND nutl BOSTON,

We regret to learn that a lady, while stooping over her sewing machine the other day
suddenly got a most painful stitch in the side.
—The J udge.

Quicken the circulation of your blood by
ing Wheat Bitters, the great blood food.

REGISTERED.

liEmniB:

LING DAYS OF HTEAITINHIPH.

the

Ohapen’s Bucttj-Paiba.—A quick, complete*
ieure for Cata i of the Bladder, Urinary.^
Kidney aud P dder Diseases, in malo orfi
female. Paraly j, Diabetes.Gravel, Difficulty®
'or holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick!
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine!
-Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging!
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation. Whites!
.'Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pain^in the!
Mack and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping!
vJicors, Tiunors, &c. $1, at druggists, by ex-F

•

Me.

ttern and Model Maker.
HOUR, 3iJ 1'roNo Ml., Porllaml

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

DIRECTORY

WJl. A. ubincv, ftoora 11, Primer*
Euhangi* No. Ill fixcbnnee Ntrees.

Warren, July 20. Edgar F. Montgomery of
Warren and Lottie A. Wagner of Port Medway.
In Friendship, July 18, Cornelius A.Simmons and
Effle H. Delano.

a

Go to 12 Elm street and

July 22, Israel B. Porter and Hattie

in

MAI

Proprietors, Rockland,

BUSINESS

MISCELLANEOUS

cOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
SPRUUE STREET, NEW YORK
tip press may oe found on fils a our office.
NEW YORK

t

irlKKKOW

